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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this study was to deveiop an understanding of diploma nurse 

educators' professionai identities and knowledge formation as they live the health-care and 

nursing education reforrn. A need to examine the impact of these changes on their 

professionai lives stems from a recognition of their role confusion and conflicting 

identities. 

My approach to the study was narrative and interpretative in nature. Drawing on 

nursing and educational Iiterature, 1 contextualïze the present nursing education revolution 

in meeting the challenges of health care, within the seemingly divergent professional 

ideologies in nursing. This disparity has its roots in nursing's historical pursuit of 

professionalization. 

Through collaboration with rny participants for over two years, 1 examine dilemmas 

that surfaced as we Iived and told Our professional stones using Connelly and Clandinin's 

narrative inquiry, metaphors of landscape, identity, conduit, competing and conflicting 

plotlines, and Dewey's experientid theory. Our field texts consist of stories of teaching, 

conversations, participant observations, and my journal wnting. Documents from 

professional =and regulatory nursing organizations, media accounts, interview transcripts of 

nursing leaders and college reports were used to enrich both our stories and the analysis. 

My initial view on professional identity emphasized the theoretical knowledge from 

external authority, which is part of the professional socialization. Through this inquiry, my 



participants and 1 came to understand our identities and knowledge development through 

our practice. Our stories do not only allow us to voice our diJernmas but aIso enable an 

understanding of the power of retelling and reliving our stories. Using Taoism and the 

concept of dialectic, we reco,pize the inevitable interplay between a theory-driven, expert 

practice and a humanistic, holistic, participative approach . WhiIe there are questions for 

future inquiry, one point is clear that it is the tension which holds the growth of 

professional nursing as we continue to live simultaneousIy the biomedical and human 

science paradigms. 

Through a feminist process of reIational knowing, 1 imagine a possibility to create 

space for nurses/diploma nurse educators, nurse theorists/researchers and administrators to 

Listen and understand each other as nursing vacillates between the narrative CO-existence of 

certainty and uncertainty. 
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PRELUDE 

Tonight the moon is invisible. The s e  is covered by a broad stroke of black paint. 

This darkness veils my sight of what is ahead. The expenence of this d u s e  surroundùig 

brings forth a memory of a gathering. There were the three of us, nurse educators of 

diploma nursing progam, sitting and pondering about our continuing joumey as we 

reached a crossroads in o u  profession. Sally and 1 wondered about the impact of the rapid 

and often undirected changes in the Ontario heaith-care system, and about the effect of the 

nursing education revolution on our teaching practices. Jenny raised the problem of the 

meaning of today's nursing and of the evolution of nursing as a profession. 

As we continued to explore and examine our positions as nurse educators, we saw 

ourselves situated in an institutionalized context in which and through which we iived. Our 

past and present experiences in cfinical settings and nursing educationd institutions were 

and are "continuousIy shaping the way we act and interact in and with the world of 

nursing" (Rogers, 1992, p. 10)- Our identity formation as [nurse educators] is aiso 

embedded within the larger historical and cultural stories of nursing (Baumgart & Larsen, 

1992), which involves an ongoing interpretation and reinterpretation of our experiences as 

we iive through them (Kerby, 199 1). Each of our lived personai experiences, professional 

education, and socialization are fundamental to our understanding of the meaning of 

professional nursing. 

Following Clandinin & Connelly's (1995) notion of professionai knowledge, 1 

view nurse educators as knowing persons with their own epistemological relations to their 

milieu (p. 26). In short, this is a thesis of diploma nurse educators' making meaning of 

their nursing knowledge and identity as they Iive out their stories of practice within 

institutional rules and changes in nursing education and its c h i c d  domain. 

My participants and 1 asked the questions: What does it mean to be a nurse? What 

knowledge do we have about nursing? and How can we heIp students to understand their 
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nursing practice in these shifüng health-care and nursing education landscapes? W e  began 

to explore Our own understanding of the meaning perspectives of nursing. This joumey 

inevitably brought us back in time and space. Both my participants and 1 continue to tell our 

own stories but in our retelling, the s t o k s  are being lived out in a collaborative rnanner. 

The datâ for this collaboratively Lived narrative consists of journal records, conversations 

and participant observations. They are field notes of the shared experiences. Our work as 

nurse educators is reconstructed from our experiences as nursing students, nurses, and 

Iater diploma nurse educators. 

A Conversation: Searchino for Our Past in Nursine Education 

S d y ' s  inspiration to become a nurse came from her sister who is also a nurse, her 

later choice as a nurse educator is greatly influenced by her nursing teacher. Jenny, on the 

other hand, lived the dream to become a nurse when she was a child. Her role being the 

care-giver in her family as she grew up eventually led her to this professional path. For me, 

Angela, an immigrant from Hong Kong, my Chinese cultural identity is intertwined with 

my schooling in nursing. There is an intricate tie in my leming about who 1 am as a person 

with a Chinese origin and who 1 am as a nurse educated in Canada. 

Prior to orrr immigration to Toronto, rnother gave me a jade bangie. She said, 'Tt is 

a Chinese tradition to Wear it, and it will protect yorr from any danger." InitialZy? this bangle 

was a burden. I worried about accidenfally damaging it during my daily choredactivities. 

But as rime passed. I was no longer aware of its presence. The bangie became very much 

part of me. It clting to my lefi wrist and accompanied me at all rimes. 

I remrmber that I was sitting in one of rhe nursing classes. Most of us nrrrsing 

students had patiently waited till the end of ourfirst year before we began our "real life " 

nursing practice in the hospital. I was excited and Zistened attentively to al1 the instncction 

given to us by the nursing professor. The uniform niles and reguiations were in bold biack 
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print on the handout. Ir was distribrited to every one of us. The professor started telling us 

about the unifonn niles and policies for oar professional conduct and appearance in the 

dinical setting- She wanted ris to purchase the "nnrsing watch" which was to be pinned tu 

the uniform. Her statement that "No nurse, rvirh a proper attire, should be wearing any 

jewellery " was projected clearly to the back row of the room where I sat. I then experienced 

a sense of uneasiness. 1 did not quite know the reason for the feeling but soon realized if 

was about my bangle. I couid not recall exactly what she said. but the rationale for possible 

transmission of micro organisms lingered in my rnind. I tried to understand from her point 

of view, brrr I did nor ivant to pan with my bangle. Afrer the class, I walked home. with 

feer dragging on the concrete pavement. As I got to the house, I ran quickly upstairs tu the 

bafhroom. I lathered and lathered my wrist and the bangle with as much soapsuds as I 

possibly could. thinking that perhaps a quick decision could ease the pain. Tears welled up 

in my eyes and streczmed down my cheeks ever so slowly, as my wrist was turning more 

and more red. 1 just could not slip the bangle ogmy  wrist, it had becorne a part of me. 

There kvas so mrrch pain -a mixtcrre of rvhat I felt in my heart and on my wrist. 

Mom Lfrnally learned about my predicament and suggested that perhaps I should 

speak to the teacher. I responded to her in a weeping voice that those were the rules and 

regulations. I knew my teacher rvould not be pleased $1 did not abide by the code for the 

"proper anire. " 

It was a confused and diflcult moment when Ifinally realized that rny bangle han 

becorne two rnorsels of hard, cold Stone lying lifelessly by the sink. I sat there in silence, 

wondering abo~lt why I broke it. 

(EAC Journal entry, May 8, 1978) 

When 1 retold the story, it was no longer just a sad experience about the broken 

pieces of the jade bangle, neither was it about the possible bad luck from the Chinese 

folklore, nor was it about the need to conform in order to maintain an image of being a 



"good ,airll." It felt like a sacfice that 1 had made in order to fit into another culture, the 

nursing culture. 1 experienced with intense emotions, the feeiing of crossing yet another 

cultural boundary, from being who 1 was - who 1 am - to what 1 wanted to become 

professionally. There was a conflict in wanting to be the same as others but also wanting to 

preserve sorne part of me, which would make me different. This retelling also raises 

questions about the ways in which nursing C U ~ C U ~ U ~  connect to life and the issue of a 

prescnbed nursing identity. 

1 also remember when 1 first entered a baccalaureate nursing program in 1977. 

Conceptual frarneworks and theories were heavily influenced by a biomedical rnodel. 1 

studied the pathology of disease, the medical diagnosis, and interventions. A nursing care 

plan was to be prepared the night prior to a hands-on dinical practice in the morning. 

"Assessment" of the patient for the construction of the nursing care plan often consisted of 

either an introduction of self to the patient or an avoidance of being intrusive when family 

was visiting. Consequently, it did not amount to much of an assessment. This did not 

matter, however; the teacher only expected a plan that reflected the kind of nursing actions 

required to support a particular medical treatrnent prescnbed for a disease. Frequently, I 

would bury myself under a pile of medical nursing books in order to construct a plan of 

care. Sometimes 1 would plan without any idea what the patient looked like or how she/he 

felt about hospitalization, disease processes, treatments and so on. The plan was based on 

the medical diagnosis and sorne nursing notes on the chart, not necessarily refiected the 

needs of the patient. 

Technicai procedures in clinicd practice were to be carried out systematicaily, 

without alIowmce for deviation from 'Lguidelines." As 1 shared stones of my schooling in 

nursing with Jenny and S d y ,  1 remembered the unforgettable dressing with "Sergeant 

Major," 
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It is my second year of nursing on a medical-surgical rotation. The professor who 

supervises me is very organized and clear with her expectations regarding the impurlance of 

knowledge base and efiicient pracrice. An image of her as a Sergeant Major is conjured ~rp 

in my mind as soon as she speaks. It is her tone. 

I was tuming and tossing on the night before my clinical practice. I rehearsed, over 

and over again in my mind, the steps io open and set up a dressing tray. My anriety might 

have stemmedfrom Sergeant Major's expectaîion of rny mastery of skills, as well as  it 

being myjïrst attempt on a real person. In the rnorning the colour of my eyes was like an 

albino rabbit's- 

As m o n  as I arrived on the rrnit, I saw her in her white un$iom, which wasfirrnly 

pressed without a single crease. She told me that 1 would pelform the dressing change at 

1000 hours- 

The dreaded momentfinally was there. 1 gathered all my equipment and broc~ght it 

into rny patient's room. I explained to rny patient that I wo~rld be changing his dressing 

under my tencher's s~rpervision. I tried so hard to control my anxiety, but it was tu no 

avail, 1 codd  feel m y  han& in trernor. ..and dawn went my forceps on thef70or. 1 

reasszrred myselj? "Do notpanic, you should have another one on the trïy. " There were 

always three pairs of forceps on our tray in the laboratory at school. To my surprise and 

disappoinnnent, the hospital kit had one pair less. I improvised, b ~ r  Sergennt Major told me 

later that 1 had violated the meptic prïnciples. 

I kvas devastated by her comments. And then she a s M  me to prnctice with her in 

private on the next day. I really appreciated her effort, bttt this o~ttcorne was worse! 

Immecliately after i opened the tray and kvas just about to pour the antiseptic solzrtion, she 

cornmanded "Don 't you spill now! " You guessed if. I did not pour the solution into the 

receptacle but over the entire tray. At m i d - t e n  she told me that I worrld be in a failing 

statcrs $1 did not brrrsh ~rp rny skills. The echo of the word 'Ifailing " in my mind was a 

traurnatizing experience. The dream - trying to live as a "good" student. Qing tu tell 
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rnyselfthe story of being an immigrant who would be able to adapt - shattered. The image 

of myseif picking up the broken pieces of my jade bangle in the bathroom behind the closed 

door surjaced in my mind. 1 felt the need to be strong but paradoxically experienced 

vuln e ra b ility- 

I worked very hard in the subsequent surgical rotation. practicing my intravenocis 

skills in the systematic order as taught. This lime 2 made certain that I was farniliar with the 

hospiral's equipment. The quest for certainry and predictability was the nom.  I took pride 

in my learning about hotv tu survive in this n~rrsing culture. 

(EAC Journal entry, October 14, 1978) 

My reteiiing of this story to myself and rny participants opened up the issues of 

knowledge for nurses, methods of teaching, the interrelationship of theory and practice, 

and the ways in which nurse educators learn about nursing in a culture of a militaristic 

heritage. 1 also learned, not about the success that Sergeant Major granted me in the end, 

but that 1 failed myself, in wanting to belong. Did 1 pay heed to myself, who felt that 

speaking in words that were not my own was a form of speechlessness? (Greene, 1993, 

p. 15). 1 now wonder whether we endure and perhaps perpetuate what we do not 

understand. 

Jenny spoke about her training in a school of nursing. She recalls the motto as "1 

see and am silent" (Coburn, 198 1). Nurses were trained to be passive observers, 

handrnaidens to the physicians. She remembers the importance of making a "good" bed, 

with corners tucked in "properly" and wheels in disment (for the teacher's inspection). 

She believes that our stmggle in nursing began with the expert knowledge bestowed upon 

physiciaris, and its influence on the teaching of nursing. She sees that nurses in the past 

learned about nursing from the perspective of the physicians radier than from the nurses. 

Jenny recalls how there were strict rules to follow in the nursing residence. When 1 

heard from Jenny about how uniforrn dresses were hemmed at the knee, it resonated with 
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the story of my school uniform in Hong Kong. 1 was told by my mother, the importance of 

the exact number of inches to hem. This strict measurement of the hem reminds me of the 

"proper" appearance of a "good" girl. In those days, a good girl's behaviour seemed to be 

synonymous with a good nurse's code of conduct. 

Sally joined the conversation. The strongly enforced curfew in her program, as 

well, gave evidence to religious and mXtary roots, Nursing students had to return to the 

donnitories by 1800 hours, with not a minute delay, and al1 lights had to be out by 2200 

hours. Nursing students and nurses were not diowed to have dates. Sally told us the story 

of when she was working as a head nurse: She was c d e d  to the office by her supervisor 

because the director of nursing had seen her under the same umbrella with a man. She dso  

rernembers how she stood with pnde in a straight line, waiting for inspection of her prïm 

and proper uniform, and how she developed a sense of good feeling from the praise that 

s he received. 

As we reteli Our stories about the rules and regulations inherent in the culture of 

nursing, we raise the issue of milieu - about the way in which it shapes nurse educators 

and their students, and the ways they shape the milieu. 

In response to my story of the Sergeant Major, Sally told a contrasting story about 

her teacher. She descnbed her teacher as someone who encouraged her to render patient- 

centred care. The supervision of needie administration, for instance, was not just about 

"doing" the technicai skill but also having students assess the patient's feelings. While 

students perceived the teachers as authorities, SaHy did not expenence being silenced. She 

could question and express her doubt to the teachers quite comfortably. She told the story 

about when a teacher was explaining the antecubital vein to the students. The teacher was 

vaguely pointing to the fold of the elbow. Filled with confusion, SaUy raised her hand and 

asked where exactly was the antecubital vein. Then there was another teacher who was 

working on a math question with her. Sally bot frustrated and said, "1 knew it before, but 1 

can not work through the problem now." SaiIy recalls the teacher responded, "What about 
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trying to work on it alone and see me later?" Sally interpreted the teacher's behaviour as ber 

recognition of a snident's needs. The teacher had provided S a y  with time and 

encouragement to puvle through the problem on her own. Saiiy's stories of her teachers 

depict not only a different approach in working with patients. but also a different 

understanding from Jenny and my teachers of their roles as nurse educators. 

In reteUing our experiences, we interpret our stories. We question the nature of the 

relationship between nurse educators and their students, and the ways in which our stories 

shape the experience of nursing students. More significant, our different stones cause us to 

question knowledge, knowledge for [nurses] (Connelly & Clandinin, 1998). 

The emphasis in my clinical leaming seems to have negated context. Knowledge 

acquired in this kind of learning is considered an attribute, which can be given 

systematicaliy and applied objectively. Nursing care of patients is generaiized and 

categorized in accordance to their rnedical problems. 

In contrast, one particular telling account from Sally concerns her experience with 

the clinical practice of returning and retrieving k e n s  in the hospital. Foilowing the mie, 

students had to record the senal numbers of new and used linen. On the surface, this is a 

daily responsibility of a nursing student - a routine, mundane activity. However, a 

problem arose for Sally when a student who retumed used h e m ,  ones she had signed out 

the day before, reported a different serial number, a number that matched the linens that her 

classrnate stole. The record showed those she had signed out were missing. She said, "1 

paid many times because some students had stolen the hospital k e n s  and had brought them 

to the residence." 1 asked, "What if you did not have the money to pay?" She responded 

that you just had to borrow it. 

Sally, however did not see this experience as an oppression of her nursing 

education. I was confüsed and comrnented," ... but it is this very system within which you 

were being educated to be a nurse." Sally acknowledged the interface between the personal 

and the professional aspects, but in her nursing expenence with the teachers, she never felt 



oppressed by the nursing curriculum. Sally defines curriculum as student-teacher 

relationship, the pedagogy and the subject matter. 

As 1 retell Sally's story of her experience with the missing linens, 1 see S a y  

ope- the issue of the sacredness of a rimalistic practice in nursing. This is a taken-for- 

granted practice, a familiar practice - a tradition which is so deeply entrenched in nursing 

history that there seems no alternative to address the injustice - c m  get a hearing. As 

nursing students, we quickly learned and incorporated into Our meaning perspectives of 

nursing that the rules were to be followed. 

S d y ' s  next story was about the subject matter of her nursing curriculum. She sâid 

that there was a nursing and a medicine component. Courses in pathology and physiology 

were taught to nurses by physicians. The physicians never brought any notes with them; 

they taught from their experiences. The cornponent of rnedical nursing was taught by 

nurses with a focus on the needs of the clients, on communication, and on interpersonal 

relations. 

Saliy's mention of the physicians' experience brought to my mind Baumgart's 

(1985) observation of the 1984 Grange Inquiry into infant deaths from cardiac arrest at 

Toronto's Hospital for Sick Children. In spite of the scientific base of nursing education, 

which is highly dependent on the medical model, "a double standard" in Code's term 

(199 1, p. 222) discriminates between the knowledge of the physician and the knowledge of 

the nurse. Baumgm (1985) notes that the term "knowledge" was used by lawyers when 

they addressed the physician and the tenn "experience" was used in relation to the nurses. 

Code (199 1) has aptly remarked that "... knowledge of the doctors in the Grange Inquiry is 

informed by experience. Were it purely theoretical, people seeking practical care would be 

foohsh to have faith in rnedical expertise" (p. 242). 

Sally found the superiority of physicians' knowledge over nurses' knowledge in 

the previous discussion quite interesting. She did not think the experience of her nursing 

education was congruent with the comments made by both Baumgart and Code in their 
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analysis of the case at the Hospital for Sick Children. She recalls that the bowledge fiom 

the physicians and the knowledge fkom the nurses were emphasized as e q u d y  hportant in 

her clinical practice. 

In our retelling, however, Sally's patient-centred care nursing curriculum seems to 

be an exception rather than a nom. As SaUy conceded, some of hzr nursing friends from a 

different school, shared both lenny, and my stories of our nursing education. The issues 

faced by the nursing cornrnunity are: Struggling to develop its own identity, continuous 

evolution of nursing in both its reco,pition as a professiond, and knowledge development. 

As the three of us compared our lived sociosultural and historical stories of our 

nursing perspectives as students, the cornmon place seemed to Lie within, in differing 

degrees, the shaping of Our nursing identity by religious, militaristic/ bureaucratic, ferninine 

heritages and the biomedical mode1 mogers, 1992). The r e t e b g  of our stories shed Light 

on the current dilemmas faced by nurse educators in addressing four curriculum 

commonplaces. The relationship among teacher, leamer, subject matter and milieu is 

fundamental for nurse educators in pursuit of their professional identity. Nurse educators' 

knowledge of nursing, the ways in which they learn about nursing, their shaping of it, and 

being shaped by their milieu, and their methods of teaching emerge as important questions 

for the exploration of nursing knowledge in a shifting landscape of nursing practice and 

education. Thus through these stones, we corne to understand our feelings about 

socialization into a nursing culture, what we understood as knowledge in nursing, what we 

saw as our experiences of the dominant values and beliefs, and what might be the 

differences arnong nurse educators in their perception of their roles and responsibiiities. 

"Stones are temporal, and it is through the media of time and space that people, things, and 

events reflect, and are seen to reflect, one another" (Clandinin & Connelly, 1992, p. 391). 

Hence, my participants and 1 vacillate between our past knowing and our present 

uncertainty about the meaning of professional nursing as we live in the context of a shifting 

health-care system and a nursing education revolution and evolution. 
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~ h u s  far, however, Our stones as nursing students provide merely the ~ ~ ~ r f a c e  layer 

of our Living and telling of the nursing culture. Through this research inque ,  1 shall 

explore at greater depth our experiences as diploma nurse educators, astride the borders of 

two shifüng landscapes. One landscape is colored by their Living in the turmoil of health 

care changes. The other is dominated by an educational milieu, which shapes the practices 

of future graduate nurses within the larger nursing education revolution. In the changing 

health care context, stories about nurses are characterized by deskilling and 

deprofessionalization. These issues appear to connect with the stripping of cultural identity, 

as reflected in my story of the jade bangle. They may also relate to the social narratives and 

the professionalization of nursing as Jenny spoke about nurses' code of conduct and her 

training in nursing. Sally's story of her nursing curriculum and my story of the Sergeant 

Major may have a bearing on today's nursing education revolution. The foregoing multiple 

possibilities and interpretations depict Dewey's (1938) sense of situations in both intemal 

and existentid conditions as well as their histories and futures. 

This narrative inquiry is about study ing diploma nurse educators' experiences as 

they continue to cross the borders between the cIassroom and the clinical setting in Ume and 

place. In this movement, common tensions are experienced as challenges to these 

individuals' identities as diploma nurse educators, tensions often manifested as paradoxical 

s truggles. 

Currently health-care settings and nursing education institutions tend to focus on 

corporate restnicturing. They are heavily impacted by new technology and fiscal 

constraints. This plotline is seemingly in confikt with, and competes with, the direction 

taken by the nursing education revolution and evolution. The emphasis on nursing 

education revolution lies in holistic and humanistic care. Weaving into the fabnc of this 

revolution is the notion of evolution which focuses on nursing professionalization through 

a movement toward the creation of knowledge which is unique to nursing. 



CHAPTER 1 

MOVING THROUGH THE FOG OF THE PROFESSIONAL NURSING 

KNOWLEDGE LANDSCAPE 

Introduction 

There are many layers to the stories which make up the complexity of the 

professional nursing knowledge landscape. Borrowing from Clandinin and Connelly's 

(1995) metaphor of professional knowledge landscape, 1 began to view professional 

nursing knowledge as a landscape comprising relationships arnong diverse people, places, 

and things (p. 4-5). This landscape offers a conceptual base for understanding the practical 

working lives of diploma nurse educators. Beginning with this chapter, followed by 

chapter 2 and chapter 3 , 1  will paint a picture of the professional nursing knowledge 

landscape as 1 understood it at the outset of my inquiry. 

When I ask myself What is my landscape? What does it look like? 1 recaii Dr. 

Connelly, rny supemisor, said in my proposa1 meeting, ".-.part of the issue for me in 

doing narrative research is the understanding of the landscape, clearing the fog" (March 22, 

1999). When 1 ponder the way 1 see the professional nursing knowledge landscape and 

how to set boundaries for my particular inquiry, an image ernerges .,, a few residual water 

droplets. After the rain has stopped, they cling to the edge of a le& These water droplets 

fall into a pond, drip, drop ... creating a circle of ripples, one after another, moving in 

rhythm. Finally the ripples overIap and disperse in different directions. 

This image is well suited to the discussion of health-care restructuring policies, the 

evolution and revolution of nursing education, and clinical practice, which p a s  down to 

nurses at a practical level through a ripple effect. Moving in rhythmical fashion within their 

own circles, health-care reforrn and nursing evolution and revolution take seerningly 

divergent paths. However, the complex picture of the professional nursing knowledge 
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landscape is fixther obscured by turbulence within the individual circles of health care and 

nursing, 

Thinking about the landscape of our nursing practice, S a y  said to me that 

there are intercomected plotlines of the health-care system, of nurshg education 

and practice, and of social stones about nursing. She saw an image of doodling and 

scnbbling on a pad, very messy image. But within this messines, there were 

different colours. 

(Field notes, October 7, 1999) 

Sally's image of the landscape of nursing practice has reminded me of Jenny's 

comment. Jenny shared with me her response to one of the articles she read from a nursing 

journal. which examined how health care changes affect the role of a nurse. 

She said, "The author argues that if the situation is inevitable, nurses should 

adopt a positive view toward the non-professional health-care workers, who have 

assumed the bedside nursing duties (one of the changes on the landscape of nursing 

practice), and see the change as a chance for nurses to engage themseives in other 

higher function activities such as teaching, management and supervision." While 

Jenny reco-onized that change is a constant process, and she often embraced a 

positive approach in looking at changes, she questioned the implications of this 

changing role of nurses for the meaning of nursing and its education. 

(Field notes, April 1, 1998) 

As Geertz ( 1995) remarks, "The problem is that more has changed, and more 

disjointedly, than one at fust imagines" (p. 1-2). Saily, Jenny, and 1 perceive what happens 
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in the context of nursing education as part of what happens in health care, in our society, in 

our world, and in ourselves. 

Not only has nursing as a discipline changed to become a blending of science and 

art (Carper, 1978, p. 14), its perspective has also changed with regard to nursing's 

relationship with the biomedical model and professionalization. It is not only the discipline 

and its perspective on the biomedicai model but also the changes found in health care 

restnicturing policies and in the diverse and divisive philosophies of nursing. We, as 

diploma nurse educators, are situated in all of these changes which have impact on our own 

teaching and learning. Ail these changes inevitably blur our sense of how best to position 

ourselves in order to understand the changes (Clandinin and Comelly, 2000, p. 6). 

This professional nursing knowledge landscape is also like a moving target, 

shifting as 1 wnte this thesis. In the process of my writing, 1 seem to fkeeze the movement 

of the story. But the multiple levels of stories are continuous and socially interactive as 

individuds live out an ongoing experiential text and as they tell and explain their stones 

through reflection (Connelly & Clandinin, 1990). The writing (teliing) and living alternate 

to become the foreground and the background in my search for an understanding of the 

professional nursing knowledge landscape. 

As I sit in front of the cornputer screen and start to wnte, 1 try to capture the 

foreground, the particular aspects, of this professional knowledge landscape in which 

diploma nurse educators dweIl. In the background, however, my participants and 1 

continue to iive out our stories of who we are as nurse educators and with whatever 

nursing knowledge we have to face changes in health care and reform in nursing education 

and practice. 

Through Our Iiving with the uncertainty and ambiguity of our professional identities 

and professional nursing knowledge, we have b e p n  to realize the importance of 

documenting how the changes affect Our professional lives. This living and this writing 

(telling) dtemate as to which is in the foreground. 
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The narrative living and writing (telling) brought with them the rewriting (retelling) 

and reliving, since iife is a continuous process with a temporal dimension of a future. 

Individual's growth toward this imagined fkture involves restorying and attempts at 

reliving (Clandinin & Connelly, 199 1). My participants and 1 are engaghg in this process 

of retelling and reLiving as we endeavor to make meaning of our professional lives in the 

landscape of changes. 

The fog that shrouds the professional nursing knowledge landscape seems to be 

created partly from the diff~culty of untangling the complexity of diploma nurse educators' 

Lives and partly from the continuous shifting of my experiences and those of my 

participants' experiences - living, telling, retelling and reliving of our stories of practice 

(Connelly and Clandinin, 1990). Each of us brings our own cornplex set of intenvoven 

stories, as nursing students and as nurse educators, to the profession and our particular 

work place (the comrnunity college that runs a diploma nursing program). We also tell 

Stones of the nursing students, of the administrators, of the profession, of the nurse 

theorists and of the health-care system which shape and are shaped by our milieu. These 

multiple nested stories interact and change over tirne leaving us with a sense of uncertainty. 

The new and unfamiliar force us to "deviate from cherished values, behaving in ways we 

have barely glimpsed, seizing on fragrnentq clues" (Bateson, 1994, p. 8). 

Identitv Search: Mv Personal Encounter and Prafessional Drama 

To clear some of the fog of the professional nursing knowledge landscape, I use 

my story of the loss of professional identity to situate myself in a narrative understanding 

of what is happening in nursing, and what may be ahead for professional nursing. My 

experience - Living, telling, retelling and reliving my stories of professional identicy - is 

how 1 engaged in this process of change. 

1 entered into the inquiry of diploma nurse educators' stories through my 

"encounter with the novelty that may seem unfamiliar and chaotic" (Bateson, 1994, p. 8). 1 



tried to rnake sense of how 1 was affected by health-care reform and by the deciinùig funds 

allocated to nursing education. 

My need to improvise, in Bateson's (1994) term, is a response to ambi,guities and 

uncertainties in my life. For Bateson, learning through changes is "...to d o w  the p s t  to be 

connected and to have continuity with the future" (Clanduiin & ConneUy, 2000, p. 7). 

When I think back in time and space as to how 1 arrived at the phenornenon in question, 1 

remember the search for my own professionai identity, the stories I live by (Comelly & 

Clandinin, 1999). Through this search, I tried to understand who 1 was, who 1 am, and 

who I will be as a professionai nurse educator and my epistemological dilernmas which 

reflect my ongoing shaping and being shaped by the changes in health care, nursing 

education, and practice, 

1 also believe who 1 was and who I am as an inmigrant, wiil have bearing on my 

understanding of my professional identity in the Iandscape of changes. For now, the 

emphasis here lies in telling my story of loss, followed by laying out the fragments of the 

professional nursing knowledge landscape. 

Mv Journev Into the Fog 

Throughout the 1990s the government of Ontario carried out its agenda of 

"restnictu-ing," cutting expenditures and reducing the deficit in the context of national 

realignrnents (Registered Nurses Association of Ontario W A O ] ,  1999a). We heard and 

read stones about the impact of the dwindled provincial transfer funds to both educational 

institutions and hospitals. 

In the early 1990s there was a steady and siDMcant decrease in the number of 

students enrolled in the program for Registered Nurses (RN). Nursing smdents can eam 

either a three-year college diploma or a four-year baccalaureate degree in order to qualiQ 

for registration in On tario. First-year enrolrnent in community college RN prograrns 

deciined by almost a rhird between 1993 and 1996. During the same period, there was a 



decline of almost 8 per cent in RN graduates from communitj college programs. 

Admission to nursing education programs sharply declined. For the comrnunity coilege 

nursing diploma and the university nursing degree (BScN) programs combined, the 

reduction was a fa11 of 12 per cent. Together with the f d  in admissions, the nursing 

programs aIso reported a reduction in the overall number of applicants to their prograrns 

(Nursing Effectiveness, Utilization & Outcornes Research Unit, 1997). 

A continuously dwindling provincial transfer fund for nursing education, a decrease 

in nursing student enrolment, and a shift toward a more cost effective nursing hiring 

practice led to a massive downsizing in my nursing department in a communiv colIege in 

1995. A 50 per cent decrease in student enrolrnent in the acadernic year of 1995-1996 

(Lakeview College Registrar' s S tatistics, 1995- 1 W6), resulted in a correspmding change 

in the number of nursing faculty from sixty-nine in 1994 to twenty-six in 1999 (Lakeview 

Coliege Roster of faculty seniority, 19944999). This wave of lay-off finally swept me 

dong, and 1 lost my professional identity. 

It was a cold January afternoon, with light snow drrfring with the wind, 1 always 

enjoyed watching the snotflakes fall to the grocrnd and disappear. But today,..-1 found 

myselfwalking aimlessly down the Street. I could not see tvhat was before me since rny 

vision was blurred by rny own tears wlzich rolled ever so slowly down rny cheeks. I 

passed by "Molly, " the restaurant tvhich tvas a m u r e  for the senior nursing faculq who 

routinely had their "usual" lunch there. In order to 'Pt in" lalso becurne a regular customer, 

having lunch with the seniorfaccilty ut "Molly" when I started my fiZl-tirne teaching at the 

college. As 1 contin~ied to walk, the feeling of nuinbness and a sense of heaviness alZ 

seemed to be rnixed into lzow 1 experieizced the loss at the tirne. AIL of a sudden, I felt so 

alone. I asked rnyseZj What just happened to me? Then there were the echoes of "their" 

voices ... " YOLL have been a valuable asset to the department, but due to the decreased 

stcident enrolment and the reduction in the level of provincial funding, we regret to infonn 
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you that your position as a fill-tirne faculty rnember will becorne REDUNDM.  ." I could 

not hear whar eke they had said, something perhaps about counselling and the program of 

assistance. 1 felt my body disintegrates into pieces and the drifrs of mow effortlessly 

carrying [hem away. My voice slowly faded away as I questioned whar happened to my 

professionai i den t i~  ? 

(EAC Journal entry, January 22,1995) 

My own stories of struggle, in the reconstruction of my identity as a diploma nurse 

educator, afTord me a fust-hand understanding of the process of being considered 

"Redundant." From this position, 1 saw only the turmoil of rny professional identity. The 

moral and emotional dimensions of my job loss were experienced as a sense of injustice 

and a feeling of powerlessness. There was a Jack of control and a sense of being a victirn to 

the systernic force. 1 want to let you (my readers) know how 1 felt and what 1 saw in the 

process. 1 am not saying that it is the truth, but rny experience led me to ask what other 

diploma nurse educators saw, and how they feit in the shifting professional nursing 

knowledge landscape. 

In this turbulent time of change, what seems to be forgotten are the lives of the 

people who are so intimately connected with the transition. In particular, the nurses and 

their teachers, the nurse educators, who Live out their stories in the shifting health-care and 

nursing landscapes. 

My feeling of vulnerability, having my professional identity stripped away as a 

result of corporate res t ructu~g and decreased revenue, has also surprisingly connected me 

to a deep sense of caring. It is a sense of caring about what happens to nursing, caring 

about what it means to be a professional nurse in iight of the dilemmas faced by nurses in 

chnical settings. There is a need for me to re-anchor myself, to rebuild my confidence as a 

professional through restorying and reliving. 



Upon my colleagues' recommendation, 1 found myself at the Ontario Institute of 

Studies in Education (OISE), which is now part of the University of Toronto, in 1996.1 

was hoping to understand my story in a different light, to restory for myseif and to gain a 

new understanding of my professional identity through education. Hence 1 set out for this 

search based on an inquiry into how other diploma nurse educators experience the changing 

context of heaith care and nursing educational systems. Teaching situations, however, 

consist of not only the nurse educators but also the students and both of their surrounding 

environments. 

The Birth of Mv Phenornenon in Ouestion Through Preliminary Ex~ioration 

and Horizon Expansion 

My preliminary field study for this dissertation focused on exploring diploma nurse 

educators' and nursing students' experiences within the context of changes in nursing and 

hedth care. In the process 1 discovered a phenomenon identified as diploma nurse 

educators' conflicting professional identities. They witnessed the dramatic changes in 

health care and nursing education. They no longer recognized this health care and 

professional nursing context and were perplexed about their roles and responsibilities. 

Through the pilot study, 1 realized that while some of my colleagues who seemingly were 

able to escape the loss of employment, they too were expenencing confusion in their 

professional identities as they rnoved back and forth from the classroom to clinical settings. 

A paradoxical struggle, a paradigm clash was experienced by diploma nurse educator 

participants in the pilot study. They were caught in a time between espousing a humanistic 

ideal in nursing education and adopting a scientific, bureaucratie health-care practice in 

clinical settings. 

Up until the end of the 1980s, nursing's dominant educational ideology was 

associated with biomedical science empiricism and a set of neutral technical process of care 

tasks (Moccia, 1988). The longstanding medical science curriculum was institutionalized 
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as the nursing educational dogma. Nursing, then, was viewed as imparting a form of 

technocratic rationaiity, void of hurnan meanings and values (Greene, 1988). This 

predominant approach in nursing education is now considered to be no longer responsive 

to the health-care needs of patient populations. The unique characteristics of the clients and 

their circumstances warrant individualized nursing care. This growing perception for 

nursing phiIosophy to move fiom pragmatic empincism to humanistic existentialism 

continues to be the main t h s t  of the nursing revolution. This movement, direc ted toward 

what is accounted as an "acceptable" nursing curriculum and away from a biomedical 

model, has been labelled the "curriculurn/education revolution" in the nursing Literature. 

Nurse educator participants in the pilot smdy experienced tension as they were 

directed to implement a proposed caring curriculum. This curriculum is described as "...the 

interactions and transactions that occur between and among students and teachers with the 

intent that learning occur" (Bevis & Watson, 1989, p. 5). The human caring theory, as 

pointed out by Noddings (1988) as moral education for caring, is ernbedded in this caring 

curriculum. There are hence human dimensions in the methods of caring curriculum and 

instruction about carïng. It is not solely about the technocratic cognitive knowledge and 

skills, but includes our lived human learning experiences and needs, which also make up 

our caring context for nursing education. The implementation of this caring curriculum 

however, was to occur at a time when the diplorna nurse educators were living in a 

perceived "uncaring" milieu, with lay-off and meager administrative support fiom 

educationai institutions. 

One of the nurse educators in the pilot study pondered over how one would 

be able to care for others if one did not feel being cared for. 

(Field notes, March 12, 1997) 
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Some nurse educator participants in this preliminary project aiso found themseIves 

having difficulty crossing the borders between the old culture of a biomedical science 

ideology and the new carïng paradiSom. The confusion seemed to stem from their 

experiences that this renewed nursing philosophy was undermîned by unfathomable 

changes, which were displayed as a culture of business and natural science in the clinicai 

reality. There was and still is an emphasis on cost containment, enhanced producuvity, 

increased reliance on sophisticated technology, and thinking about patients as clients and 

hedth as comrnodity in health-care settings, 

One of my participants in the pilot study comrnented that ... her visit to the 

Toronto hospitai made her avcrare that nurses functioned at a survivai level. With 

deinstitutionalization, she said, "...rnany of the clients in present health-care 

settings are much more acute in their health conditions." Given a sharp reduction in 

nursing positions and an increase in workload, many nurses were oniy able to 

conduct the most essential assessment, Le., to ascertain the monitoring and 

evaluation of clients' physiological well being ... She said, 'Tt's certainly not the 

nurses' fault because nurses on the unit c m  no longer carry out the 'caring' as  weil 

as ail the other technical functions ... if they did, they will eventually burnt-out and 

leave the profession." 

(Field notes, February 27, 1997) 

As 1 write, 1 recali how 1 entered the pilot study with a biographical desire. The 

uncaring expenence 1 found in the process of my lay-off led me to hold tenaciously onto 

the caring aspects of the caring curriculum. 1 saw the importance of using the "caring" 

cumculum as my bridge to an understanding of my nurse educator's identity, rny 

understanding of nursing and its knowledge. According to Bevis & Watson (1989), the 
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notion of care in the caring curriculum is not a soft, sympathetic or a fernale term but the 

essence of ethical nursing practice that compels nurses to act in justice. The yearning for a 

"fair" trial and for others to listen to my stones of loss was part of my narrative as 1 

conducted the preliminary inquj/- 

Aiong with some diploma nurse educators, 1 saw the merit of the caring c ~ c u l u m  

in enabling nursing students to critique the changing work realities for nurses and their 

patients, if one truly believes that nursing is a caring profession. But others were scepticd 

about the viability of a caring paradi,om, given nursing's past and its seemingly continuing 

allegiance to the natural science knowledge for nursing's professional status, academic 

credibility, and its quest for ment within the marketplace. 

While the diploma nurse educators were perplexed by the changing scenes 

in health care, nursing education and its practice, nursing student participants were 

clear that nursing is an interpersonal activity, found between students and teachers, 

between patients and nurses. Students perceived the connections with teachers and 

patients as the precursor to any of their cognitive learning. 

(Field notes, March 12, 1997) 

Studying the findings of my pilot study has led me to a much wider search for the 

contours of the professional nursing knowledge landscape. In rereading the field notes and 

interview transcripts of this pilot project, 1 realized that the questions 1 asked were about 

storytelling time - the time of lay-off, the time of uncertainty resulting from conflicting 

and competing plotlines in health care, nursing education and practice - which seemed to 

connect with diploma nurse educators' ambiopity about their professiona1 identities. What 1 

learned from my participants in this pilot study has provided me with a foundation to 

examine the interplay between persona1 and social dimensions in the changing professional 

nursing knowledge landscape. 
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In this dissertation, 1 continue to explore and describe what seems to be happening 

to this landscape. Additionally, I învestigate the rneanings held by my participants and I as 

we engaged in the particuIar story tirne. It is a searcfi for meaning in how we contribute to 

the stones of the shifting landscape, how we sustain or compose Our professional identities 

in the face ofconflicts and competing values, and how we understand our nursing 

knowledge development in the landscape of changes. 



AN IMAGE OF THE TERRAIN: STORIES OF THE LANDSCAPE 

The MuIt i~ie  Rainbow Layers of Stories Within the HeaIth-Care Deliverv 

Milieu 

To provide more clarity ... to Iift the fog from the professional nursing knowledge 

landscape, 1 first describe the hospital scene as if it were separated from my experience as a 

diploma nurse educator. The division is arbitrary because health-care settings and the 

nursing educational institution interface with each other. As the telling and writing 

continues, my own and my participants' stories of practice become inevitably tied to the 

stories of the hospitals. Paradoxicaily, however, there are confiicting plotlines inherent in 

the iinks between professional nursing practice and nursing education. 

Issues of Professionalisrn: One Hos~ital's Storv and Nurses' Stories 

With the health-care restructurïng in Ontario, massive media coverage about nwsing 

employment was found in newspaper, on the radio and conversations between nurses in 

the hospitds. There are flurries of activities - the termination of nurses and the rehinng of 

some of them as hospitals are downsizing or are facing merger or closure. Juxtaposed to 

this practice is an ongoing rnovement in professional nursing education. The nursing 

cornrnunity believes that nurses are key players to the positive clinical and financial 

outcornes (C, Noesgaard & D. Grinspun, correspondence to Ontario Premier, March 4, 

1998). The seerningly cornpetitive pIotlines in nursing are confusing in its 

professionaiization. In what follows is an examination of one possibility among many to 

understand what might be happening to nursing as a profession in practice. 

'Wursing should aiways be spoken of and looked upon as a profession, not an 

occupation," stated Schwartz (1904, p. 834). Although this statement was made in 1904, 
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there is an ongoing struggle faced by nurses in their progress towards professionalization. 

The value of nursing and nursing knowledge seems to have signifcantly declined through 

the Ontario's hospital restructuring initiatives. In order to gain a better perspective, 1 him to 

the foilowing transcript. It is a transcript of a two-part program from the Canadian 

Broadcasting Corporation (CBC) with Andy Barry in the early rnoming on July 21 and 

July 22, 1998 on how restnicninng in one particular hospital affects nurses' Lives and their 

work as professionals. 

On the first part of the program, Barry interviewed two nurses, Pam 

and Rosemary, from the Hospital for Sick Children about their experiences 

of hospital restructuring. Parn said that the morale was low, and nurses 

were chatting in the coffee-room about their feelings of anxiety, their stress, 

and how unfair it had been. But her emphasis Iater shifted toward the 

hospital's attempt to increase morde by having such initiatives as nurses' 

development reward and recognition. She said, "It is a new compensation 

mode1 where we wiil have three clinical Ievels of practice: Clinician 1, 2, 

and 3. These nurses will not be paid by hourly wages, which have been 

seen in the p s t -  This will be a new way to increase professionalism in 

nursing." 

Turning to Rosemary, who worked at the hospital for eighteen 

years, Barry asked the question, "You said that you felt devalued and for an 

employer to say to you, 'we respect who you are and respect what you have 

to Say but we are going to make you reapply for your job,' 1s there a better 

way to do this than the impiernented system?" In response Rosemary said 

that "in spite of the numbers, out of the 485 nurses who had undergone this 

quite painfül reapplication process so far, only 13 had been terminated. But 

1 think a better alternative WU be to recognize and honour the enormous 



contribution that nurses made within the hospital based on their clùiical 

expertise and education, and their loyalty to their work. Following that if 

there are any new positions that need to be created, defitely then, there 

needs to be an application process put in place for those positions. But the 

reapplication process ... despite the fact of restructuring and ... the role of 

redesign, many jobs essentidly did not change. Bany asked, "Do you think 

you were consulted with enough as you went into this process such that the 

way you suggested could have been done, might have been done." 

Rosemary responded thai "1 think that the way 1 suggested could have been 

done. would not have been heard because 1 thuik that probably did go 

fonvard but was discounted as a possibility. The strategic transformation 

and redesign project at the hospitai had this idea that it would be more 

objective and more fair to have every nurse reapplied for their job. 1 do not 

think what they estimated was the enormous cost in morale and emotional 

pain for the nurses .... Nurses have not allowed this to transfer to their 

patient care, they have a tremendous cornmitment to patient care. But it has 

translated into personal costs to nurses, they are going to burnt-out. The 

hospital will Iose really great nurses." 

(Transcript of CBC interview, radio broadcast, July 2 1, 1998) 

When 1 heard that al1 these nurses (the average length of their services in this 

hospital was about nine years) from the Hospital for Sick Children were asked to reapply 

for their jobs, and those who were rehired would need to meet the new benchmarks for 

performance standards (A, Barry, 1998), I questioned how nurses' professional 

knowledge was measured in the clinical settings. 



In the second part of the program, the Chief Executive Officer of the 

hospital, who was in charge of the restnicturing, commented that "...our 

intent was to develop a process with front-line staff, parents, physicians and 

nurses, one in which we will improve the quality of our care, improve our 

services, to make things better. At the same time, we wiii establish criteria, 

benchmarks for front-line nurses in which we c m  judge their performances 

for the future .... ft is necessary for us to establish the benchmark of the 

skill-sets; we need an inventory of what each nurse does. Once we estabIish 

the benchmark, we want to ensure that the newly redesigned job is proper 

and does approach o u  intent, which is to improve the quality of care for the 

patients .. . knowing the ways how nurses express their views about moraie 

and the way they feel. We appreciate that, and we hear that. But if there is a 

better way to do this, we are open to recornmendation. We have not corne 

up with a better way .... We listen to every nurse, we were provided with 

input and d l  our front-line workers are involved. This is not a top-down 

decision-making process ...," 

The Director of Nursing commented that "we do take into account 

the emotionai responses of nurses ... at the same time we challenged them to 

listen to information that was provided through open forums, through 

written information, and tfirough staff meetings. Over 100 s ta f f  nurses had 

been involved in the redesign project since its inception nearly two years 

ago. So nurses have had many opportunities to receive information so that 

they can engage in reflection about the process." 

Barry responded that neither of the nurses being interviewed 

disputed her opportunity to participate. He thought the nurses were most 

concemed with the fact that "they, as professionds, were being placed in 



some sort of area of doubt, and then the stress that was aiready there is 

tough to take-" In response, the Director of Nursing said that "we 

understand it is a demoralizing process, but at the same time it is very 

important that we help nurses to understand that it is not just about ... what 

they are doing in terrns of providing nursing care but how the work is done, 

and it is through our mode1 of patient care that we ... re-evaluate staff based 

on new job standards." 

The Chief Executive Officer indicated that "we never were satisfied 

with the annual performance review process we had in the ps t .  It does not 

evaluate performances against a set of guidelines, against a preconceived set 

of standards where everybody understands where they are running to. This 

is establishing those standards for the frrst time in our history- 1 would 

suspect in the overall hospital industry." 

(Transcnpt of CBC interview, radio broadcast, July 22, 1998) 

Gleaning from the preceding transcript conversation, both the senior administrators 

and nurses seem to live two competing plotlines as the health-care restmcturing process 

continues. The story for the senior administrators began as they explained the impetus for 

their position in asking al1 nurses at the Hospital for Sick Children to re-apply for their 

jobs. They cornrnented on a need for a pre-conceived benchmark of skiil-sets to improve 

the quality of nwsing care, and to monitor nurses' future performances in meeting the 

challenges in the health-care system. These challenges are characterized by rapid changes, 

by increased complex i~  of clients and by increased technological and scientific 

developrnents. While there are merits to their intentions, what seems to be disconcerthg are 

some of nurses' bewilderment. The stories lived by rnany nurses at this hospital were told 

as their sufferings from low morde. The plotlines were revolved around a lack of 
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administrators' recoapition of nurses' clinicai knowledge, their education and their loyalty 

to their work as many of them are veterans at this hospital. Emotional pain and personal 

loss seems to be common feelings. As the adrninistrators were dnven by a pre-set 

guidelines and standard for nursing performance in their understanding and monitoring 

nursing, the nurses on the other hand, seem to understand nursing through their service to 

patients and their knowledge from experience and education. 

Notwithstanding the opportunities provided for nurses to participate in the re- 

designing process, Rosemary at the interview seerns to think that what she suggested 

"could have been done but would not have been heard" in the narne of faïmess to ail 

nurses. However, there was a sense from nurses chatting at the coffee-room of "how 

unfair it had been." 

It may be a difficult decision for the adrninistrators to think of a better way to 

realign their nurses with the present and future demands. However, it rernains confusing 

for nurses as to the purpose for the re-designing process, given that many jobs essentially 

did not change. 

What may have appeared are various assumptions made by the adrninistrators. 

One assumption seems to lie within nurses' knowledge. I wonder what it means when the 

administrator indicated, "It is very important that we help nurses to understand that it is not 

just about..,what they are doing ... but how the work is done, and it is through our mode1 of 

patient care that we ... ce-evaluate staff based on job standards." What seerns to loom in my 

mind is a question. Who is or are the designer(s) of 'our mode1 of patient care?' The way it 

was expressed by the administrators seems to place nurses (staff) at a distance. As the 

comment was made about "It is very important that we help nurses to understand ... how the 

work is done.,-" it seems to irnply that nurses have not been looking at how things are 

being done during their many years of caring for their patients. In this context, nurses' 

expenences from their clinicd encounters do not seem to contribute to their professional 

knowledge. 



Another assumption seems to rest in the perception that nurses do not engage in 

ongoing professional development to meet the changing needs in the hospital. While the 

basic argument that nurses need to upgrade their knowledge as professionak is reasonable, 

it is dso  the case that most nurses do involve themselves in continuous education program 

to reflect hedth-care changes. Not until when employers and nurses have had to focus 

primarily on the delivery of care with inadequate resources, continuous education and 

professional leanring opportunities for nurses have been diminished (Registered Nurses of 

Ontario [RNAO], 1999a, p. 4)- Moreover, one of the standards for nurses in Ontario 

States, "Each nurse is accountable to the public and responsible for ensuring that her or his 

practice and conduct meet legislacive requirements and the standards of the profession" 

(CoUege of Nurses of Ontario [CNO], 1998b, p. 12). This statement translates into nurses' 

accountability to the public and to self in monitoring and regdating their own professional 

performances through reflective practice. The re-hiring practice of nurses at the Hospital for 

Sick Children seems to bespeak different plotlines lived by administrators and nurses 

during the health-care restmcturing process. 

M a k i n ~  Meaninps of Professional Knowledpe in the Context of 

In Schün's (1983) observation, the preceding scenarÏo may also reflect a crisis of 

confidence in professional knowledge. There are public outcries, socid cnticism, and 

cornplaints that professionals no longer Iive up to the values and norms which they 

embrace. Critics condemn professionals for serving themselves at the expense of their 

clients, and the probIem also hinges centrally on whether professional knowledge is 

sufficient to realize the espoused purposes of the profession. But when the administrator 

fiom the Hospital for Sick Children talked about a preconceived set of standards against 

which nurses' care-giving activities would be evaluated, 1 questioned who set those 



standards, and remembered what Code (199 1) had aptly asked ' m a t  constitutes 

'knowledge' [in nursing] and by whose definition will this 'knowledge' be evaluated?' 

(p. 222)- 

When 1 thought about the notion of a new job standard for nurses in the Hospital 

for Sick ChiIdren, Fensterrnacher's ( 1994) review of the conceptions of knowledge in the 

literahxe of research on teaching, also came to rnind- His review is structured into four 

questions: What is known about effective [nursing]? What do [nurses] know? What 

knowledge is essential for [nursing]? . and Who produces knowledge about [nursing]? 

These seem to be the guiding questions for this hospitalys pursuit of the new job standard 

development. Both the hospital and the nursing administrators commented that "-. .it is 

necessary for us to establish the benchmark of the skill-sets, we need an inventory of what 

each nurse does ... to improve the quaiity of care for the pat3ents.A is very important that 

we help nurses to understand that it is not just about.,.what they are doing in terrns of 

providing nursing care but how the work is done and it is through our mode1 of patient care 

that we..xe-evaluate staff based on new job standards." The hospitai administrator also 

made a comment regarding the need to "... evaluate nurses' performances against a set of 

guidelines, against a preconceived set of standards where everybody understands where 

they are running to." These preceding statements made by the senior administrator seem to 

imply that he and his constituents have discovered what kind of knowledge is required for 

effective nursing. He certainly has taken pride in the hospitai' s achievement as he said, 

"This is establishing those standards for the first time in our history. 1 would suspect in the 

overall hospital industry." However, as Rosemary, one of the nurses responded, "1 think 

that the way 1 suggested could have been done, would not have been heard because I think 

that probably did go fonvard but was discounted as a possibility." She seems to be 

uncertain as to whether the management has reviewed her suggestion but there was also a 

query whether it would be heard. This statement seems to rernind me of Braveman's 

(2974) argument that when a bureaucratic system of control promotes work processes that 
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are highly standardized, separating the conceptuaiïzation of work from the implementation 

of work, it contributes to deskilling. 

Moreover, the concept of deprofessionalization was ailuded by the nurse at the 

interview as she commented on how the re-application process did not "...recognize the 

enormous contribution that nurses made within the hospitd based on their clinical expertise 

and education, and their loyalty to their work ,... It has translated into personal costs to 

nurses." These personal costs are nurses' emotional pain, anxiety of job Ioss and a sense of 

dernoralization. 

What seems to be rnissing in the Hospital for Sick Children's initiative is related to 

the question posed by Clandinin & Connelly (1996): "How is [nurse] knowledge shaped 

by the professional knowledge context in which [nurses] work?" (p. 24). It is important 

not o d y  to understand nurse's knowledge and their education but the contexts in which 

they live and work. In this particular context of restructuring at the Hospital for Sick 

Children, most nurses felt dernoralized and deprofessionalized. 

The blurred boundary of whether nursing is a profession or a semi-profession is 

further confounded by the remark made by one of the nurses at the Hospital for Sick 

Children. Her mention about how nursing services would become more professional when 

nurses were compensated in salary as opposed to hourly wages points to a stams 

differential associated with salary and hourly remuneration. So. how will one interpret a 

situation when many nurses are stilI employed based on hourly wages in various practice 

settings? WU they be considered "less professionai"? 

Are the Terms Nurses and Housemaids Svnonymous? 

Another aspect which links to the deprofessionalization of nursing is reflected in the 

statement made by Andy Barry that restructuring at the Hospital for Sick Children meant 

that everyone from nurses to cleaning staff had to reapply for their jobs (1998). 
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1 found it interesting to learn that nurses and cleaning staff shared the same fate. 

Then 1 heard stories from nursing students about how nurses in the clinical settings can be 

replaced by janitors. This image of nurses has inevitably brought me back to the narrative 

past of nursing. Fitzpatrick (L983), a nurse historian, States in the Preface of her history 

text: "A paradox that exists arnong contemporary nurses is the heightened awareness of 

current trends, yet a relative lack of knowledge and understanding about the historical 

antecedents of these events." Hence, when 1 heard storks about nurses being placed in the 

same category as cleaning staff, it brought to mind Stacey's (1988) comment that "nurses 

were domestic servants" (p. 9 1). This seems to be how the historical nursing story begins: 

... until the latter part of the nineteenth century, the sick were either attended by the fernale 

members of the households or cared for by women who were hired into the home if the 

f a d i e s  were fmancially able. Similar to the tasks perforrned by housewives and household 

servants, the nursing tasks were part of the dornestic division of labour @aumgart and 

Larsen, 1992, p. 10). 

Believing that nursing was not intuitive to women, Florence Nightingale, one of the 

rnost influentid historical figures in nursing, engaged in successive reforms in the training 

of nurses. Nursing was then slowly transformed from domestic service into a respectabIe 

occupation (Williams, 1980). 

How Do 1 Corne to Know What Nursin~ Means: Memory of Florence 

Niphtin~ale and Mv Shiftinp Interpretation of Rer Work 

1 remember the drawing of Florence Nightingale, as the lady with the Iarnp, caring 

for soldiers in the Crirnean War in my first year nursing book. 1 learned about her 

behavior, attending the sick in the night, as altruistic. Her attitude toward nursing was 

perhaps one of the many forces which shaped rny understanding of what nursing was at the 

tirne. 1 chose nursing because it provided me with an opportunity to care for people, and 

nwsing was perceived as an honourable and respectable career for women- 1 also saw 
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Nightingale as a heroine in the history of nursing- While 1 still hold the belief that it is a 

privilege for nurses to care for others, my jouniey into feminism has shifted my 

understanding in the contribution of Florence Nightingale. 1 note that debates around 

whether Nightingale may be seen as a "femïnist," based on Our curreot thinking of 

feminism (w hich values women and their experiences, reco-pizes the existence of 

conditions that oppress women, and changes these conditions through criticisrn and 

political actions) depends on the various perspectives of the nurse historians. For instance, 

Vicinus & Nergarrd ( 1989) contend that "Even though Nightingale adulated a few 

parricular women, she appeared to have looked to men for her intellecnial challenges and 

thought of herself as a woman born with a 'male intellect' " (p. 3 1). Nightingale would 

dso  become impatient with the lack of mental power found among the women even when 

she fought for professional status for nurses (Holliday & Parker, 1997). Some historians 

comment that Nightingale demonstrated a lack of ernpathy toward those who experience 

patriarchy in a more devastaûng way. Her inherited advantages (with relative wealth, class 

pnvilege, intelligence, and opportunities) are similar to those of later vangard, white, 

rniddle-class ferninists. Reverby (1987a) States that Nightingale's emphasis on the duties 

and responsibilities of nursing, as opposed to the rights of nurses themselves, was a result 

of Nightingale's upper-class background and her strong religious desire. Diers (1989) 

commented that by virtue of her fortune, she seemed to have negated the need to tear down 

oppressive barriers for d l  women. Others however argue that Nightingale's attitude toward 

the feminist movement was at best lukewarm, but her vigorous and often wrathfûl letters to 

the officiais reflected her struggle with possible new roles for women. She was portrayed 

to be uneasy with the idea of women seeking those rights and activities, which were 

embraced by men. Reverby clairns that Nightingale saw care as a far greater vdue than the 

less significant activiry of "cure" carried out by the physicians. 

Despite the controversy in the literature about Nightingale, she has been epitornized 

by male historians as "the lady with the Iamp" -a caring, nurturing woman (Cook, 1913; 
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Woodham-Smith, 195 1) who dedicated herself to her chosen vocation. She began the 

~ ~ O ~ O U S  training for nurses which would eventually result in the acceptance of nursing as a 

distinct profession, separate from medicine (Woodham-Smith, 195 1). Notwithstanding 

Nightingale's caution to her sisters not to do what men do merely because men do it; and 

not to do what wornen do because it is prescribed for thern by Society (Nightingale, 1969). 

she faced the same dilemma that many nurses/women continue to encounter today. 

Connors (1982) observes that dong with other women, Nightingale seems to have been 

deluded into thinking that women are "forced to choose between the passive, stifling male- 

defmed 'ferninine role' and the seerningly more powerful and interesting 'mascuIine role"' 

(p. 6). What often seems to be obscured by this dichotomy is that both "choices" will not 

Hi the richness and diversity of a woman's Lived experience, simply because these tcvo 

poles arise from a male view of the worfd. Choosinp between these two poles of the 

patriarchal paradigm would lead to women's aiienation £rom their own selves, which seems 

to be what happened to Florence Nightingale (Holliday & Parker, r997). She did not 

publicly identify with the women's movement because she may have felt poweriess to 

change the situation for women. Connors States that Nightingale was willing to pay the 

price in her escape from the sphere of women, separating herself from other women who 

shared sirnilar visions of change, into the realm of the male ruling class. Nightingale feIt 

that her access to the world of rnde power was an important gain for nursing. 

The focus of nursing work, on the care of patients' personal hygiene, the 

supervision and often cleaning of the patient's environment, in the era of modem nursing 

may have provided a nurse with her own sphere of influence. But as Stacey (1988) notes, 

"It was to be one in which she was subordinate to the doctor and bound to take his orders" 

(p. 64). So it seems that while modem nursing might have offered Victorian women 

acceptable, perhaps even praiseworthy work in the public domain, nursing had committed 

those women to a "great deal of drudgery, long hours, low pay and subservience to 

medical men" (p. 96). 
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Stories about Nightingale's influence in the progress of professional nursing merit 

our attention in the nursing community since her image of nursing has shaped many 

nurses' own narratives of the meaning of nursing as well as the social S ~ O ~ S  about nurses. 

The Continued Influence of a Feminine Herita~e in Nursing 

Given that nursing was and SU is a femaie dorninated profession, it is not 

surprising that the social and cultural stories of women which impact on the 

professionalization of n ~ ~ s i n g  are documented in the iiterature. 

The ferninine heritage of nursing which reflects in its motto as "1 see and am silent," 

which Jenny was familiar with during her training, bespeaks the quiet, passive, and 

subservient roles that nurses have assumed (Coburn, 198 1). ParaHel to this phenomenon 

are women's socialization to please others and their need to affiliate. TheÏr affiiliative needs 

are evident in how women foster the development of others while they avoid promoting 

themselves. There is a fear of severing their intricate relationship with others (Howe, 

1975). 

One does not need to be a passionate feminist to discern how socialization of 

women has shaped both Our personal meaning of nursing and the social stories about 

nursing. Although some nurses of today rnay argue that this kind of perception of nursing 

is of the pre-feminist era, Dr. Conneiiy pointed out, in one of my thesis meetings (February 

2,2000), the seemingly pleasing attitude of the nurses who were interviewed by Barry- It 

makes me think about what happens to these nurses. In spite of the recognition of the low 

morale expenenced by many nurses in the process of restnicturing at the Hospital of Sick 

Children, one of the nurses who was being interviewed seemed to convey a sense of 

appreciation for a "salary" given for different levels of clinician. 1 wonder how this mode1 

was welcomed as compensation reward to nurses, and was not seen as a possibIe token 

gesture. The nurses were presumably given voices, to speak in a public forum, but their 

voices seem to have faded away. This phenomenon makes me wonder about the possible 
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influence of the beliefs, values, and assumptions of the ferninine perspective on these 

nurses' meanings of nursing, and the historicd impact of Florence Nightingale on modem 

nursing. 

The Ambieuities of Nursin~: Are There Shades of Femininitv. Feminism or 

Both in Todav's Nursin~? 

At this writing, 1 am baffïed by the question: What have nurses learned fiom their 

predecessors in understanding their present lives on the Iandscape of a hedth-care reform? 

Moreover, what have 1 learned? Suddenly, an image of S d y  at one of our meetings, after 

her clinical teaching, creeps into my consciousness. 

Sally told me that the nurses were very activities-oriented in the unit where 

she took students for their dinical experiences in the hospitd. Nurses would say 

"...the doctors had ordered this ... or that ... task to be carried out." 

(Field notes, October 7, 1999) 

This statement may reflect how Saliy sees thinking as an important skiil to learn in 

being a professional nurse, and not just following doctor's orders and instructions. The 

phrase - following doctor's order - as part of the nursing language is also an insidious 

and powerful tool for the perpetuation of an imbdance of control between the sexes. The 

language of powerful groups expresses political and social control over the less powerful. 

While the doctors give orders, the nurses implement them; while the medical knowledge is 

"scientific," nursing knowledge is "practicai"; while physicians' work is c'clinical," nurses' 

work is "caring and supportive." 

Nursing language mirrors the language fiom the female world and is embedded 

within the ideology of nursing practice. Although some nurses in Sally's clinical settings 

continue to use the terni "order" for their nursing task, a comment was made about the 
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descriptors used in medicine and nursing, in the context of the accountability standard for 

nurses- 

At one of the quality assurance meetings of the CoIiege of Nurses of Ontario, the 

speaker mentioned that orders from physicians are meant for patients and not for nurses. 

Hence, nurses are always accountable for their decisions and actions (E. A. Chan, notes of 

the meeting, October, 1999). 1 beiieve this interpretation of doctor's order points to a 

"professional" view of nursing which marks a departure of a traditionai subservient role of 

nursing from medicine. 

Saliv's Stories: A Political Shift From the Traditional Persuective 

As 1 continue to ponder the issues of power and control in nursing practice, 1 recall 

two stories from SaIly. These stories seern to be distant from the preceding professional 

view of nursing. 

The background of the story was about a male student, who, in one of 

Sdly's classes on professional issues, commented on the non-issue of the power 

differential between nurses and doctors since there are now more male nurses and 

fernale physicians. She then said to me, " ... some nursing students just do not 

understand the issues of power and control bettveen nurses and the other health 

professionals.,.." She d s o  cornmented on how the language in our nursing 

practice is problematic and said, "...a few students in my ciinical group wrote about 

what they did to their patients - as ordered - in their nursing notes. And when 1 

brought this observation as an example in the class discussion, students were not 

even aware of the subtleties. They did not recognize how the language could place 

them in an unknowing subservient position. The phrase doctor's orders would 

better be read as doctor's prescriptions," 

(Field notes, February 1 1, 1999) 



The other story was again told by Sally. 

She said, "1 have assigned one of my brightest students to assist a nurse in 

caring for a patient who suffers from complex pathophysiological and behavioural 

disorders. This patient dso  contracted an infectious disease, which requires him to 

be kept in isolation. A group of rnde physicians went into his room ù i i s  moming 

wearing gowns and rnasks, but none of them remembered to remove the isolation 

apparatus before leavinz the room. 1 asked the student to speak to the doctors about 

their gowns, The student hesitated, and 1 spoke to the nurses at the nursing station, 

but none of them wanted to approach the physicians. 1 was hoping the nurses 

wouid mode1 good nursing practice for the student, but 1 finally was driven by my 

impatience, and 1 spoke to the doctors myself. They thanked me for teliing them. 

The interestkg thing is that nurses started to giggle at the nursing station after they 

saw that 1 spoke to the doctors. 

(Field notes, October 7, 1999) 

WhiIe Saily seerns to be crossing the traditional nursing cultural boundary into the 

"professional" realm of nursing, 1 feel the other nurses were watching for the physicians' 

reactions to her comment. 1 question how those nurses make sense of their practice? Do 

most of thern continue to see themselves as physicians' assistants? How do their images of 

nursing shape and are shaped by health-care reforrn, nursing education revolution, and 

society's traditional attirudes towards women and nurses? It seems that many nurses 

consider themselves as professionals and act accordingly but others do not. In nursing, the 

remnants of its image as a handmaiden role to rnedicine appear to continue in some clinical 

areas. 

The two nurses' ways in relating their turmoils to the administrators' restructuring 

intent, reflected from their comments in Barry's radio show and the examples from SaUy, 
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seem to bespeak a continuous pattern of wornen's socialization and the entrenched gender 

relationships between nurses, physicians and administrators. 

Underneath a surface view of the utter chaos of nursing in health-care reform, 

seems to Lie a rhythmic pattern of rippJes - the intncate, multiple, and intenvoven 

storyiines of nursing practice and its education - with a temporal dimension. As C o d e  

(1997) notes, "Change of [nusin@ practice cannot be discussed without its connections to 

Our lives and traditions in [nursing]" (p. 2 17). 

The fate of nursing during the Ontario health-care reform seems not to be the doing 

of one politicai party. Rather, it may be a continuous working of a deeply rooted ferninine 

heritage of nursing, which is ernbodied in the practices of many nurses and their relations 

with authorities in the health-care system. 

Nurses: The Casualties of Health-Care Reform 

The story of the redesigning process from the Hospital for Sick Children is part of 

the restructuring theme of hospitals in Ontario. The process of restructuring has Ied to a 

massive lay-off of nurses. In just three years, between 1994 and 1997, the Ontario public 

has experienced a 7% decline in their access to the services fiom registered nurses (RNAO, 

October, L998). Where 1 stand and how 1 see the demise faced by nurses in the hospitals 

during this penod of reform is certainly biased from my own narratives. 

As 1 continue to live and te11 my story of loss ... loss in knowing who 1 am as an 

immigrant, as a woman, as a nurse, and as a nurse educator, 1 read articles from nursing 

documents and newspapers and hear stories fiom students about how the widespread 

deskilling of patient care, casualization and lay-offs have affected nurses in the process of 

hospital restrtcturing and downsizing. The value of nursing and nurses' professional 

knowledge is undermined during the pervasive theme of restmcturing. 

The concept of casualization of nursing work creates a sense that nursing is not a 

profession (RNAO 1999a, p. 30) "You need me today, you don't need me tomorrow, It 
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boils down to a Iack of respect for the vdue of work that nurses do for patients" 

(Greenspun Doris, executive director of the RNAO, The Toronto Star,  April5, 1998, p. 

FS-6)- This is of major concern to nurses as there is a trend toward eliminating full-time 

nursing positions in favour of part-tune or casual jobs. As a result, some nurses are 

working two or more jobs to make the equivalent of a full-time wage to support themselves 

and their families. 

Between 1992 and 1997, there has clearly been a shifi of Registered Nurses away 

from permanent, full-time positions, in both Ontario hospitds and community sectors, to 

casual positions (RNAO, 1999a). These Registered Nurses, who work on a casual basis, 

can work up to 37 hours a week, without any employment benefits, dependhg on a 

hospitalys need (Daly Rita, The Toronto Star, August 10, 1998). 

ex am in in^ the Extent of Casualization in Nursing 

A report fkom the College of Nurses of Ontario shows 55.7 per cent that of the 

registered nurses in Ontario worked full-time in 1992, and 43.8 per cent worked part-time 

or on a casual basis. By 1997, the percentage of registered nurses who zsumed full-tirne 

positions dropped by 5.9 per cent. In looking at the percentage for the casual status alone, 

12.3 percent of those working were employed on a casud bais  in 1992 and this figure 

increased to 14.2 percent in 1997 (CNO, 1992 & 1997). The most current statisticd data 

provided by the College of Nurses of Ontario for 1999 (CNO, 1999b) seems to indicate no 

significant changes in the percentage of registered nurses who hold full-time employment 

(50 per cent) or were hired on a casual basis (13.6 percent) fiom the year of 1997. 

Captured by the media attention and reflected in the documents fiom nursing 

professional and regdatory organizations, many Ontario nurses have chosen to leave the 

profession, while others have sought nursing employment abroad, either voluntarily or 

involuntarily. There was an initial nursing surplus, and now there is a nursing shortage. 

Some Ontario nursing leaders contend that "what there's really a shortage of is permanent, 
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full-tirne jobs as the profession becomes 'casualized' in Ontario" (Small Peter, irlre Toronto 

Star, January 17, 2000, p. A8). 

A report prepared by the Canadian Nurses Association (CNA, the national 

professional body), exarnining nursing employ ment across the provinces from January 

1999 to June 1999 shows that recent new graduates were able to obtain nursing 

employment. However, 90 per cent of the work obtained was of casual status (Laactôt, A. 

M., 1999). 

Social Narratives of the Value of Nursin~: How Dispensable Are Nursing 

Functions? 

Michele Landsberg, in an article in The Toronto Star, surnrnarizes health-care 

issues; she contends that while some of the nurses are being rehired on a casual or part-tirne 

basis with no ernpioyment benefits, others regained employment by working as registered 

practicd nurses, for lesser pay than their designated status as registered nurses (The 

Toronto Star, February 14, 1998, p. Ml).  

Concurrent with this change is the widespread hiring of "unregulated health-care 

personnel," who are now being employed instead of nurses in many health-care settings. 

There seems to be a belief that anyone c m  provide nursing care and that cost savings will 

result fiom the replacement of nurses with less-skiled, non-professional workers (RNAO, 

1999b, p. 10). 

At a news conference, Judith Sharnian, president of the Registered Nurses 

Association of Ontario, said, "Nurses have borne the bmnt of provincial health cuts and it's 

time to reinvest in them. Nurses are the casualties of a system that places litùe value on 

them as professionais and even less value on the complex services they provide" (The 

Toronto Star , June 5, 1998 p. A7). 

Despite a promise from the provincial govemment to create 12,000 nursing jobs by 

the end of year 2000, acknowledging that the profession is overworked and that there is a 



shortage of nurses. This hiring practice is received by most nursing leaders and health-care 

critics with scepticism. Barb Wahl, president of the Ontario Nurses' Association (ONA), 

the nurses' union, said, "...the numbers simply don't add up .... The numbers are 

disturbing to us. Thousands of these positions were announced last year. The reality of our 

nurses on the front Line is they haven't seen any help over the last year" (me Toronto Star, 

March 29, 1999, p. A13). 

In thinking about the preceding storyiine, 1 found myself echoing the question, 

why? - Why nurses in particular? The casualization process, the deprofessionalization, 

and the "propaganda" about reinvesting in nursing seem to -or the story when a large 

number of women entered the workplace because of the needs of the country during the 

Second World War. These women were to fulfiil roles in various forms, which were 

formerly performed by men who were then away at war. The social stones about women's 

positions in a patriarchal system tell of the women who were told af'ter the war to go home, 

to care for their farnilies and perform household duties. Disincentives abound in the 

women's workplaces to encourage them to leave their positions for the retuming soldiers 

(Kerr & MacPhail, 1996). 

What Does It Mean When Nursin~ 1s Looked U ~ o n  As a Profession for 

Women? 

It has been more than a decade since Campbel1 (1987) described the challenge of 

nursing in a cost-containment environment as devaluation of nurses' knowledge and 

displacement of their professional judgrnent in the process of organizing funding constraint 

in health-care institutions. There is a beLief that for nurses to absorb a disproportionately 

heavy burden of cost containment, it musc be seen as a gender-specific form of oppression 

of nurses. A historical iink c m  be found in hospitals' cost-containment approach to funding 

problems both in the present and for more than a decade. This cost-containment effort also 

reffects the solution to hospitals' funding problems of an earlier era, when nursing students 



provided unpaid labour. Nurses are therefore, seem to be confronting changes to their 

professional identity, largely from their social position as women. 

From a Distorted and Framented Professional Nursin~ Image to a 

Revisit in~ of the Past 

As 1 continue to think about nurses' Lives on the health-care landscape, one of the 

themes 1 see embedded in the process of their living is nurses' and nursing leaders' concern 

about deprofessionalization. What does deprofessionalization of nursing mean? 1 suddenly 

realized that I had taken-for-granted the meaning of the term "deprofessionalization." It has 

become ubiquitous in recent nursing documents, surveys, media interviews, and in many 

nurses' own descriptions of their "professionai" lives. Its prevaient linguistic influence on 

the nursing landscape has prompted me to investigate the term deprofessionalization in 

nursing. 1 see it as a split between the rems profession and nursing. The "de- 

professionalization" of nurses through the themes of institutional downsizing and 

restructuring has engendered a confiict in nursing's ongoing professionalization. 

Judith Shamian, president of the Registered Nursing Association of 

Ontario, told me a story about what she heard from some of the hospitds, 

that nurses did not express their concerns about the purchase of specific 

intravenous equipment despite their recognition that the equiprnent was 

totally unacceptable for the care of their patients. She said," ... how can 

nurses refrain from saying: What can 1 do? I just work here. But rather they 

will continue to advocate for their patients' needs and for their professional 

practice." 

(Interview transcnpt, November 9, 1998) 
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Through Shamian' s observation of what nurses have experienced in the health-care 

system, she said, 

m a t  we are seeing in 1998 is a modern forrn of revolt, an uprising by nurses who do not 
want to be part of the health-care system in its present form. The phenornenon of revolt 
among registered nurses cornes in many forms. Some may leave the profession altogether. 
Others may choose to work abroad, StiU others are continuing to work but are providing 
only the basic required nursing care because it is too painful to get involveci" 

(RNA0 President's address at the 1998 AnnuaI General Meeting, p. 4) 

On one level, Shamian's observation of the ways many nurses cope with their iives 

on the Iandscape of health-care restructurïng is sensible. Many nurses continue to define 

and redefine their nursing roles, their professional selves, vis-à-vis the context in which 

they work. Oftentimes, the rank and file nurses try to maintain cccontrol" of their practice. I 

put control in quotation marks because it is not associated with power but with the lack of 

power. The feelings of powerlessness rnay reIate to issues such as the working conditions 

and the social positions of women and nurses. But it is not that nurses have no power. 1 

remember, as a facilitator from the Coliege of Nurses of Ontario, 1 said in a session on the 

standards of therapeutic relationships between nurses and patients, "Nurses could decide 

when to adrninister the analgesic as requested by the patients, when to answer a c d  beli, 

etc., so we do have power in relation to Our patients," Many nurses did recognize the 

tremendous control they had in the care of their patients as they shared their experiences. 

However, many of them expressed that their power to give certain care to patients has been 

restrained by institutional downsizing in such a way that they no longer feel a sense of 

control. 

On another level, there appears to be a continuous quest for professional autonomy 

from nursing leadership. The rhetoric of patient's advocate and assertiveness creates 

tension for rank and file nurses as they may not able to live out these expectations. 
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As 1 continue to think about this issue of control, a story from Jemy reminds me of 

a sirnilar sense of powerlessness expenenced by rnany nurses working on the job. 

Jenny said, "...James (one of her former nursing graduates) told her about 

the iimited supply of linens in the hospital, and nurses were supposed to change the 

bed-linens for the patients twice a week. But on many occasions, bleeding and 

vorniting happened with the patients, and James had to search from floor to floor 

for the supplies."  MY continued and said, "The delay in responding to the 

patients' needs (which is out of nurses' control) often seems to create tension for a 

nurse in the hospital restructunng process. 1 have heard similar fmstrations with the 

shortage of other supplies, such as pillows and blankets, from many nurses on my 

unit." 

(Field notes, October 1, 1998) 

Frorn the preceding story, it seerns that rnany nurses' sense of control of their 

surroundings revolved around their relationships with patients and nurses' abilities to meet 

cheir patients' needs. Even mundane activities, such as changing linens and providing a 

pillow, c m  become a pivotal point for the building of nurse-patient relationships during the 

process of health-care re-designing. As 1 write, Saiiy's story about the rule for nursing 

students to sign out their Linens, in rny prelude, comes to my consciousness. In both 

Sally's story and Jenny's telling of James' dilemrna with the linens, a common thread of 

nurses' Iack of control comes to the fore. 

Professional N u r s i n ~  As a Casualized Activitv 

In addition to a nurse's frustration with the lirnited resources in meeting the basic 

needs of patients, the practice of casualization, with patients having a different nurse 
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everyday, may at once jeopardize the continuity of care, and create another f o m  of tension 

experienced by nurses' as well as patients' families. 

There was a story told by a woman whose husband was hospitalized for orthopedic 

(bone) surgery. On his fxst post-operative day, his nurse cared for him for four hours, 

then she was pulled to another unit. Her replacement was neither fâmiliar with the unit nor 

with the orthopedic patients. According to the patient's wife, there was no continuity of 

care as a resuIt of having a different nurse assigned to her husband for most shifts- The 

wife was frightened about nursing conditions and afraid to leave the hospital (RNAO, 

1999b, p. 12) 

Typicaily, communication among nurses about a patient's care and his condition is 

expected to help eliminate the feelings of uneasiness for the patient and his wife. 

Unfarniliarity with the unit and with the patient and his family, however, continues to cause 

distress for the nurse, the patient, and the family. The nurse may feel stressed and 

pressured to perform effectively and eficientiy, as dictated by the technical, rational, and 

bureaucratic plotlines of the hospital. Patients and their families are increasingly 

experiencing a need to manage their access to health care today, where in the past they 

could rely on a nurse as the coordinator of their health-care needs (RNAO, 1999b). 

My father's recent post-operative hospital stay &er cardiac triple by-pass surgery 

has led me to think about the importance for nurses to "know the patient." Tanner, Benner, 

Chesla, and Gorden ( 1993) research on nurses' discourse about knowing the patient 

ernerged as a central issue for nursing practice and a recurring theme in the development of 

skilIed clinical jud,ment. The nurse whom 1 spoke to on the phone about rny father's status 

said, "1 do not know your father," and she was not famibar with the cardiac unit. She 

asked me to cal1 back after her shift and talk to the nurse who worked on the unit. 1 was 

confused about what she was telling me, and 1 asked her, "Who is now looking after my 

dad?'She responded, "1 am." 1 just could not understand what might have happened to this 

nurse. I was caught in living the roles of being both a nurse and a daughter. 1 felt that since 
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she could not tell me much about my dad's condition, 1 would then direct her to my 

concem about the redness of his incision, which 1 had seen the previous day. She 

responded that diabetic patients usually do not hed very well. I gasped for air and said, 

"But my dad does not have diabetes." As 1 was bewildered by my conversation with this 

nurse, 1 thought about the tirne when 1 was a nurse. 1 made rounds to see al1 my patients, to 

get to "know thern7' at the beginnuig of each shifi. Despite an end-of-shXt report (consisting 

of the objective information about the patients, their diseases, and the treatments) which 

was required, 1 never felt that 1 knew those patients. For me, 1 wanted to get to know them 

for who they are, what they look like, how they eat their breakfast, how they talk, etc. 

Knowing rny patients required more than a detached understanding of their medical 

information. 

In the case of my dad's nurse, she seemed to be overwhehed by the 

unfarniliarities. 1 imagine that my dad's nurse was positioned at an interface between the 

public's expectation of her as a professiond and the policy context in which she works. 

Looking at Quinn and Smith's (1 987) notion of the "direct benefit7' as a key idea in defining 

the role of a professiond, the knowIedge of the professionals in this view should be used 

for the direct benefit of the public. My dad7s nurse was not able to provide the expected 

service to the patient and his family. Has this nurse been de-professionalized through the 

process of casudization? 

Gleaning from the foregoing stories, it seems that many nurses are not only living 

the expenence of hedth-care retrenchment but also the meaning of professional nursing. 

Despite the leaders7 endeavor to advance nwsing as a profession, the rank and file nurses 

may have different views about the meaning of professional nursing among themselves, 

and from those of their leaders. These different perceptions may relate to one of Dewey's 

(1938) criteria of experience - interaction - which translates into an exchange between a 

person's imer  self and herhis environment. How nurses and nursing leaders corne to 

understand the meaning of professionai nursing is coloured by their personal, life histories 



as a nurse and as a nursing leader, and by their positions on the nursing landscape of 

change. The external environment in which a nurse and a nursing leader fmd themselves 

influences what they know. Hence, how professional nursing is known depends on the 

knowledge landscape in which nurses and nursing leaders find themselves (Clandinin & 

Comelly, 2000). 

Nurses and nursing leaders live in a npple of stories. As the leaders help to provide 

nurses with a direction, nurses were often, and stiil are, pulled by its undercurrent caused 

by the seemingly undirected wind from practice. Many nurses are challenged by the 

professional ideologies funneled into nurses' landscape of practice as a conduit, and they 

are also besieged by the institutional poiicies in their dinical settings (Clandinin & 

Connelly, 1995). This ripple of stories from nurses, their leaders, and hospital 

administrators, moving in circles, one after another, their overlapping nature and their 

synchronization, emanate a temporal characteristic. Many nurses' experiences of 

casualization during the health-care restmctunng process seem to refiect a reliving of the 

diminished value of women's work in the pst .  Cast in this fashion, a thematic approach in 

reconstructing the historical aspects of nursing's professionalization may provide nurses a 

narrative understanding of their present experience and an imagined future. 

A Surmise: Some Nurses' Resistance to Professionalization 

Nursing history has been part of the curriculum for students, and often was used as 

a tool to create a sense of professionai cohesion and exclusivity from other health care 

professionals. The historical overview of nursing that 1 know begins with Nightingale's 

English hospital refoms; nursing leaders in Canada sought to move nursing in the same 

direction. The heroines in these narratives are portrayed as dedicated reformers. The goal of 

reform was professionalization. 

In most instances, professions began with learning through apprenticeship, then 

training was structured and related to practice. Although nursing became a full-time 
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occupation in the seventeenth century, as did law and medicine, it has been slow to move 

through the process of professionalization. Nursing's high visibility of practice, task 

orientation, traditional beiiefs about women, and lack of speciaiized theory as a basis for 

practice were some of the reasons for its quandary. The smggle of Canadian nurses for 

professionai stature has its roots in the e d y  1900s in the effort to obtain provincial 

Iegislation to regulate nursing (Baumgart & Larsen, 1992). The Coilege of Nurses of 

Ontario (CNO, the regdatory body) began to regulate its own nursing members in 1963. 

Determining the standards of nursing practice and conduct, establishing entry-to-practice 

requirement, registering individuals who meet the requirements, investigating complaints, 

and taking disciplinary action are the responsibilities of the regulatory body (CNO, 1998a). 

Nursing's attainrnent of autonomy (a defining characteristic of a profession) is evident 

through Iegislation such as The Nursing Act and The Rea@ated Health Professions Act. A 

range of legislation provides nurses with a fiamework of accountability for its professional 

practice which reflects the recognition of nursing as a self-regulated profession. CNO's 

mission was revised in 1998 to include and reflect the importance of self-regulation. 

Sirnilarly to many nurses' understanding and views of nursing history, my 

perspectives are also Iargely shaped by nursing leaders. Certain ideals of the professional 

nurses are promoted in journals, reports and surveys, which largely reflect the image of 

nwsing leaders7 hopes and aspirations. 

In my continuous search for a historical understanding of nursing 

professionalization, Melosh (1982) has surprisingly offered me another view of nursing's 

progress towards its professional pursuit. She says, "...sifting back through nurses' 

written literature and listening to oral memoirs, we heu  voices that trace the shadow 

outlines of another history of nursing" (p. 4). Her story depicts a scene ... while aspiring 

professionds attempted to improve nurses' positions in the Iarger structure of work (a 

medical division of labour), rnany nurses were often threatened by the strategies adopted by 

their leaders. The rising standard of professionaiization often meant downgrading or 
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eliminating current practitioners. This plotiine seems to rnirror the turmoils experienced by 

nurses at the Hospital for Sick Children, as the administrators impiemented the benchmark 

standard for nurses. 

Melosh7s (1982) analysis of the nursing cuiture in America fkom the 1920s to the 

1970s has shed light on the themes concerning gender and social class. In spite of its 

Arnerican origin, Melosh's study reveals sirnilar findings of the fragrnented nature of 

nursing, which in itself affected its own ability to project a clarity of roles and purposes, as 

in McPherson's (1990) research work of Canadian nurses during the 1920s and 1930s. 

The leaders of Canadian nursing, Like their Arnerican sisters, had endeavoured to upgrade 

the practice of nursing through improved training and provincial registration of trained 

nurses. The practice of staff nurses, on the other hand, aligned with Melosh's findings, 

was shaped by an apprenticeship mode1 which was deficient in theory but rich in 

experience. It is through these expenences that the staff nurses forged a strong identity and 

took pnde in their nursing work. 

Since MeIosh7s (1982) historical analysis cover a longer period of t h e ,  1 will focus 

on her presentation of nursing's past difficulties in its professionalization to shed a better 

understanding on our present confusion- Rooted in an apprenticeship tradition of hospital 

schools of nursing, the aspiration and ideology which shaped the experience of many 

bedside nurses arose from the daiIy exigencies and rewards of their direct involvement with 

their patients. Such experiences revealed a disparity from the professional ideology which 

emphasized skill. Melosh daims that professional leaders tirelessly promoted the invaluable 

expertise that a trained nurse could bring to her practice. However, graduates of 1889 

challenged the leaders by clairning that they gave something more than mere skill to their 

service, and felt that a Sroad, individualized, humanitarian sentiment was expressed in their 

practice 

As professional leaders in those days strove to distinguish nursing from women's 

unpaid domestic service, they and other professionally minded nurses had to disclaim the 
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sentimental conception of womanly service. In the context of women's traditional work at 

home, the notion of personai involvement in work confounded the leaders' claim. to 

professional service. Whde leaders created a professional purpose for nursing, there were 

not sufficient means to defend its roIe of practice based on nurses' expenences and their 

involvement with the sick. Men on the other hand, established their professional legitimacy 

through an assertion to service. This paradoxical phenornenon highlighted nurses' need to 

confront the professional conception of their work. 

Kosiba's (1990) research concerning an interpretative history of nursing's efforts at 

professionalization during the penod 1945 to 1985, points continuously to a discrepancy 

between the leaders' professionalizing ideology and strategy, and the views of many 

working nurses. For many of the rank-and-fde nurses, their defrnition of nursing was 

largely shaped by apprenticeship, with philosophies rooted in the service work for the good 

of society. Capitaiizing on this latter view of nursing, physicians have invested much effort 

and time to convince both wornen in nursing and the public in general that nursing is 

subordinate to medicine, and should remain so for the good of the public (JO Ann Ashley, 

1977, p. 22). But Melosh's argument has persuaded me that nurses must re-examine the 

meanings of their nursing practices. She is convinced that nurses need to think long and 

hard about the broader knpLications of defining their work based on their relationships with 

patients, being patients' advocates. At its best, this role represents a strong humanitarian 

ideal, a cornmitment to support others during times of suffering and vulnerability. 

Hospitals need this rerninder for their social responsibility to the sick. But the question is: 

As patient advocates, can nurses define their professionai status by making a transition out 

of their beliefs about nursing practice (womanly service) to a culture of obLigation 

(professional ideology) in order to confront the structural constraints imposed by hospital 

adminisrration? 



An Illusion: L i v i n ~  on Two Seeminelv Different Positions on the 

Professional Nursine Knowled~e Landsca~e  

Historicaily, it seems that in their efforts to gain greater professional credibility, 

some nursing leaders have merely escalated the tensions and conflicts with other nurses on 

the job. As Melosh (1982) eloquently puts it, when women entered into nursing as a 

profession, they did not simply transfer the values of womanly service and ferninine 

nurturing of the nineteenth-century into a new setting. They moved into a realm which both 

c o d i e d  and contradicted the cultural expectations for wornen. They became the socid 

actors who were both participants and outsiders in their own culture. The tensions between 

the two cultures (one beinp the culture of professional ideology with a focus on technical 

expertise, and the other, the devalued domestic service) continues to underpin and inform 

much of the effort in nursinp's control of their own practice and education. In a study 

conducted by Tanner et al. (1993), one of the nurses who was interviewed commented 

"...knowing a patient is to get an idea of what they look Like, how they talk .... It is stupid 

stuff, it is not even medical" (p. 278). This statement seems to iilustrate the legitirnacy and 

status of technical-procedural discourse in spite of nurses' descriptions of "knowing their 

patients" as central to the irnprovernent of their clinical jud-ment and practice. The tension 

of the two cultures perhaps rnirrors Nightingale's dilemma to choose between the 

masculine and feminine roIes but, in essence, both of those cuItures arose from a 

patriarchal paradiam. 

The socialization of nurses as professionals has displaced common expectations for 

fernale domesticity. On the one hand, it impels nurses toward an altered image of 

themselves as women. On the other hand, many nurses take on sorne of the values and 

traditions of a "male" public world, albeit through their own interpretations of their work 

through the lem of female experience. 
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Over the twentieth century, the advances of technology have shaped the actual 

practice of nursing. Wtiile they have enhanced nurses' expertise and authority, implicitly, 

they have also threatened the traditional conceptions of women's work. Through Melosh's 

unders tanding that an apprenticeship culture within which nurses a f f i  their s kills and 

define their work, she envisions this work culture as an alternative to professional 

ideology. Nurses within this apprenticeship mode1 have corne to understand that their 

relationships with patients are central to the meaning of nursing and its activities. 

In the course of professionalization, nursing is consistentiy compared with 

generally accepted criteria for other established professions. As Woolf (193811966) aptly 

asked, "On what terms shall we join the procession? Above all, where is it leading us, the 

procession of educated men? (p. 62-63). The terrn "profession," which embodies an 

organization and an ideal of work, is constructed by white male elites. ShouId professional 

nurses try to achieve the prerogatives of professionals as defined by others, which do not 

address the intrinsic demands of professional nursing activities? Based on my own 

expenence as a nurse, and other nurses' stones of practice, the significance of professional 

nursing is to provide a service to a patient as unique individuai, as a person- May (199 1) 

describes the central element - "know your patients" - as being involved. It is about 

nurses' involvernent with patients on everyday, mundane aspects of practice- This ideal in 

nursing seems to &or the ferninine ideal of the past, which emphasizes an intense, 

personal cornmitment, an individualized humanitarian sentiment. W e  some nurses in the 

past felt that they had to disengage from the fernale domestic ideology when adopting the 

concept of professionalism, at present there are many professional nurses who stress their 

technical skills and explicitly discIaim the altruistic vision of nursing, which was perceived 

to be womanly. 

Recently, 1 was told about a case describing a five-year-old girl who was scheduled 

for a liver transpIant. On the day of surgery, in the flurry of preparation, the child was with 

her farniiy in the Iast minutes before going to the operating room. A nurse entered and 
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announced that the parents had to leave whiie she and another nurse inserted a urethral 

catheter, The child became more and more distraught as the nurses tried to continue with 

the procedure. The child's screarns of protest distressed the parents. A clinical nurse 

specialist was called to intervene. Much to the two nurses' surprise and dismay, the nurse 

specialist decided that the catheter could easily be inserted after the child was under 

anesthesia in the operating room. The nurses reluctantly foIlowed the plan but commented 

that there was a time to be nice and a time to get senous with the care. In this situation, the 

two nurses have given the physiologicd management the primacy over the chiIdYs response 

to stress. 

This plotline seems to continue in nursing through its progress towards 

professionalization. Tt is no longer about the tension between nursing leaders and front-fine 

nurses but about the dominance of professional ideology, which focuses on objectivity, 

systematic assessment, independence, autonomy, knowledge development through 

research, and technical mastery and the place of caring. 

There are many nurses who straddle two cultures with feelings that are bound by 

nursing's professional ideoloD~ and the idea of personal invoIvement in their work. On the 

one hand, nursing's endeavour to search for and develop practice based on generalized 

research findings may have taken precedence over the direct benefit of service to individual 

patients. The deveiopment of nursing knowledge seems to be at the forefront in the 

discussion about nursing's professionai status. But even if the knowledge base was to be 

expanded and updated for nursing practice, the improvement in professional performance 

would be transient since situations of practice are inherently unstable (Schon, 1983). On 

the other hand, a nurse's ability to "know the patient" provides a basis to particularize care 

with a historicai understanding of the patient situation (Tanner et al., 1993) whïch is 

counter to standard prescriptions and abstract principles. 

A search for nursing's past has unveiled a vital eIement - the ootion of womanly 

service - which, for me, translates into the knowing of your patient. In reclaiming this 
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view of nursing as part of its professional definition, nurses need to be mindful of its 

historical oppressive role. 

A Return of an Amrenticeshi~ Mode1 Throuyh Health-Care Reform 

Another interesting phenomenon is the notion of an apprenticeship culture. While 

Melosh discovers its importance as a basis for many nurses in defining their nursing 

identities, the negative connotation associated with apprenticeship, training, and womady 

service has led me and many others to abandon this concept in our professional ideologies 

of nursing. But what seems to exist at present in clinical settings during the health-care 

restructuring scheme is a reproduction of the culture of apprenticeship model in an aitered 

form. A de-emphasis on personal involvernent and service orientation, with prirnary focus 

on technical tasks and training, seems to have brought us back to the roots of 

professionalization. Notwithstanding the possible financial constraints in the workplace 

which hinder many nurses from knowing their patients, the continuous vulnerability of 

nurses' practical knowing is apparent. 

But as Gai1 Mitchell, a researcher and the Director of Nursing at the 

Sunnybrook teaching hospital, notes, "For decades, it has been very clear 

what patients want from the professionals ... what they want from us but we 

continue to develop and devise systems that do not support their hopes. We 

do not listen to them, and patients were managed as objects." 

(Interview transcript, Septernber 2 1, 1998) 

In an empirical study of patients' experiences of nursing care, Brown (1985) also 

found that patients did not want to be treated as "just another case," "routine care," but as 

people. Similarly, from a series of studies, Swanson (199 1) described the importance of 
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nursing care as understanding the meaning of an event from a perspective of "patients as 

persons," 

Mitchell told me a story about her earlier expenence as st nurse which she described 

as ' ' h ~ ~ c "  and Ied her to re-examine her identity as a nurse. There was a sense of 

disillusionment with nursing as her chosen profession. 

It was a very busy day at the ernergency room. Mitchell was 

attending to one of the patients when she heard a lady yelling at the other 

end of the hall. This old lady was being labeiled as c'non-compliant," a 

doctor's order was given to Mitchell that the patient needed to be in a four- 

point restra.int. Mitchell carried out the order, but when she was tying down 

the patient who had severe edema (swelling) in her legs and arrns, the old 

lady glared at her. Mitchell said, "...I saw it in her eyes, there was 

tremendous anger ... she hated me, 1 found myself participating in such an 

inhumane activity. That was the time, 1 contemplated leaving nursing. 

(Interview transcnpt, December 14, 1999) 

It is striking to think that a pervasive phenornenon such as knowing the patient is 

being negated in nucsing's progress toward professionaiism. The apprenticeship model 

which once focused on personalized nursing, with the inherent good of service, has been 

overshadowed by the professional ideology, which emphases nurses' technical expertise. 

As long as the phenomenology of knowing the patient is associated with an apprenticeship 

model, which also connotes with the passage of time a framework of handmaiden 

subservience in nursing, many nurses will unwittingly fa11 prey to the patriarchal medical 

system. Compounding the matter is an endorsement of technical skills, standardized 

approach, productivity improvement and resource controls in many hospitals where nurses 

are engaged in an altered apprenticeship model from the past. 



The Intricate Ties Between Nursine. Professionalism. and Feminisrn 

In many respects, the resistance to nursing professionaiism by some of the rank- 

and-file nurses seems to paralie1 the traditional Iukewarm approach of many nursing leaders 

in their support of the ferninist movement. 

In the 1960s and 1970s' nursing has retained its acceptability as a profession for 

women through its continuous struggle for recognition. But when non-traditional 

occupations began to open to women, traditional occupations for women, such as nursing 

and teaching, were cast as stereotypical roles whïch did not reflect the changing nature of 

their professional disciplines (Kerr & MacPhail, 1996). The seemingly uneasy alliance 

between nursing and ferninism was exacerbated by feminists' fervent effort to encourage 

women to escape from the female ghetto of nursing and to promote their access to other 

non-traditional fields of study and work (Muff, 1982). The lack of understanding of the 

nursing profession and its work was probabIy a reflection of the image of nursing in the 

larger cornrnuni ty. 

As 1 recognize my parochial view of the history of nursing's professionalization, 1 

see my previous understanding was coloured by yesterday's and today's nursing triumphs. 

My thinking was presented within the confines of a cozy profession-centred celebration of 

its past. While it is important to reco,&ze the struggle and achievement of our 

predecessors, recasting nursing history from the views of the rank-and-file nurses, and 

placing them in the context of women's history can perhaps help me, and others, to 

understand better the rhythms of nursing circles dispersed from the npples of health-care 

changes. But a question remains ... Can nursing reclaim its "professional" status, redefining 

what nursing means through the understanding of nursing practice? And perhaps rather 

than to have a clear definition, which rnay not be possible, a narrative depiction of 

professional nursing in context may be more desirable for the illumination of the artistry in 

nursing care within an indeterminate zone of practice (Schon, 1987). A starting point for 



this change perhaps will rest in a need for nurses to restory their own knowing through 

practice and their continuous effort to restory the nursing Iandscape. 



CHAPTER 3 

WHAT IS KNOWLEDGE-FOR-NURSES AND NURSES KNOWLEDGE? 

Shift in Knowinp Throuph a Mobius Spiral 

Upon reflection on the process of my search for a historical understanding of 

professionalization in nursing, as descnbed in the precedïng chapter, 1 saw an image of a 

mobius spiral. This spiral is formed from a short strip of paper, with one twist before the 

ends are joined. 1 srarted my search for nursing professionaiism by drawing a continuous 

line dong this mobius strip. My f ~ s t  loop always ended on the same side of the paper. It 

was not untd 1 continued dong the circuit toward the other side that I learned my line of 

drawing would invariably return to the starting point. Bateson (1994) descnbed the joumey 

along the other side of the stnp as more tha: just a return to the sarne ground but indeed as 

a next level of a spiral. This is andogous to my difficulty in my fust round of a histoncal 

pursuit of nursing professionalization. The difficulty rested in my doodling back and forth 

on the one side of the strip, over and over again, unable to continue beyond the past, to 

travel beyond the twist to the other side of the strip. 1 was not able to move beyond the 

concept of equating professionalization with knowledge for nursing. 

Historically, nursing has had its own share of arnbiguity in its attempt to articulate 

its identity as a profession. Today, I witness a vigorous theoretical development in nursing 

as an endeavour in its professional pursuit. There is a sense of urgency in how nurse 

theonsts exhort the need for more theones to be developed within nursing, making their 

contributions to a unique body of knowledge for nursing. 

Gai1 Mitchell commented, "There are reasons for nurses not doing 

quite as well as other health-care professionals .At is those gaps of nurses' 



visions in thinking about what Our discipline is, which 1 think contribute to 

our not knowing" 

(Interview transcript, September 2 1, 1998) 

In my interview with Judith Shamian, Vice President of Nursing at Mount Sinai 

Hospital and president of the Registered Nurse Association of Ontario, she indicated: 

There was a drop in the profile of the value of nursing in health care 

since 1993. She commented that this decreased value of nursing happened 

across the sectors of acute care, long-term care, and home care. She said 

that it happened primarily because of financid pressure. The devduation of 

nursing did not occur because the public or the government or the hospitai 

adrninistrators decided that they did not get good value from registered 

nurses. It happened more because the policymakers and adrninistrators were 

chdenged by reduced fuiancial resources in the delivery of health care, and 

there was insufficient understanding of the importance of registered nurses' 

contribution to health care through their practices and knowIedge. 

(Interview transcript, November 9, 1998) 

Totaily irnmersed into thinking that a development of nursing's unique body of 

knowledge is centrally important for its professional reco,&tion, I failed to view nursing as 

frst and forernost a professional service to the public. 

In one of my interviews with Mitchell, she emphasized services to 

people. She believes it is those shared moments with patients that make 

nursing activities corne to life. 

(Interview transcript, September 2 1, 1998) 
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Before 1 thought of being a professional in its other dimension, that of providing a 

service to people who cannot render it to themselves, 1 was b h d e d  by a focus on 

knowledge development and teaching the knowledge to nurses. Schon (1987) made the 

assertion that teachers can only guide their leamers. Students have to experience in their 

own ways the relation between strategies employed and results achieved. 

Another element which rnay have blocked me fiom moving beyond the concept of 

the knowledge circle and venturing into this other level of the mobius spiral of service was 

my uneasiness with the term "service," as it connotes a meaning of subservience. Despite 

my clinical experiences in valuing the importance of relationships with my patients, 1 

seemed to be participating in living the doctrine of rationalism, that reason alone, which is 

independent of experience, is the source of professional knowledge. 

My process in thinking about the professionalization of nursing may reflect the 

supremacy of theoretical knowledge over the recognition of our clinical knowledge 

development through experience. Given the entrenched nature of the universality and taken- 

for-grantedness of theory over practice, 1 was unknowingly influenced by the sacred 

plotline. This story was so deeply rooted and pervasive that it remained at an unconscious 

level in the rninds of practitioners (Crites, 1971). 1 perhaps was also shaped by a 

continuous debate in the nursing academic community on whether or not theory 

development is the crucial ingredient for the evolution of nursing into a professional 

discipline. 

L o o k i n ~  From Outside-in of the Biennial Nurse Theorist Conference 

1 recall a paper that 1 read last year as 1 was rurnmaging through the nursing 

Literature in the library. It was an article in the Journal of Nuning Science Quarterly. The 

title caught my attention - Nursing and the Next Millennium (Huch, 1995, p. 38-44). 
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This article captured a panel discussion by five nurse theonsts on March 19, 1993, 

at the Biennid Nurse Theonst Conference in Toronto, Canada. One of the agenda items 

posed by the moderator was: 

"It has been strggested that the trniqueness of ntrrsing knotvledge is not an 

issue for the next rnillennium. Ir may have been an issue in nursing as we 

struggled for i d e n t i ~  as a young discipline, but notv as a mature and 

respected discipline, we can abandon this struggle for identity and work 

together in interdisciplinary teams tu build knowledge around selected 

phenornena related to health. Meleis ofered this view in an article on theory 

development in the 21st century. So 1 would like each of you to think about 

the idea and give your thocghts and opinions "(p. 40). 

In response, Dr. Peplau comrnented, 

"...the one rhing that I observed fnirly early on was that, as nurses, we were 

corning pretty rncrch ernpty-handed. m e n  it came to talking about what it 

was thnt tve did, tve co~rld always corne up with the activig. We could say, 

we make beds and we pnss ocrt medicine .... So we corcld Say what we nid 

but not what rve knew, or what tve understood .... What were the kinds of 

phenonzena patients presented to nurses about which they were stipposed to 

be knowledgenble and about which they were supposed to provide a 

beneficial service ? When those kinds of questions were raised, we began to 

stretch it and. ..rnake it up as we went along. I can tick offsome of the nurse 

leaders ivho, along with me, would get together cifienvard and discuss how 

we did that day. Had we persrraded the boys that we really had this body of 

knowledge tvhich was cnlled nursing knowledge? That situation has 

changed. We hnve.,.a lot ofresenrch res~ilts and theory development ... we 

have rnany ways to say what it is rhat rzclrses know. Btrt ir wocrld be a grave 

mistcike to scry that we knotv al1 that we must know. If you go empty- 

handed tu the interdisciphary team, ...y ou are then very vulnerable tu being 

put in the position of handmaiden instead of colleague " (p. 40). 



Dr, Rogers added, 

Dr. 

"1 think that crnless we assume our responsibility for a body of scientific 

knowledge unique to nursing, we wiZZ be lumped with other professionals. 1 

think that when we get ta what is unique, we're dealing with the uniqueness 

of any science, the phenomena of concern. One of the problems w e t e  

gotten into is we are still so oriented to doing that people taik about 

phenomena as really task oriented. A few years ago Kellogg paid for a large 

study by the American Associution of Colleges of Ncrrsing ... there were 

pages of n~mbered lists of activities that al1 nurses shosrld know how to do. 

There was not one activity that corild be construed as knowledge in nwsing. 

Now as long as we operate on that basis, as long as we add up parts and 

corne up with surnethhg that we label nursing that is not more n~irsing thun 

it is any other field, Ive )vil1 not gain the respect of any academic group in 

rems of a knowledge base for nttrsing " ( p .  41). 

Parse, another theorist, responded, 

" We, crnd otizers like us, have spent our lives cnrving out the crniqtieness of 

nursing. And su I think thar in the 21st century the cawing out of nursing as 

it grows and develops its theories andframetvorks will continue. Ncrrsing is 

a scientzfzc discipline, just like psychology and physics and 

sociology. ... and scholars frarn those disciplines do not give up the ir 

identities and do not stop developing their sciences. ... so, I think nursing 

sho~dd stc~y on the ti-ack and contiizsre to evolve the theories and frnrnework 

that we have throsigh research. ... then we c m  go to that interdisciplinary 

table with sornething in out- hnnds that is very signijicanr. We c m  be 

colleagues with scholars of other disciplines and not move into a 

handmaicienk position. We are uniqtte " (p. 41) 

From the preceding discussion mong  the theorists, it is quite clear to them that if 

there is a lack of unique knowIedge in nursing, it will not be able to construct a collegial 

authority pattern with others. There is also a sense of concem about task-oriented nursing 

practice based on knowing how. This image of nursing seems to prevd particularly in this 
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time of health-care restructuring. The workioad demands (resulting from both an increased 

acuity of patients and a lower nurse-to-patient ratio), the reliance on technolo-v, and the 

practice of casualization c m  inevitably place practitioners in a task-specific rather than a 

holistic nursing environment (RNAO, 1999a). 

un der stand in^ the Impact of a Sacred Plot Line in Nursing Culture: Making 

me an in^ Throu~h the Process of Retelling 

Holding ont0 the important notion of nursing theory in relation to professionalism, 

1 seem to have lost sight of the importance of the rneaning of nming practice, which is a 

service provided by a nurse to her/his patients. Comelly and Clandinin's (2000) learning to 

[nurse], from the standpoint of [nurse] knowledge, is a process of expressing each 

individual [nurse's] knowledge in practice at an "indeterminate zone" (Schon, 1987, 

p. 13). [Rank-and-file nurses] reflect on their practices using various personal and 

theoretical resources and trying out other possibilities through the process of restorying and 

reliving. 

The association of service and apprenticeship also seems to underpin my unwitting 

rejection of its place in nursing's professionai realm. The conception of skills in Melosh's 

(1982) observation illustrated the importance for professional nurses to remove themselves 

£rom their duty to care in terrns of womanly service. Uniforrn and objective standards in 

nursing practice were established, with an emphasis on nwses' technical expertise in 

reaction to the earlier part of nursing history when womanly empathy and intuition were 

perceived as nursing rnethods. Even when the skilled knowledge and expert training was 

paired with altruism, Melosh described that the professional concept of service was rested 

in competent performance. There was a vague cornmitment to public interest, the notion of 

altmisrn was general and abstract. In nursing's pursuit of professionalization, there was an 

effort to cast nursing activities in the biological and physicd sciences, to be recognized by 

others and by physicians as  worthy colleagues (Bevis and Watson, 2 989). 



1 feel as though 1 have been a participant who continues to Live the professional 

mandate promoted by nursing leaders in the past - to disclaim the dtniistic vision of 

nursing and to replace intuition with reason because of its ferninine quality. However, as 

nursing evolution continues, 1 see a shift in its ideology of professionalism. Mitchell 

commented that, 

"1 think if there is a quaiity of professionalism that 1 think is crucial, 

and that is missing in a general way in nursing either because of its link with 

medicine or just a general lack of a broader knowledge ... the distinction 

between professional and non-professionai behavior is a willingness to risk 

the ambiguity of the reality of practice ... and as we have talked about, if the 

nursuig staff want guidelines, protocol and directives, they don? need to be 

professionals. Professionds need to be able to go into a patient's roorn, 

trusting the value 'and principle A ' s  about embracing the moment without 

knowing." She dso indicated that nurses carry out multiple functions 

simdtaneousiy, the complexity of their work can not be captured in a linear 

fashion. Nurses couId be tdking to the patients, looking at their bedsores, 

attending to their emotional statu,  etc. She continued and said, "Nursing 

cannot be viewed as a series of tasks. Breaking nursing activities into 

workload categories can be harmful because no one owns a task in the 

hospital." She said that if an observer from a study defined nursing as 

mu1 tipIe p hysicd activities, nurses' jobs could certainly be repIaced b y the 

unregulated health-care workers. 

(Interview transcript, September 2 1, 1998) 

Given the preceding plotiines, two particular aspects seem to have surfaced in my 

thinking and wxiting about nursing professionalization. The fïrst area revolves around the 
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impact of a grand narrative in my initial telling of nursing's professionalization. Formalistic 

thinking fiorn a grand theory rather than from my experience also seemed to be at play 

when 1 began my inquiry about the narrative past of nursing professionalization. The 

second domain addresses the changes of the concept of apprenticeship model through the 

Iens of professionalization. 

Within the sacredness of theory over practice in nursing professionaiization, the 

importance of the concept of theory and a unique body of knowledge of nursing is 

operating subtly in the background which shapes my values, beliefs, and practices without 

hll consciousness. 

The phenomenon of incongniity in my initial theoretical thoughts and practical 

experiences seems to manifest itseif as tension. This observation may point to a plotline as 

living an inquiry life at the formalistic boundary (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000, p. 40). In 

spite of my cornmitment to a narrative inquiry and my expenential understanding of the 

importance to "know my patients," 1 have subjugated my conviction on the important 

element of persons-in-relation to a hierarchy of theory and knowledge development for 

nursing professionalization. 1 have depersonalized the nurse and the patient, and have 

replaced thern with a formal category of knowledge-for-nurses (PhiHion, 1999). My 

tenuous participation in the telling and living of the competing story of nurses' experiential 

knowledge has reinforced to me the power of the sacred theory-practice story of 

knowledge-for-nurses . 

The second aspect seems to relate to a task-oriented view of n ~ s i n g  which is 

perceived as a des killing process. This technical-oriented approac h appears to rnirror a 

training model for nursing. UnliIce the culture of apprenticeship described by Melosh's 

(1982) snidy for the period 1920-1950, the current task-oriented view in nursing seems to 

predispose nurses as detached from their patients. 



Did 1 Miss Somethin~ Important in INursin~? 

My journey into nursing's professioaialization has brought me to thuik about the 

relation of theory and practice in nursing. Throughout my nursing education, 1 had felt that 

someùung was not quite right: It was about how 1 was socialized into a nursing culture of 

rationaiïty . 

As 1 think back on my nwsing education, 1 remember my patient being storied by 

nurses as a medical diagnosis: Mrs. X in room 21, bed A with a fractured hip. 1 was 

socialized to believe that 1 was not required to know who Mrs. X was, what her needs and 

hopes were. Yet, 1 was expected to enter t h e  room and to think about the importance of her 

traction - to reduce the muscle spasm and t o  imrnobilize the extrernities (legs). 1 was to 

assess, to name the problern and categorize Chis particuhr individuai into a generaiized 

biomedical classification. 1 also recall my professor's echo about not shedding tears in front 

of the patient: "In order to be a 'good nurse, .' you have to maintain your objectivi ty...y ou 

should never cry with the f d y . "  One day during the third year of my nursing program, a 

patient whom 1 had cared for over a few d y s  had finally died on my shift. 1 sobbed quietly 

and secretly on my own. The pervasiveness - of knowledge-for-nurses, the knowing how, 

over an understanding of a relationship with the patient again cornes to surface when my 

dad gave me an account of what happened d-ming his stay at a hospital, 

Recently, rny dad kvas hospitalized fo-r gastro-intestinal bleeding. He told me that a 

nurse had conte into his room, took a look aE him and said, "You need to be in a high 

Fowler's position (a bed-sitting position w i t k  the head of the bed raised to be more than 45 

degrees) tu prevetzt uny chest complications. " She then proceecied to crank up the head of 

the bed and left my father sirting helplessly fZr a long tirne. My father said, " I  was in such 

discornfort, and she never asked me how I fdlt. ... " 

@AC Journal entry, December 29, 1999) 



Mitchell indicated that nurses learned to use the medicd principles 

(assess, name [diagnose], and manage - the nursing process) not oniy for 

physiological care but aiso for relationships with the patients and family 

members. Under the biomedicai model, nurses had been taught to use labels 

such as "ineffective coping", "hopelessness", "deniaI," and so on to 

formulate a nursing diagnosis. She said, "Nurses, whom 1 was working 

with through a patient focused initiative, did not know how to taik to the 

patient just as a human being because they did not know what to do without 

their tools and assessment. It was such a foreign notion to them that it 

became so apparent, my goodness, we have come to a point where human 

to human relating is gone" 

(Interview transcript, Septernber 2 1, 1998) 

1 now question my own conviction about the cornmitment and the importance of knowing 

the patient in nursing. Despite knowing "sornething is not right" about my nursing 

education, knowing how my dad feit about the nursing care he received, and 

acknowledging Mitchell's comment about those moments with patients which make 

nursing activities come dive, my joumey into the understanding of professionalization has 

revealed the sacredness of theory in nursing education. The power of professionalism in 

nursing seems to have thrown me back to the time when 1 broke my jade bracelet in order 

to be a nurse. In that instance, 1 had removed a personal part of me in order to become a 

professional. To many nurses, knowingly or unknowingly, they may have succurnbed to 

the culture of professionalism by relinquishing their personal relations with the patients. 

The apparent dichotomy between theory and practice in nursing rnirrors the 

professional and the apprenticeship cultures. The later is based on Melosh's (1982) 

observation of an apprenticeship mode1 which is conceptualized as a different structure 



within which nurses can afFï their skills and their identities. Given McKeon's (1952) 

didectic view of theory and practice in which practice is theory in action, it prompts me to 

think of a fluid exchange between the ideologies of professionalism and apprenticeship. 

But simultaneously, the tension experienced after realiWng the inconsistency of my ideas 

about professionai nursing and my actions (the process in going through the mobius spiral) 

points to a continuous molding and pushing of nurses' meanings of professionai nursing 

through living within the constraints of organizationai arrangements and the economic 

austerity of practice in today's health care refonn. The character which 1 played as a nurse 

and a diploma nurse educator shaped and was shaped by the plotlines of health-care and 

nursing landscapes. 

Interestingly, as 1 retell the process of my pursuit of understanding nursing's 

professionalization, f realize that there is another piece of the puzzle - a difference 

between theories of nursing and theories for nursing. While theorïes of nursing are 

developed to explain the phenomena of nursing (nursing's unique body of knowledge), 

theories for nursing are developed through borrowing from other fields. Many nurse 

theokts perceive knowledge from other disciplines as different from nursing knowledge. 

In the pursuit of theories of nursing, many nursing acadernics have begun to move away 

from a biomedical mode1 for the understanding of nursing. It is interesthg to note that my 

own narrative history in thinking about knowledge seerns to have reflected the notion that 

there are no boundaries to knowledge. My thinking is consistent with Leininger's comment 

(in Huch, 1995) that nurses c m  extract and develop nursing knowledge from other fields 

through transforming it so as to fit within nursing. Moreover, it seems that my new-found 

belief of feminism (which espouses the values of sharing power, developing mutuai trust, 

building community, and collaboration) and my minority status have played a role in my 

thinking about theory for nursing and theory of nursing. 1 question whether an attempt to 

develop nursing theory in isolation fiom other fields reflects an elitist approach. At this 

juncture, 1 also remember Gadamer's (1960) concept of fusion of horizon. For me, it is not 
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only about the interaction between the histories we bring with us and the particuiar contexts 

in which we Live, but also about a world view with an understanding of widely divergent 

beliefs about human beings and the universe. I acknowledge the need for nursing to 

develop its uniqueness, to differentiate itself from other health-care professionals. 

However, I see a paraiiel in thinking about theory for nursing and multiculturalism. Both of 

these concepts can perhaps provide us with a wider view of the world, with multiple 

possibilities. 

Today nurses are faced with caring for persons with diverse belief and value 

systems. How the nurse interacts with the person is determined in large part by the 

horizons of her/his history and whât the situation allows at that moment. In my retelling of 

the process of professionalization and knowledge development, 1 corne to realize that 

perhaps the question is not simply about the myriad of human belief systems, it also relates 

to the manner in which a nurse's presence enables the persons to express their unique 

experiences of iife and their decision-making paths. 



CHAPTER 4 

WAVING IN AND OUT OF NURSING AND TEACHING 

Mv Imape of Both Nursinp and Teachin~ As Part of a Com~lex Web 

In rny quest to tell and live my professionai nursing plotlines, 1 was invariably 

drawn to my experience in the Departrnent of Education at rny coilege. My invoiuntary 

transfer fiom Nursing to the Education Department as an alternative to a "lay-off' notice 

from the college in 1995 sparked my interna1 debate on the nature of the relationship 

between a nurse and her/his patient at a human level. 

1 recall an exciting excursion 1 CO-ordinated for the students, to the Art Gallery of 

Ontario. It was my first trip to the Gallery, 1 was mesrnerized by the art pieces and was 

intrigued by the dossier's explanations to the students and myself about the artists' lives 

and their inspirations for various pieces. 

In one part of the tour, the students and I were led to a room which had a huge open 

area where one particular piece of artwork stood solemnly in the rniddle of the grand space. 

It had a three-dimensional geometric shape. Emanating from its form was a feeling of 

iciness. But as the dossier brought our attention to the thoughtfulness of the artist's design 

and execution, this once meaningless object started to unfold for me, as a whole. 1 began to 

see the unity and balance, its intncate parts and how they fit together as a whole. At that 

moment, the meaning of the structure of that geometnc shape, which previously surnrnoned 

my response to my notion of science, gave way to an artistic encounter. 1 am rerninded of 

Dewey's (1934) Art As E~pel-ience, that arts modify my ways of viewing this world and 

teach me a new way of thinking, feeling, and understanding. That experience at the Art 

Gallery has undoubtedly redrawn the boundaries and expanded my horizons. 1 then found 

myself talking to nursing colleagues, who inquired about how it was like working in the 

General Education Departrnent, of my expanded scope in viewing nursing. 
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Through the experience at the Art Gallery, 1 begm to re-examine my understanding 

of nursing, I realized that my nursing education had "impnsoned" me behind the bars of a 

behaviourd paradiam which is characterized by Schon's ( 1983) notion of technical 

rationality . This mode1 is a positivist epistemology of practice (p. 3 1). Ln rny clinical 

expenence, 1 often found myself Living the tensions between a technical rational approach 

and an esthetic understanding, Carper (1978) refers esthetics to the art of nursing, which 

purports knowing the particulars rather than the universais. It is an understanding of the 

meaning which underlies one's encounter with another. The experience of knowing the 

patients and nurses' own recognition of the value of this knowledge is not viewed as an 

essential component in a nursing curriculum which focuses on objectives and outcorne 

measurements. Neither is this clinical knowledge being emphasized in health-care settings 

during the process of restnicturing and at a time of economic constraints. Casualization and 

workload demands often make it impossible for nurses to know their patients suffrciently to 

detect changes or recognize subtle cues from patients, which are necessary for making 

clinical jud-oments . 

Linking nursing and teaching, my feelings of comection seem to stem not only 

from being a nursing teacher but also to being a nurse Iooking at the epistemology of 

nursing knowledge. As a graduate student in the Department of Cumculum, Teaching and 

Learning, and at the Centre for Teacher Development, 1 hear many stories shared by 

colleagues from the educational arena which invariably resonate for me. 

Working through the literature of research on teaching, 1 realize that ttiere are many 

pardels (cornrnonplaces) between nursing and teaching as professions. issues faced by 

educational practitioners and scholars in their examination of teacher knowledge seem to 

bear many simiIarities to the debates in nursing communities about theories for nursing and 

theories of nursing 

Undoubtedly, nursing has made great strides in its attempt to become a profession. 

But if one examines the process of nursing's professionaiization, it is clear that nursing, 
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dong with other fields such as education, has mimicked and borrowed from the naturd 

science and the behavioural rnodels, 

In my previous discussion about nursing's progress of its professional pursuit, 1 

alluded to a seerning disparity of ideologies embraced by some nurse theorists and 

practitioners. 1 wonder whether we have lost sight of some integral parts of nursing dong 

the way to professionalisrn. Have we moved too far from our tradition as a practice 

discipline? 

A Bird's Eve View: gaz in^ Down on Nurs in~  and Teaching 

In this part of the discussion, 1 propose to examine closely the Iiterature in a related 

discipline to nursing, namely teaching. 1 discuss the parallels in issues and examine the 

theoretical underpinnings as a foundation to discern a shift in the conception of teacher 

knowledge. This understanding of the teacher knowledge revolution in education will 

illuminate the value of narratives in my search to understand diploma nurse educators' 

meaning making of their nursing knowledge and identities as they Live out their stories of 

practice. 

As my identity is shaped by my continuity of beinp a nurse, a teacher, and a 

nursing teacher, my writing about nursing and teaching in the foilowing discussion is 

intermingled. Nursing and teaching as part of rny professional life are complexly 

interrelated and hence the lines between them are not perfectiy drawn. 1 tum now to an 

interpretive understanding of the relationship between nursing and teaching in their 

evolution of professional knowledge development. 

Lagemann (1 989) wrote, "..., that one cannot understand a history of education in 

the United States during the twentieth century unless one realizes that Edward L. Thorndike 

won and John Dewey lost " (p. 185). Beginning in the mid-1940s, when Edward L. 

Thorndike won the battle over John Dewey of the belief about education, the mode1 of 

behaviourism flourished (Bevis 8r Watson, 1989, p. 26). Thomdike's (1949) popular 



assertion, that whatever exists is to be found with some quantities and hence can be 

measured, gave way to a proliferation of kindred educators and their theories. The strong 

influence of a behavioural rnodel in nursing's theory and practice can therefore be traced 

back in time as a dominant force in education. However, the persuasive power of these 

behavioural advocates, in moving nursing to institutionalize a behaviourist curriculum- 

development model, seems to tell just part of the story. 

Coupling with nurse educators' pursuits for higher education in promoting their 

professional legitimacy, the impact of behaviourism became inevitable. Due to a dearth of 

master's progams and a complete absence of doctoral education for nursing in the late 

1940s and 1950s (Baumgart & Larsen, 1992), many nurse educators sought higher 

education in a related field, such as education, Given that the educational arenas were swept 

by this tidal wave of behaviourist Literature, it was inescapable that many of the nurse 

educators' influences on nursing education, such as in its development of conceptual 

fiamework, objectives, learning activities, and evaluation criteria, were based on the logic 

of behaviourism. It seerns that nursing, dong with education, attempted to build its 

professionai image by mirroring other academic disciplines in the scientific era. 

In order for nursing research to gain recognition and to attain legitimacy of its 

knowledge, a scientific method was considered to make it more acceptable. However, the 

doing of science is compatible with art and its imaginative complexity in the study of 

practice (Connelly & Clandinin, 1999). In essence, science cannot be reduced to techniques 

and be taught acontextually. The problem does not seem to rest in the doing of science but 

in how nursing has utilized the technical rational approach in its early revolution of 

education and in its progress toward professionalization. Given this understanding, the 

research perspective adopted in nursing studies in the past has signSc&t influence on the 

resulting knowledge claims. 

Since 1965, the process-product model bas becorne the mainstream of research on 

teaching, and this mode1 d s o  represents the focal point for nursing. It emphasizes 
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knowledge which underlies the relationship between actions and consequences, that is 

generalizable across contexts. A statement of association in a process-product mode1 in 

nursing, for example, indicates that health teaching is an important component in nursing 

and will lead to patient's cornpliance. Based on this theoretical frarnework, nurses approach 

patients by providing them with pre-selected information, assuming the authonty of 

theories, 

Mitcheil(1999) wrote about her experience at a recent conference where she 

presented a study on living with the consequences of persond choices for people with 

diabetes. In her paper she asks, "How can we continue to lecture and direct [patients] when 

they Say [the health teaching] is not helpful and it is not wanted?" In response to Mitchell's 

question, a concemed practitioner then asks, "But what will we do if we don't tell people 

what they are supposed to do and how they c m  do it better?" (p. 309). 

This observation seems to reflect competing plotlines between different views of 

nursing and their respective knowledge development. In the former case, Mitchell seems to 

argue that professionai knowledge for nurses does not originate from the application of pre- 

seiected theory. She advocates for working with patients based on their particular meanings 

of health experiences. The latter comment appears to bear resemblance to the notion of 

formal knowledge which Fenstermacher (1994) presented in his review on teacher 

knowledge research and Iiterature. The conception of formal knowledge is seen as an 

objective possession and appears in the standard of conventional behavioural science 

research. It is both the pedagogical knowledge for teachers and nursing knowledge for 

nurses. 

The Impact of the Theoretical Framework Which Guides the Particular 

Research 

Research on both teacher thinking and nursing care seems to revolve around two 

main strands. One strand adopts a theoretical researcher's perspective: it is the theory from 
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the researcher. The other is ap.ided by the teacher's/nurse7s/nurse educator's perspective: it 

is the experience of the practitioners. Teacher thinking and nursing-are research, which is 

based on the researcher's theoreticai perspective (Clandinin, 1986), generate more concern 

in that the consequences of theories for nurses shaped many nurses' perception of 

themselves as not being holders of knowledge. Rather their knowledge comes fiom the 

extemal authorities. 

Mitchell mentions that nurses, as the front line staff, have the 

authority to define the process of their practice rather than to folIow the 

dictates of other health-care disciplines, such as medicine. She says, "It is 

through nurses' own confidence and trust of what nursing knowledge is, 

that they are able to relate to patients through nursing." She told me a 

clinical story about how a nurse expressed her nursing knowledge through 

her action when she felt that a patient did not "look right" and she sensed 

that "something is wrong." But instead of using her knowing of this 

particular patient and trusting her intuition that she needed to solicit help, 

she immediately went to look for an oximeter (a diagnostic tool to reflect 

patient's oxygen saturation rate). The patient died shortly after her shift. 

(Interview transcript, December 17, 1999) 

This story certainiy does not reflect negligence on the part of the nurse. Under the 

biomedical model, it is expected of the nurse to have ail the observable and measurable 

data, such as the vital signs (temperature, pulse rate, respiration rate, and blood pressure 

reading) and, in this case the oxygen saturation rate, to assist the physician in making an 

assessment of the patient's condition. But what comes forth from this vignette is the 

continued dominance of a belief in the superiority of theory over practice, and a system 

which pushes for numbers, technoloog, and efficiency. Many nurses, as a consequence of 



the reliance on use of this model, view themselves and are perceived by others as 

depending on empirical medical knowledge for thek nursing practice. 

A systematic approach to nursing care may be used as a guide for novice nurses. 

However, this d e  ofien becomes internalized by most nurses. The empirical medical 

knowledge tends to supersede the emergent recognition of the tacit knowing in the nursing 

community. Research on nursing and education indicates that the sacred theoqdpractice 

story of knowledge has led both nurses and teachers to devalue their professional 

knowledge. As health-care researchers, policymakers, senior administrators, and nurse 

theonsts move in a rhythmical fashion within their own circles of npples, spreading 

polices, research findings, improvement schemes, and implementation strategies to nurses 

at the level of practice, confusion h a .  been experienced by most nurses. These nurses' 

professional lives in their workplaces are besieged by other people's visions and 

philosophies of what their roles and responsibilities are. 

Relating to the teacher's practitioner perspective in research, Fensterrnacher (1994) 

alludes to the approach in the area of teacher knowledge, the practical knowledge. Connelly 

and Clandinin's teacher knowledge is considered to be practical when it is developed from 

teacher's participation and reflection on action and experience (p. 10). It suggests that 

teacher knowledge cornes from expenence, is learned in context, and is expressed in 

practice, the personal practical knowledge (Connelly & Clandinin, 1988). 

Weaving this personal practical knowledge from teaching into nursing brings me to 

the nursing education revolution in the late 1980s. During that period, many nurse 

theonsts/researchers began to question the predominance of scientific knowledge for 

nursing. Eisenhauer (1998) asserts that 

''The focus of professional knowledge needs to be on the clinical judgment of a 
professional - not on the professional's knowledge per se - but rather on how and when 
the information is used appropriately by the professional in the care of patients. Pt] 
depends greatly on the professional's ability to understand the individuai patient" (p. 5 1). 
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This notion of knowledge seems to implicitly recognize the nurse's past experience, but 

without furthes inquiry into the notion of experience- Temporal continuity (Dewey, 1938) 

of a [nurse's] experience may have been reduced to a series of variables for nurse's cfinical 

decision making or  serve as an influence on herf is  judament (Clandinin, 1986, p. 3). In 

nursing, the practical way of knowing is illustrated in the studies of nurses (Benner, 1984; 

Benner & Tanner, 1987, Benner & Wrubel, 1989) as welI as from other practice 

disciplines (Schon, 1983; Dreyfus & Dreyfus, 1985) which demonstrate the importance of 

clinicd knowing. These authors consider this knowledge as tacit and embodied, it is the 

know-how which enables the emergence of expert knowledge for the recognition of 

patterns and intuitive responses to patients/cLients. 

The concept of experience is a key element in the studies on what teachers and 

nurses know, In the research on teacher thinking, the tenn experience seems to be used 

very loosely as an account for certain actiors of the teacher. Building on Yinger's (1977) 

fmdings that teacher's routines are developed from experience, Clark and Yinger (1977) 

identiQ that teaching routines (activity routines, instructional routines, management 

routines, and executive planning routines) have the functions to "reduce the complexity and 

increase the predictability of classroom activities, thus increasing flexibility and 

effectiveness" (p. 284). In addressing just the functions of teacher's routines, Clark and 

Yinger have not clearly explicated what was involved in the experience (Clandinin, 1986). 

In nursing, Paterson and Zderad's humanistic philosophy (1988) underscores the 

importance of nurse's experience. They contend that nurses' descriptions of nursing 

situations with patients c m  build the knowledge for nursing. However, critics of Paterson 

and Zderard's view of nursing argue that the study of a nursing act phenomenologically is 

to research the view of a particular nurse. They also argue that this approach is counter to 

the concept of human science, which does not focus on what that experience was assurned 

to be by the nurse, but rather it is to investigate the lived experiences and the expressions of 
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human beings within the concepts of human, environment, and health (Mitchell & Cody, 

1992, p. 27). 

Heidegger (1 926/1962) and Benner (1984) contend that nurse's meaning of 

experÏence is not purely subjective, but already exists in everyday shared language and 

practice in nursing. Tanner et al, (1993), however, realize from their study that the informa1 

discourse on knowing patients is undervalued without the status of technical-procedurd 

discourse fiom a rational model. 

Parallel to this observation is Clandinin's (1986) contention that 

"Teachers are comrnonly acknowledpd as having had expenences but they are credited 
with Little knowledge gained from that expenence. The omission is due in part to the fact 
that we have not had ways of thinking about this practical knowledge and in part because 
we fail to recognize more practicaLly onented knowledge" (p. 8-9). 

Both teachers and nurses are seen as holders of experience but not knowledge. 

Without an understanding of teachers' and nurses' expenences, their teaching and nursing 

activities couId be reduced to a senes of tasks and functions. Ernerging fiom that 

understanding of experience is recognition that nursing cannot be reduced to simply "doing 

skills" for which nurses cm be replaced by other unregulated health-care personnel. It is 

important for nurses/nurse educators to experience the experience (Clandinin & Connelly, 

1994), to understand their experience in nursing practice and education. 

The irnpetus for conceptualizing practical knowledge in teaching seems to have 

derived nom two areas. One relates to the researcher's and implementor's negligence of 

teacher autonomy and initiative in curriculum implementation. The other refers to the Iack 

of knowledge unique to teachers as professionals (Clandinin, 1986). This evolution of 

teacher's practical knowledge in research on teaching bears some resemblance to the 

plotlines of nursing education. Diekelrnann's (1 990) persond journey into nursing 

education is illustrative. She says, 



"In 1984, Berner described an approach and view of nursing practice that ailowed me to 
recast my eariier work in nursing education: especially that ... [nurses'] teaching is 
informed by their practice of nursing .... How can we let our understandings and our 
personal experiences guide us in our stniggle to transform the world? How do we let our 
understanding of what it is to be human and our knowledge of the necessity of human 
comectedness guide our practices in nursing, teaching and research? ... do we talk with 
ciinicians and students about their experiences? We need to create a dialogue, [new 
possibilities for curriculum and instruction] that does not perpetuate the disenfianchisement 
of clinicians and students in discussions about how they expenence and participate in [the 
day to day] teaching and learning practices" (p. 30 1) 

In 1986, Diekelmann announced her position that nurses need a revolution, and she 

supported the official forum of the National League for Nurses, an alliance which brought 

nursing educational researchers together with nursing teachers and administrators. 

Moreover, there is certainly an echo in nursing parailel to that in education for the 

lack of a unique body of knowledge which marks an emerging departure from the narrow, 

biomedical perspective, and a rising interest in examiring the importance to conceptualize 

practical iaowledge. This practical knowing seems to be underpinned by both the 

humanistic and holistic ideologies. As Tanner (1990) argues an overemphasis on the use of 

biomedical rnodel can Iimit vision. Nursing's past devotion to a narrow perspective for 

building a curriculum based on predetermined behavioural goals with the expectation that 

al1 students will meet d l  objectives is no longer responsive to the rapid and often undirected 

changes in Our health-care system. 

The Theorv-Practice Dilemmas 

The best known epistemological dilemmas in education are addressed in ternis of 

the relationship between theory and practice. Clandinin and Connelly (1995) draw 

"particular attention to the epistemological quality of what is funneled down into the 

Iandscape as well as the funnel. [conduit] itself' (p. 6). The landscape is the environment in 

which the diploma nurse educators work. Adapting Clandinin and ConneUyas (1995) 

notion of the conduit to the nursing professional knowledge landscape, allows me to 

understand how the sacred story functions in relation to theory and practice in nursing. 
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As I continue to read Clandinin and Comelly's argument on how teachers cannot 

Live simultaneously in both the theoreticai and practicd domains, I think about the theory- 

practice issues faced by nurseshurse educators at two levels. One level refers to the sacred 

p1otlines of a professional culture as nursednurse educators are expected to Live within a 

pre-conceived t heoretical kno wledge realm. The other level res ts in the nurse/nurse 

educator-person process based on a practical knowing. 

Living in the professional knowledge culture, nurseshurse educators are urged t o  

use theories in practice. Evidence-based nursing practice is a research based, theory-driven 

approach which utilizes research findings in practice. It is underpinned by the assurnption 

that the sole reliance on textbooks and facuity knowledge wiil no longer be able to provide 

the critical thinking skills that nurses need to survive in the current clinical settings. 

Kessenich, Guyatt, and DiCenso (1997) argue that "[Nurse educators] no longer can afford 

to lead students through ciinical areas in an unsystematic fashion in the hope that they 

eventually will gain the ability to care for patients in varying stages of heaith and illness" 

(p. 26). The fervent desire to develop theory and research for professional nursing practice, 

and for nurses to employ the researchers' findings in their work, is also apparent in a study 

cornmissioned by the Canadian Nurses Association in 1998 to shidy the dissemination and 

use of research evidence for policy and practice by nurses. This observation of a 

dominance of research based, theory driven practice stirs up debates in the nursing 

cornrnunities by those who believe in the practical knowledge for nursing. 

As rnany nurse theorists and nurse researchers recognize the need for more than 

empirical data in the day-to-day care of the patients, Chinn and Jacobs (1987) succinctly 

describe the situation with a question: "Do 1 know what 1 do and do what 1 know?'This 

persona1 knowing can be tradated from Fenstermacher's category of practical knowledge 

about "What do teachers know?" to "What is it that nurses know?Esthetics refers to the 

art of nursing. Carper (1978) uses the example of empathy as nurses' abilities to perceive 

and understand the lives of the particular patient. She asserts that a nurse's comprehension 
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of their patients' needs does not only shape her behavior but also is embodied in her action. 

This experiential knowledge arising h m  the concrete acts of practice has created concerns 

for many other nurse theorists/researchers who embraced the abstract ideals of theones. It  

seems that nursesfnurse educators are expected to live at once in both the cultures of 

professional knowledge and professional service. A fundamental epistemological dilemma 

is experienced by nurseshurse educators as they are, at once, expected to know things 

theoretically while, at the same time, they are demanded to know things practically in the 

cLinical settings. 

Mv Own Conundrum With Theory-Based N u r s i n ~  Practice 

Living in the boundaries of the two nursing cultures makes me question my moral 

obligations to my students and their patients. 1 recail an experience during the curriculum 

planning process at my college in the 1980s. Nursing faculty were assembled for a meeting 

of curriculum developmen t. Theory-based nursing courses were to be delivered 

consistently by aU faculty members, with a uniform understanding of the selected theory. 

At the meeting, some faculty members voiced their concerns about how the theory language 

was used to the exclusion of the language of the ordinary. 1 noticed the focus of students' 

nursing care plans inadvertently became plans for using abstract language, a language 

which did not allow nursing students to focus on their patients as people. The students' 

application of nursing theory in their practice was awkward and mechanistic. 

Along with many of my colleagues, we talked about the importance to have theory- 

based nursing for professional practice, but the usage of the theoretical lanpage seerns to 

have disconnected both the students and us from Our real life experience with the patients. 

S tudents' personal experience and our personal and professiond experiences, personaiity, 

and teaching styles are also not being addressed when theory application is irnposed. 

Many dipIoma nurse educators at my coilege were engrossed in teaching students 

about the language of theory itself and in the process, some had turned the particular 



nursing theoretical knowledge from being an explmation to a script in their teaching and 

caring of the patient's healrh experience. Others realized the abstraction of studentsy 

conversations about their experience with the patient. Patients' situations were 

decontextualized and their health deficits were categoricdy placed under various theoretical 

headings. Some of my coUeagues talked privately about not using "the theory jargon" in the 

clinical settings, 

Moreover, the struggle experienced by many diploma nurse educators today 

continues to be the content-laden curricula which attempt simultaneously to "prepare" 

nurses to practice in a biomedically oriented, disease-care system and to educate nurses to 

be responsible health-care professionals committed to the social changes necessary for 

health promotion and disease prevention. As some nurse researchers/educators maintain an 

institutionalized cornnitment to a rational-technical mode1 of education, there continues to 

be a need for caring and critically thinking nurses. 

A Continuinp Sapa of the Research-Based Theorv and Practice Issue in 

Nursing 

A primary purpose of research in the nursing comrnunity appears to consist of 

creating and validating knowledge for practice. But my concem here lies within the 

situation that the author(s) of research evidence idare seldom its user(s). This observation 

brings to mind Clandinin and Conneily's metaphor of fume1 (1995) which enables me to 

think about how evidence-based practice shapes nurses' knowledge. When dealing with the 

realities of practice which involve nursing encounters with complex human situations, the 

individualized, participative practice in the nurse-person process wiU be denied if the notion 

of evidenced-based practice is employed. Both the nurses' and patients' voices will be lost 

in this process. Critics, like Mitchell (1997) argue that the realities of nursing practice 

involve "encounters with complex human beings who are living out experiences that cannot 

s h p l y  be changed according to findings from research" (p. 154). 
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Furthermore, when nurse researchers comment, in a study on the dissemination and 

use of research evidence for poiicy and practice, that "it is not enough to ensure that the 

target audience gets the information, but that they must dso be taught how ru upply the 

knowledge to their specific clinicd area" (Dobbins, Ciliska, & Mitchell 1998), this 

statement, albeit its good intent, seerns to portray nursehurse educators as the "weak iink 

in transrnitting the innovation" (Clandinin, 1986, p. 14). The consequence of this 

theoretically detemiined account could be disconcerting for many [nursednurse educators], 

considering that they are perceived in a passive Light (Ibid). 

A secondary purpose of nursing research revolves around improving the position of 

the profession. Considering that nursing is a profession in North America, research is 

undoubtedly an integral part of its educational landscape, and theories, knowledge, and 

skills certainly have their places in the professionalization of nursing. However, 1 am 

concerned that overemphasis on these matters is ieading, at least in North Amerlca, to the 

deprofessionalization of nurses rather than providing the background for 

professionalization. The use of technical rationality in the practice of professionals is a 

misconception of what professionals do. Their knowledge is not the knowledge of science, 

research-based theory, and the application of scientific theory and technique but is the 

knowtedge of practice (Schon, 1983). This knowledge claim brings forth the dilemmas and 

tensions discussed by Melosh (1982) when she addresses what she calls the two cultures in 

nursing, One culture is filled with professional ideoIogy with a focus on technical and 

theoretical expertise. The other places its plotline around a devalued domestic service 

experienced by women in nursing, These two cultures seem to be continuously exerting 

influences on todayys nursing practice and education. 1 define the service provided to 

patients by nursing as the caring activities. 1 will address caring and its place in diploma 

nursing education and practice in the subsequent chapters as iliustrated through the 

professional lives of my participants. 



Cornpvunding the nurses7/nurse educators' uneasiness in their professional 

environment with respect to the theory-practice issues, Schwab (1962) introduces the 

concept of rhetoric of conclusions. Clandinin and C o ~ e l l y  (1995) adopt Schwab's concept 

to explain the funneled theoretical knowledge and policy directives which are often stripped 

from its inquiry origins - the historicai meaning and context of inquiry - which render 

them to be abstract and episternologically inadequate (p. 8). This knowledge is neither 

theoretical nor practical but has the characteristics of both (p. 11). It is often packaged and 

transmitted to the nursing landscape, with research conclusions and prescriptions, as 

curriculum materials and contents for the professional development workshops. Other part 

of this knowledge, which speaks of recruitrnent policy, retention strategies, student 

performance and employer's satisfaction, is funneled down to the professional landscape of 

the diploma nurse educators, Still another part of this knowledge derives from the 

regulatory and professional bodies as standards and strategies to promote professionalism. 

This language does not provide space for diploma nurse educators to talk about what is 

important to them, that is, their clinicai expenence with students in a changing heaith-care 

system and in nursing education. 

Many diploma nurse educators live a nursing cumculum surrounded by the artifacts 

of education: objectives, courses, tests, and examinations. The epistemological dilemma 

and moral significance of their practice of teaching professional nursing within a 

professional reaim in a coliege setting create a complexity of experience througii the 

landscape metaphor. Issues of identities and knowledge are rooted in their professional 

lives. To recapture the epistemological and moral sense of teaching professional nursing 

and its relationship to learning, it is necessary to explore the meaning of their lived 

experience. 



Whv Narrative Research and What 1s So Special About Narrative? 

The foregoing description and discussion present an ovenriew of the revolution in 

research on teacher and nurse knowledge. One of the leading research programs in 

exploring teachers' stories of practice is from the work of Clandinin and Connelly (1992; 

Connelly and Clandinin, 1985) on teachers' personal practical knowledge. 

The term, personal practical knowledge 

"is designed to capture the idea of experience in a way that aiiows us to talk about teacher 
as knowledgeable and knowing persons. Personal practicd knowledge is found in the 
teacher's practice. It is, for any one teacher, a particular way of constructing the past and 
the intentions of the future to deal with the exigencies of a present situation" (p.25). 

Central to Cometly and Clandinin's approach in the understanding of teacher's 

expenential knowledge is the term narrative unity which is an "expression of biography and 

history ... in a particular situation" (1985, p. 184). These notions of personal practical 

knowledge and narrative unity have facilitated the beginning of my own understanding of 

my teaching practice and the loss of my professiond identity. The stones 1 Live by are at the 

interface between the personal and the professional. 1 build my stories from my personal 

expenence and from social stories of "prepackaged expectations and ways of interpreting" 

(Chafe, 1990, p. 80) the nursing culture. 

An Autobio~ra~hical  Observation 

The continued writing and telling of my stories of teaching practice led to rny 

realization that we "must first begin to hear [our] own voice in order to understand the 

importance of drawing out the voices of others" (Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger, & Tmle 

1986, p. 175-176). My stories of teaching and leaming provide me with an understanding 

of the strength of feelings and emotions about rny image of myself as a teacher and how my 

practice is contro1Ied and set in that story. The storyline is of my earlier years as a new 

immigrant when 1 perceived myself as not being liked by others as a person, and 
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expenenced a lack of caring as a student during my nursing education. Caring for others 

and being seen to be cxing is perceived as the narrative construction shaped in response to 

my story as an immigrant and an autobiographical awareness of the importance of the 

teacher-leamer relationship- These stories have personai moral dimensions that often shape 

the care situations on the landscape of my professional practice; they become the 

foundational stories of my iife. Dewey's (1938) continuity of experience and situation is 

central to my ongoing development of rny image of who and what I am, who and what 1 

was, and who and what 1 WU be in my professionai practice. 

Through the autobiographical process, 1 discover that narrative is well-suited for 

my i n q u e  into the lives of diploma nurse educators - the examination of their 

professional knowledge and identity formation in the midst of ali  changes in health care and 

nursing. Along with narrative' s autobiogaphicalhiogaphical features, are its 

epistemological and ferninist qualities, which enable me to explore my phenornenon of 

interest. 

E n ~ a ~ i n e  in a Collaborative Experience Throuph Narrative 

By atternpting to engage in an inquiry of a shared expenence through collaboration, 

my participants and I have been negotiating a connected way of knowing about our practice 

and understanding our narrative accounts (Belenky et al,, 1986). The research has been 

conducted with them and not on them. In Buber's (1970) term, the text of our shared 

experience of researcher and participants in the classroom, in the post-clinical conference, 

in the restaurant, and in the coffee shop cames a sense of "thou" rather than an "it." 

Clandinin and Comelly 's (2000) notion of narrative helps me to ground my 

understanding of experience. In this view, expenence refers to "stories peopIe live" (xxvi). 

The centrality of story in teachers' knowledge is seen as a natural and comrnon mode of 

thinking (Britton & Pellegrini, 1990; Sarbin, 1986). Clandinin and Connelly' s (1 996) 

assertion of the importance to discern how [diploma nurse educators'] knowledge is shaped 
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by their working milieu d o w s  me to explore both the epistemological and moral dilemmas 

of the theory and practice issues on the landscape in diploma nurse educators' lives. 

As Connelly and Clandinin (1990) explain, I am embedded in a process where my 

colieagues and 1 are seen as "both living [our] stories in an ongoing experientiai text and 

telling [our] stories in words as we reflect upon life and explain ourseIves to others [and 

each other]" (p. 4). This process enables us to create a space for our voices, which is 

important for nursing since it is stiil predominately a woman's profession. 

If the movement for nursing professionalization is to promote a unique body of 

knowledge and to develop an understanding of how to improve nwsing practice, 

nurses/nurse educators wiU need to see themselves and be perceived by others as holders of 

personal practical knowledge. If nursing is a practice profession on a complex landscape of 

change, the perspective of knowledge for nurses needs to be re-exarnined dong with the 

view of nurses' knowledge. 

Connelly and Clandinin's notion of personai practical knowledge and the metaphor 

of professional knowledge landscape help me to conceptualize the personal and 

professional lives of the diploma nurse educators as they Iive stones of tension situated in 

both epistemological and moral dilemmas. These dilemmas seem to stem from the everyday 

aspect of their human experience. We can learn about diploma nurse educators' knowledge 

by attending to their stories of practice as reflective dialogue among diploma nurse 

educators, students, subject matter and context (ConneIIy and Clandinin, 1996). It is 

though the living and teiling of our stories, we corne to understand who we are and how 

and where we position ourselves on the shifting landscape of heaith care and nursing 

education. Through engaging with others in shared inquiries, a better understanding of 

how our professional knowledge contexts shape our lives and stories which in turn may 

help illuminate Our personal practical knowledge development. 

Bruner (1985) States "narrative is concerned with the explication of human 

intentions in the context of action" (p. 100). Since action in situation is often complex and 
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unpredictable, "story with its abiiity to accommodate ambiguity and dilemma'' (Carter, 

1993, p. 6-7) is appropriate for the study of nursing practice and nursing education in the 

flux of the curent changes in health care. Stones capture the complexity of one's 

understanding of teaching and nursing . Addressing the rïchness and the indeterminacy of 

diploma nurse educators' experiences through stories help to prepare students for the 

profession of nursing. Through stories, nursing students will corne to realize that the 

indeterminate nature of practice is not easily addressed by a general theory, which may 

narrow the scope of clarity as it relates to a larger whole. A diaiectic view of theory and 

practice may bring fo,rth new concepts of nursing professional knowledge. 

My participants and 1 need opportunities to construct and reconstruct other 

possibilities based on the details of Our pertinent working Lives. In this view, nursing 

theories can be generated from practices through ongoing reflection of experiences. Uniike 

Schon's (1983) notion of reflective practice, Clandinin and Connelly (1995) think that 

reflections on one's own lirnit the possibilities for reflective awakenings and 

transformations. They believe that teachers need to engage in conversations with others 

where "stories c m  be told, reflected back, heard in different ways, retold and relived in 

new ways" (p. 23). 

Shifting Attention From the Conceptual to the Experiential 

There are multiple examples of the use of narratives in nursing since the inception 

of the nursing education revolution in the 1980s. Some nurse theorists have encouraged the 

use of narrative pedagogy (Diekelmann, 1988; Heinrich, 1992; Nehls, 1995). Girrantano 

(1997) has chosen story as text to teach obstetricd nursing theory to generic baccalaureate 

nursing students. Illustrations of care and conflicts, which are a part of the nurse's lived 

experience in the practice areas, were embedded in the stories she used. 

The emerging of a narrative literature of nurses' stones and stones of nurses 

provides a space for nurses to learn about nursing knowledge and its contribution to an 
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understanding of nursing and teaching. My research WU contribute to this qualitative drive, 

with an atternpt to understand the rneaning and significance of diploma nurse educators' 

identities and knowledge issues in a shifting plotline of changing health care and nursing 

education- The landscape of reform continues to shift in its own right, as characters tell 

different stones as they change. Narrative methodology, which enables the thinking of 

experience in a three-dimensional space, offers an understanding of where my participants 

and 1 are placed at any particular given moment in terms of the personal, social, temporal 

and spatial dimensions (Clandinin &Connelly, 2000, p. 89). 



CHAPTER 5 

A SPECIFIC CONCRETE PHYSICAL FEATURE AND A TOPOLOGICAL 

BOUNDARY: TELLING OUR STORIES TO LIVE BY THROUGH PLACE 

AS Wl3 LIVE THE UNCERTAINTY OF A THREE-DI1MIENSIONAL 

NARRATIVE INQUIRY SPACE 

The Intricate Nature of Place in Narrative In~u irv  

Place is one of the terrns within a three-dimensional narrative inquky space which 

ailows an examination of the "specific concrete physicai and topological boundaries" 

(Clandinin & Connelly, 2000, p. 51). In this particular inquiry, I start with Lakeview 

CoiIege, but as my stories and those of my participants unfold, the dimension of place also 

consists of other specific physical areas, the clinical settings. Similar to its characters, the 

physical Iandscape itself has its temporal continuity. As I think about Lakeview Coliege, 1 

recall a pilot study conducted by the research tearn, with Professor Michael Connelly as the 

principal investigator of the Social Science Human Research Council (SSHRC) project. 

They began their work in 1993 and made visits to Lakeview CoUege from March to May 

1994. It has been a lapse of four years. 

Start in~  With a Sketch: A Walk to Lakeview Collepe 

Four years later, 1 told a different story. 

It was a Thursday afternoon on April 16, 1998. The Sun was radiant and the 

breeze was gentle. After 1 parked my car on Gem Street, I started heading north 

towards Castle Boulevard where the college was nestled in a busy neighborhood of 

shops, restaurants, parking lots, banks, and apartrnents. 1 noticed that many farnily 

operated stores, with stories/histories, which lined the Street, had been replaced by 

Iarge corporations and franchises. 



1 passed by "Moliy" and remembered it as being the "regular" place for 

lunch, preferred by some of the seasoned nursing teachers- 1 Iearned in urne, it was 

neither the food nor the ambiance of "Molly" that attracted many of the nursing 

facuity. 1 was initially puzzled as to why my nursing colleagues developed such a 

fondness for that restaurant. Graduaiiy 1 discovered the reason through my 

observations of the interactions between Moily and her son with the faculty. On one 

occasion, a colleague had forgotten to bring her wallet. Molly told her she could 

pay on her next visit. Then, there was dso  a time when Molly's son was serving 

us; he knew exactly what to order for each of us immediately after we sat in the 

booth. The nurse educators talked about how attentive Molly and her son were and 

how they, the nurse educators, felt being "cared for." Some of my colleagues could 

tell me about Molly's farnily history. 1 started going to "Molly" with the senior 

faculty in order to "fit in" as a junior member when 1 was hired in 1988. Oftentimes 

Our lunch at "Molly" was where and when I heard stories about the college, the 

program, and the administration. Peeking into the door of "Molly" as 1 walked by, 

there was still the same smell of grease but the booth where rny colleagues and I 

used to sit was vacant. 

Most of those senior faculty mernbers had retired either on their own 

initiative or were enticed by the incentive retirement package offered in 1995. 

Approximately 40% of the full-time faculty members who could afford to retire 

early were perceived to have "saved" jobs for those who had l e s  employment 

seniority. 

In my continuing walk to the college, 1 noticed that diagonaiiy across from 

"Molly" to the west side was a building of mixed architechird design. It was 

evident that there were renovations to the older part of its structure. The new 

attachent seemed to have overshadowed the old; however, 1 felt the warmth 



ernanating from the older part of the building. Unlike the historical part, the new 

addition presented itself symbolically as a cold robotic appendage to a human body. 

The diploma nursing department was and still is housed in this eclectic edifice. 

As 1 reached the entrance of the coIiege, 1 noted that there was no longer just 

one door k i n g  the north side on Castle Boulevard, which I had been using for 

eight years. I saw an arrow pointing West with the words "Main Entrante" on the 

door. Further down towards the West end was another entrance. It opened into a 

very spacious area, which had a modem corporate appearance. On the one side of 

this large space, which curved up to the other part of the entrance hail, was a ramp 

for physically challenged people. 1 sensed a barren feeling in the space and an 

inviting warmth to the ramp. The sight of that place seemed to stand in a sharp 

contrat. These renovations perhaps were part of the undertakings since the 1996 

physicai r e s t m c t u ~ g  project of the coLlege. It was important for the college to 

finally recognize its need for a "face Mt," but I somehow wondered about my sense 

of uneasiness. 

1 was more cornfortable entering through the old set of doors. 1 questioned 

whether it was my sense of nostalgia, my habit, or perhaps simply my discomfort 

about the vacant and cold appearance of the other area, Despite the presence of the 

wheelchair ramp - a sense of inclusiveness impiicated by that design - 1 felt a 

lack of warmth and personal closeness. 

As 1 took the stairs up to the main foyer through "my" entrance door, 1 

found a new student infornation centre adjacent to it. On my right, there was a new 

bookstore, with a variety of other merchandise such as the college's jacket, T- 

shirts, and greeting cards. I also noticed new racks, located at both entrances, with 

college course calendars. 



At the top of the steps stood the familiar but yet unfamiiiar sight of the 

international student centre. The layout of this centre was different; it seerned to be 

bigger in size. The project tearn's image of this coiiege with a diverse and 

multiculturai student profde remained the same (Conneily et al., 1994, p. 48). On 

my ieft, 1 was struck by the presence of a coffee shop- It certainly was a new 

addition afier 1 lefi the college as a full-time teacher, and would undoubtedly be a 

new sight for the project team. Looking ahead was the library, which occupied the 

sarne space as before. There were nursing teachers7 stories of the library holdings, 

which echoed the need to update, to order new and better publications. As 1 entered 

the Library, there was no apparent difference in its physical appearance. However, 

there was a new search system on the computer terminais. A closer look to the back 

of the library also made me realized that the previous computer room was no longer 

in existence. I was curious as to where the computer roorn for the students rnight 

have moved. hstead of heading to the elevator for the nursing office, 1 left the 

library, passed the coffee shop, and waiked to the back of the college. There I 

found a new student lounge with eat-in areas. Next to the lounge was the students' 

computer centre. The door of the centre physicaiiy created a sound block to contain 

the noise, for as soon as 1 opened the door, 1 was bombarded by different noises 

and activities. Inside the centre, there were students of al1 ages, of different attires, 

languages, and sizes. There were also different kinds of noises from the printers, 

and from the students7 movements and conversations. 1 found the place to be 

unbelievably busy, Every computer was occupied by students. There were students 

waiting in a queue for the use of the old printer which was free of charge. Other 

students were paying for the service of the laser pnnter which was kept behind the 

counter of the computer personnel. The two individuals who offered assistance to 



the students were constantly besieged with questions and requests from the 

students. 

1 learned that the backroom of the cornputer centre was where the audio- 

visud equipment was located. Booking was made at the counter in the centre. 

Charlie. who used to work in the old audio-visuai department whîch was situated 

on the second floor, had disappeared with the department. His personal magnets - 

a hearty laugh and rosy cheeks - familiar to many nursing facdty members, 

becarne mernories in the midst of organizational downsizing, since the visit from the 

project team. 

After a self-a~ded tour of the computer centre, 1 decided that it was time to 

travel upstairs. Instead of riding the notoriously slow elevators, 1 took the stairs- 1 

stopped by the nursing resource centre, where computers for student psychomotor 

module testing were found. At the back of the resource centre was where students 

practised their clinical procedures and where they were tested through chical  

simulations. The physical set-up of the centre was the same. The old poIes for 

hanging intravenous bags still stood solemnly in between the hospitai beds. The 

simulated hospital environment was the sarne but there was only one instead of 

three staff persons working in this resource centre- 

As I reached the floor where the offices for the nursing faculty were Iocated, 

1 noted that there was no obvious structural change. The nursing administration 

office was adjacent to the faculty offices. Immediately inside the administrative 

office was the receptionist's desk. There were two chairs by the door for teachers 

or students to sit while waiting to see the administrators. 

The support staff, whom the research team met in that office in 1994, had 

di been relocated. The main area, which used to be occupied by the suppoa staff, 

was now replaced by filing cabinets and a round table. A high divider between the 



round table and the waiting area did not seem to provide any privacy for 

conversation. 

(Fieid notes, April 16, 1998) 

My tour of the college continued as 1 returned in 1999: This visit again created a 

different physical picture of the nursing administrative offrce- 

As 1 stood at the doorway, looking into the office, the elongated rectangular 

shaped area no longer gave a narrowed appearance as it had in the past, With less 

furniture and a dwindled number of people occupying the space in the office, it 

created an illusion of a bigger area. The receptionist's counter, which was once a 

fixture in the office, had disappeared because the s ec re tq  had moved to another 

floor, Her designated space was now occupied by the round table with its few 

chairs. There was a new office for a teacher to whom nursing faculty could send 

students with language difficulties. The support staff from the resource centre, 

dong with the laboratory technologists who were new graduates of Lakeview's 

nursing program, also occupied a space in this room. The offke for the 

administrator of the continuing education progam was the only remnant of the 

administrative tearn found in 1998. A new office for the other adrninistrator, who 

was involved in nursing program development through comrnunity collaborations 

and was engaged in the development of a joint nursing degree program between 

colleges and a university, was located on a different level. Her office was found 

adjacent to a newly cross-appointed nursing administrator. 

There was also another appointed adrninistrator who claimed a higher 

position in the hierarchical landscape as a result of the merger of nursing with 

another department. The core of the nursing administrators and their assistants were 



now located on a level different fiom the faculty - three flights of distance in totai. 

Neither walking down the stairs nor nding on the slow elevator would conserve 

faculty's physical energy. 

As 1 continue rny walk around the "abandoned" nursing administrative 

office, 1 could no longer smell the aroma of the coffee or hear the sound from the 

photocopying and faxing machines, as in the past. Nursing teachers would access 

the photocopying machine in the larger, teachers' office. The photocopy card for 

each nursing teacher had been replaced by a code number. 

There were f o ~ r  teacher offices. One of thern was a large room, which 

accommodated four offices for coordinators and a small conference room on the 

sarne side. Along the other side of the large room was another small area for 

counselling purposes, a photoclîpying room for aii  teachers, a board conference 

room for meetings, a storage room, and a large office area with high dividers for 

approximately fourteen full-time teachers, in contrast to the forty-three nursing 

faculty members in 1994. The boardroom seemed to be used most frequently for 

team meetings from different semesters and for discussions of various student 

issues. 

Next to the photocopying room stood the nursing teachers' mail boxes. 

Many narne tags taped to the top of the mail boxes were made from pieces of paper. 

In contrast to the plastic version, these paper labels gave a non-permanent feeling. 

Twning away from the mail boxes and gazing into the middle of the office, 

the same open concept created by the use of low dividers as in 1994, continued to 

provide little privacy. However, the office space was no longer an issue as the 

nurnber of full-time teachers had dropped dramatically since 1994. Perhaps the 

creation of more spaces and rooms for meeting with students would ensure the 



private nature of the conversation. But would physical space be the only 

consideration for privacy and for a genuine dialogue between students and teachers? 

Thinking about dialogue between two ïndividuals, 1 saw laying on the 

desks, at each end of this large office, the sarne two telephones since 1994. 

Standing in the middie of the room, 1 felt a cold draft, and as 1 looked around, the 

only sign of life in this room was the dedening tone of the phone. 1 let it ring and 

heard some hurried footsteps approaching. 

1 left the large office and saw three smder  offices on the other side of the 

hallway . There was still only one telephone in the srnaller, teacher office. While the 

rest of the nursing teachers could be found in one of the three offices, the 

coordinators occupied the other two rooms. 

In the smaller faculty office, there were a few desks which did not have any 

books or reading materials on them, unlike the rest in the roorn. Those desks 

appeared to be unoccupied but a couple of narnes were on the divider enclosing 

them. 1 wondered whether the desks beIong to anyone. 

As noted in my visit, security in the college remained an issue, as in 1994. I 

observed that teachers would carefully lock the door of the smaller office when they 

left the room. The door of the larger, teachers' office was, however, kept open until 

about five o7cIock in the aftemoon. The hailway was s t i l l  lined with many student 

lockers, rnaking the hallway very narrow and diffrcult to move through with a large 

number of students. 

The limited spaces on one side of the hallway gave way to the addition of lockers 

on the other side. 

(Field notes, February 14, 1999) 
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The physical landscape of this college and its diplorna nursing department continues 

to be shifüng in various directions. In sketching this physical portrait, what seems to 

intrigue me is the rapid and multitudinous physical changes since 1994. 

Subsequent to my sketch of the portrait in the early months of 1999, physical 

landscape changes continue to occur in Lakeview College and its nursing department. 

There were still renovations on the larger office with the expansion in sizes for the offices 

of the coordinators. Do di these changes reflect something significant to the landscape? 

There was a grand entrance area; the creation of a student information centre, a new 

bookstore, a new student cornputer centre, a new student lounge, a new coffee shop, new 

racks for the college calendars at both entrance areas, and a relocation of offices for the 

administrators. How do these changes blend in with the old - the set of old doors, the old 

library, the same learning resource centre, and the nurnber of telephones in the teacher 

offices? 

To Reclaim an Old Voice in the New Phvsical Landsca~e 

It rvas a late evening on May 8. 1998.1 received a phone cal1 from one of rny 

ntirsing colleagues for a clinical teacizing assignment in the surnmer. She said, "lt is a 

special situation for a student who had been successful in the appeal for his fading status." 

I kvas inrrigued by the appeal process since this parrïcular story had pemeared the entire 

department. 1 was reminded of a conversation with Sally about this panicular appeal 

process in my last visit to the college. I said to Sa& it rvas interesting to learn that this 

sfzident was granted a re-evaluation of his clinical performance by anotlter four teachers 

simply because the teacher, rvho failed rhe student, could not attend rhe appeal proceeding 

due to u personal reason, notwithstanding al1 the well-documented clinicai incidents about 

this student, which cZearly pointed to a failhg status based on the criteria for the specific 

semester. 1 recall Sally telling me about the explunation from the senior management, which 

revolved around the college 's responsibiliry to provide a fair hearing for this srudent, as 
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indicated in the policy for the appeal process. 1 suid, "This decision seems to undemine the 

teacher's documentation on the student's clinical pe$onnance based on her professional 

judgment. It also diminished the student ' s  sense of accountabiliry- " In response, Sally 

said, "Your sentiment is shared by many other faculm but apparently precedent war ser 

before and hence some students realize their chance for winning the appeal. " As my mind 

wasjlooded with the conversation 1 had with Sally, rny colleague on the phone asked me 

whether 1 wo~rld take the assignment along with three other teachers. As I made my 

decision, I began reflecting on the importance tu reacquaint myselfwith clinical teaclzing 

and tu berter crderstaPtd the teacher-sdent relationship in teaching and learning within the 

changes in health-care settings. I thought this clinical teaching assignment would augment 

rny understanding of the caring aspect in nursing between patient and nurse, between 

tencher and student, and rrltimately between student and patient through my regective 

journnl wn'ting. I ivas th en deliglzted to be offered the opportuniv. 1 also welcorned the 

challenge tu tvork tvith a st~rdent tvho is storied, us sonteone who should not be at the 

semester level where he is in the program. 

@AC Journal entry, May 9, 1998) 

In re-readinp my journal entry, 1 recognize my feelings and those of rny colleagues 

toward a bureaucratic structure that impinges on the lives of the diploma nurse educators. 

There seem to be tensions between some nursing teachers and the administrators. 1 also 

realize my need as a researcher to gain a better understanding of my participants' clinical 

teaching Lives as interpreted through my own encounters on the shifting health-care 

landscape, There is perhaps a sense of validation for my professional identity through 

ushering in this chdlenge. Little did 1 know, however, this experience would again, since 

my Lay-off, shaken rny confidence 

Thinking about the changes of the physical landscape of Lakeview College in the 

preceding description of my walk, they seem to be the fxst signs which may have helped 
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me to discem how tfiings have been unfoIding in the professional knowledge landscape at 

the coUege. 

Can 1 Be Awakened From This "Niphtmare"? 

It was another phone call in the evening. lXis time it was the co-ordinator who 

informed me about a possible allegation fkom that student whom I taught a year ago during 

the summer. He apparently had Zodged a complaint to the regdatory body of nursing. The 

CO-ordinator hud received callsfrom three of the other teachers who got registered packages 

from the nursing governirzg body nbo~it his cornplaints of their professional cornpetencies. 

She said rhat they were ver-  discolzcerted to discover what the student had done. In a very 

supportive tone, she forewamed me about my possible involvement in that case. After I 

hung up the phone, Ijust could not believe what 1 had heard and wondered why it 

happened- 

A few days @er the call, I received a card by registered mail on my birthday- It was 

surely an untisual birthday "present" for me this year. Deep d o m  Nz rny heart, I knew it 

wasfrom hirn, the student with whom l tried to work very hard in order to help him to be 

sciccessful. Wzen I received the package from the post ofSice, I codd not wait to read the 

allegation he made about me. I felt rny anger in each of the tom pieces of the envelope. B~rt 

when I started looking at the letter, with my narne next to the statement which rend "The 

complaint lodged against yocc is as foZlows: " I could not bear to continue. 1 felt a sense of 

violation, as a person and as a professional. My professional identiv and knowledge were 

called into question. It was a nightmare and I wanted to wuke up and be able to tell myself 

it cvas only a bad dream. But as I realized I could not escape fiom this actual occurrence, 1 

wasfurious about how he had distorted the situation. men,  as 1 was able to take a deep 

breath, Iplunged into a deep sen of confusion. I tried to understand his intention and what I 

would have done in his situation. (He had not been successfid in his clinical peflomance 

with me and the three other teachers a year ago, and his appeal hctd been denied But 





1 wondered about the reason for this momentary distrust of my professional 

judgment and my question about my teaching-learning relationship with this stzuient. As I 

allowed rny thoughts and ernotions to s t r q  from that partinrlar moment. a story of my 

father 's peritoneal infection su faced in my mind. It was at the time when I lost rny 

professional identiv through the Zay-off situation at the college. I helped my dad in 

pelforming his peritoneal didysis ($or chronic kidney disease) everyday Qfter school, and 1 

felt responsible when he contracted infection despite others' reassurance. Then another 

scenario came to my conscio~rsness- It was the time when I was a nurstng student with 

Sergeant Major. I saw how I kvas storied by her and eventually by myselfas incompetent in 

nursing psychornotor skills. 

(EAC Journal entry, April28, 1999) 

The "third-person narratives" described by Kerby (1991) are stories constnicted 

about us. "Such extemal narratives will understandably set up expectations and constraints 

on our personal self description, and they significantly contribute to the material from 

which Our narratives are derived" (p. 6). 1 am rnindful of my past understanding of what 

nursing meant to me as a nurse educator. 1 came to understand how 1 know who 1 am as a 

nurse educator through my experience with Sergeant Major. It is not only about teacbing 

the psychomotor skiils but my relationship with students. It is about caring and being cared 

for in an environment which promotes growth. 

What happens when a seemingly dedicated teacher (one of my nursing colleagues 

who was also invoIved in the allegation) decides that she no longer cares after being 

involved in the process of allegation with this student? It sounded like a promise she made 

to herself that she wouid not place herself in this precarious position again. The emotional 

turmoil is too high a price to pay. The lived stories of this cornplaint about the teachers 

seem to begin a telling of a different story of their professional iives. What does it mean to 

this nurse educator with regard to her subsequent understanding of teaching in nursing? 1 
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heard about the concem of mdpractice insurance, the Iack of trust in students, and the 

constant vigilance of students' Iearning activities. What does it mean when 1 ask myself: 

Why do 1 stay in nursing? Can the concept of caring be promoted as a constmcted way of 

knowing in nursing if diploma nurse educators can no longer care because they perceive 

themselves as living in an uncaring bureaucratie environment? 

Lying beyond the surface of the physical changes of the coilege landscape were my 

stones and those of Sally. We could not have told sirnilar s t o k  in another space, at 

another time. The change of the physical landscape, which 1 witnessed, was a harbinger of 

the professional, persona1 knowledge landscape narratives. 

The Forbidden 'T Fordrd" 

During the ailegation process, al1 involved faculty members feh distanced by the 

administration. By failing the student, there was a feeling from some involved faculty that 

we becarne culprits. The general Iack of support from management for faculty's decision in 

failing students had been clearly articulated at one of the faculty meetings. This experience 

was echoed by Jemy as she talked about how the input from the laboratory technologist 

would provide more weight for faculty's decision in failing a student. What does this 

mean? Does it mean faculty's decision needed to be validated or is it merely that two 

people's decisions are better than one? Interestingly, however, given the role of the 

technologist, shelhe has no evaluative function. 

From the faculty's position on the Iandscape, the institutional narratives of the 

appeal process and the procedure in falling students become the sacred story. We are seen 

as living a competing story that confiicts with the sacred story of the coliege's mandate. 

The stories told by faculty about their experiences in the Fading of students raise questions 

which may bear significance on faculty's professional knowledge, their professional 

identities, and how they live on the organizational landscape. What are the differences 

between nursing faculty's and administrators' expectations of the nursing graduates? Do 
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the administrators only concern themselves with the graduate satisfaction, service 

excellence, and an open-door policy? The conflict Lies in the question m a t  if there is only a 

rneagre remedial service for the students? 

Continuing with the plot of the sacred story, the newly appointed senior 

administrator had been actively involved in nursing task force activities and the revarnp of 

the curriculum. He perhaps wanted the faculty to live and tell a different story of Lakeview 

CoUege, one that was more positive and showed signs of growth- He cornrnented, 

however, at one of the meetings that the college has a contractuai agreement with students, 

and hence nursing faculty need to work with students, to retain them through rernedial 

effort and opportunity. This communication seemed to be a closed one; there was not any 

invited dialogue from the faculty. 

The physical distance created by the relocation of the administrative offices, during 

the restructuring at the college, seems to foreshadow the relationship between the 

administrators and the nursing faculty. This physical change perhaps has planted the seed 

for the story in which some nursing teachers suggested that more effort is needed to 

discuss issues with the adrninistrators. 

The institutional narratives continue to pIay out as 1 tell the story of allegation. They 

are about the intense emotions experienced by the involved diploma nurse educators as we 

interact with the administrators and the policies and procedures that they represent. The 

administrators are expected to live out the sacred story of the organization which is 

dependent on the outside world. They make policy, develop cumculum, implement 

strategies and cultivate others. Hence management's stories of practice are theoretically 

driven. They live out a plotline which focuses on the cultivation of others to accomplish 

organizationd gods (Barter, 1998). Cultivation is a process which occurs "when an 

individual, group of individuals, an institution, or a culture acts upon a person" (Connelly 

& Clandinin, 1994, p. 153). It has been experienced by my participants and myself as 

dilemmas, tensions of everyday living. Ln order to understand our experiences narratively, 
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1 again tum to CIandinin and Comelly's (2000) notion of the three-dimensional narrative 

inquiry space, 

The Notion of a Three-Dimensional Narrative Inauirv S ~ a c e  

When the sun's ray shine through the surface of ripples, some beams of light reflect 

and others penetrate the water. AU these beams have taken different paths as they interface 

with the water. Looking at the paths of these beams metaphoricaily has helped me to 

discern the interactive nature of diploma nurse educators' lives with and within the 

institutional narratives. Stones of a sarne event can be told and Lived differently as the 

person finds herselfmimself in different positions on the landscape. The telling and the 

Living of the stories can also be different for the same person in the sarne position over 

tirne. 

The nuances and the complexities of the intenvoven plotlines bring me to Clandinin 

and Connelly's (2000) three-dimensional narrative space which is closely related to 

Dewey's (1938) notions of continuity (past. present, and future) and interaction (personal 

and social) in the understanding of experience. Our stones of practice are constructions of 

both o w  personal and professional life histones and the extemal environment in which we 

find ourselves. Within this inquiry, the idea of a physicai change in the place seems to be a 

harbinger of the professional knowledge landscape narratives. Moreover, the place as a 

setting also allows me to describe the epistemological difference in diploma nurse 

educators' knowing, as expressed in their practice, through crossing the boundaries 

between the college and the clinical sites. In moving through the boundaries, my 

participants and 1 gain understanding of the relationship between the stories of our practice 

and the development of our nursing knowledge and identities (Clandinin & Comeiiy, 

2000). 

Within a particular setting in which every nurse educator works, there are particular 

ways that events and things are interpreted and known. At Lakeview CoUege there is no 
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exception: nursing is known in a particular way, different from its university counterpart. 

Hence, the landscape itself constitutes the diploma nurse educators' knowledge and 

identi ties. 

In this chapter, 1 explore and describe my stories of practice and those of my fxst 

participant as we rnove back and forth fiom Lakeview College to our clinical settings, 

thinking narratively of the interco~ectedness between the institutional and our 

professional, personal narratives. The parailels of my second participant's stories will be 

explored and examined in the next chapter- 

The Infiltration of Policies From Lakeview Collepe to the Clinical S e t t i n ~  

An I m ~ a c t  on Mv Life 

For my readers to discem the connection of our degation stories to the place, 

colIege/nursing department, 1 recall a conversation with the legal council. She cornrnented 

that Our case was not uncomrnon but unusual. Apparently pnor to the five teachers, 

including myself, who received the student for his ciinical learning, there was a story about 

how he failed the previous semester. However, as a substitute for the academic appeai 

process, the administration employed a sessional teacher for two twelve-hour shifts for his 

chica l  evaluation. He was then assigned a passing grade. A special arrangement was 

made, which provided him with a clinical experience in the surnrner by the administrator. If 

he had been successful in completing the practicurn, he would be graduating with his 

classrnates. 1 was puzzled by the seemingly competing storylines about administrators' 

support of students and their buttress of the nursing faculty's decision about a student. 

As 1 think about the particular plotline of the appeal process, it undoubtedly points 

to certain institutional narratives. My colleagues and 1 were placing Our stories about the 

students, about the nursing profession, about our professional knowledge against the 

stones of the institutions/administraton. The sacred story of the nursing department at 
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Lakeview College is lived and told through the college's initiatives over and over again. 

There were storÏes about service excellence with the key performance indicator (KPI). 

The nursing prograrn is situated in the context of change in the coilege as a 

microcosm of the present economic clunate we inhabit. Ln 1995, there was a demand from 

the govemment to have Ontario colleges demonstrate accountability to students and 

communities through a new system-wide accountability framework. Funding distribution 

mechanisms were under review. 

In the summer of 1997, there were meetings held between the colleges' 

Accountability Framework Work Group, Ministry of Education and Training (MET) and 

the Funding Review Cornmittee. The purpose was to identiQ key performance indicators to 

measure program quality and relevance which wouid then be used to review funding 

distribution based on prograrn performance. The key performance indicators are post- 

college outcomes, graduate and employer satisfaction, student satisfaction, and student 

retention (CollegeMET Key Performance Indicator Work Groups, April 1998, p. 1). 

On May 25, 1999, there was a voice mail message from the newly appointed senior 

adrninistrator addressed to al1 nursing faculs. mernbers. In the message there was a clear 

indication that effort and responsibiiities would be directed to "service excellence." This 

announcement seems to have occurred &ter the survey of college students' satisfaction 

rating of their colleges in Febmary 1999. 

Livinr With a Different Formula of Demand and SUDD~V 

As the nursing department continued to respond to the niche in the marketplace of 

the health sector for increased program development, it also experienced a drarnatic increase 

of nursing student enrolment. Sally told me that there were two hundred nursing students 

enrolled for the fxst year in 1998. The increase seems to be related to the marketing effort 

of the nursing department. 
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The economic impact on the Iandscape during 1994 led  to a strong marketing push 

in the college. The earlier decline in student enrolment in nursïng progarns during 1994 

may have been the impetus for creative and aggressive marketing strategies Iaunched by the 

Marketing Committee (Connelly et al., 1994, p. 6). There were approximately several 

hundred telephone calls to the prospective nursing students over the summer of 1999. 

The continued aggressive recruitment of nursing students and the increased 

enrolment may reflect better employment prospect, since fundiing is presumably to be 

injected into the future of nursing to re-establish quality nursing care (RNAO, 1999a). The 

heavy student emphasis and recruitment endeavour seem to have manifested in the physical 

changes as well, with a new student information centre, a new computer centre, a new 

student lounge, and more Iocker spaces. 

With the rise of student enrolrnent, there are, however, no M M m e  faculty hired for 

the nursing program- Instead, there is an influx of a large number of part-time and 

sessiond teachers. 1 c m  now see the traces of the presence of these temporary hirees as 

paper labels on the top of the mail boxes and their shared desks in the teacher office. The 

employment of these teachers soon became one of the issues and concerns expressed by the 

hil-time faculty in the college (E. Ksenych & B. Luker, Nemarandum] Action Comrnittee 

on educational concerns over organizationai changes, March 24, 1999). In the past, there 

would only be a few sessional teaching positions to cover sabbatical, rnaternïty, and sick 

leaves (Connelly et al., 1994, p. 7-8). The hiring of sessional a n d  part-time teachers has 

now become a regular practice by the administrators as a means for cost effectiveness. This 

group of teachers is not being paid or given the time to provide individual assistance to 

students who require it. Notwithstanding their cornrnitrnents ta students' learning, they are 

contracted only for a specific number of hours and days in the& teaching assignments. 

Aiong with other nursing faculty, 1 am also baffIed by Hiow the administration could 

bring iri a sessional teacher for two twelve-hou shifts to evaluate a student, of failing 

status, on his clinical performance. 



An Ameal  Storv. a Sacred Storv and a Lepal Storv 

Facdty stories of administrators about their concerns at the coilege were now 

surfaced at the level of regulatory body of nursing- The sacred story now becomes a legal 

story. 

How 1 know who 1 am as a diploma nurse educator is very much shaped by 

Lakeview College's policy, procedures, and initiatives which filter down to the nursing 

department. Clandinin and Comelly' s metaphor of a professional knowledge landscape 

which positioned at the interface between theory and practice in teacher's Lives can aptiy 

describe as the diaiectic process which manifests itself as a story of allegation. 

What 1s Nursin~ Ail About at Lakeview? 

Along with the tensions between the diploma nurse educators and the administrators 

in the management of shident failure is the element of the student's view of nursing 

knowledge, Al1 the teachers who failed this student concurred that he prornoted nursing 

knowledge as a subset of medicine with focus on disease or medical interventions, but at 

the same time he demonstrated poor understanding of patients' medicd diaposis and 

treatments. This student did not value the interpersonal relation with his patients. When one 

of his patients talked about fear of surgery, he woulci not try to understand from the client's 

perspective but would quickly teII the patient that there was nothing to be worried about, it 

was just a rninor surgery. My subsequent conversation with the particular patient reveded 

that she felt her feelings were dismissed. When this student started to tell me that 1 should 

not waste my time trying to listen to the patient's concem about her refusai to take her 

medication, 1 wondered what had happened to this student through his years of studying 

nursing. What was his knowledge about nursing? What did he learn from the nursing 

prograrn? 



Mv Reflection on that Particular Morning 

In preparing the defense letter as requested by my legal council. 1 wrote: At the 

outset, 1 told him (that student) that 1 would try tu provide him with much physical space so 

as to avoid causing any undue anxiety- 1 would like to work with h h  as a team. The 

alleged incident occurred dunitg the time when he administered medications to his patient. 

On r h t  particular morning, 1 told him to gather rhe patient's medication record and his 

medications and 1 wo~rld meet hirn al the patient's room. When Iarn'ved in the room, he 

had already pocrred one of the patient's rnedications, a laxative, in a rnedication cup- I 

questioned him as to the reason for the laxative prescription for thar patient. He was able to 

describe the importance of this medication for the patient who had undergone 

neurosurgery. The st~rdent and I discussed the bulk foming properties and a need for 

s@cient amount offluid to ensure that particular laxative did not block the esophagcrs. The 

patient was dysphagic ( h m  drficulty in swallowing), and hnd a feeding tube. At his level, i 

expected him to be able to ask questions about or dedrice the logic in not administering the 

rnedication through a veryfine tube in spite of the doctor'sprescnption. Since he had 

poured the rnedication in the cup, h s k e d  him to mix it with water so he could observe the 

change in consistency o f  the granules. This student carried out the miking and saw that the 

granules settled at the bottom of the medication cup. He experienced d~ficulty picking up 

the granules with the syringe since the tip became clogged by the larger granules. Thro~rgh 

the discussion and the mixing of the laxative with water, I intended to allow the student tu 

see for himself why the laxative would not be appropriate to use through the feeding tube. 

But in his allegntion, he srrid that 1 had intended for him to administer the medication- It 

seems that the pedagogical objective of the exercise, which this student has clearly failed tu 

understand, kvas to dernonstrate precisely the reason not to adrninister the medication. 
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1 thought he wtderstood since he did not raise any concerns or seek clan3cation. We did 

not adminiter the laxative and rnoved on to the patient's next medication order. 

(Letter, April2 1, 1999) 

My comment about his possible anxiety at the outset reflects my story as a nursing 

student working with Sergeant Major, the intense feelings and womes 1 carried because of 

her echo in my head saying "You will fail if you do not meet the objectives." 1 toId hirn that 

we would have to work as a tearn since he was already in a failing statu when my 

colleague and 1 received him. 1 invited him to maintain communication with me at aU times. 

My narrative past, in being silenced by Sergeant Major, guided my interaction with him. 

However, the place component in the three-dimensional narrative space was rooted in the 

clinical setting. Being in the hospital, 1 live both the policies and procedures, which fdtered 

down from the college to the nurçing department, and facuIty members' dominant view of 

nursing. Many dipIoma nurse educators at Lakeview embrace the t e m  "competency" as 

students' demonstrations of organizational and psychomotor skiIls, dong with a good 

understanding of pathophysiology. 

As 1 think about my encounter with this student, it brings me back to my own 

learning about nursing. My improvisation as a nursing student during the dressing change 

procedure in the hospital was interpreted as a concem because it deviated from the 

guideiines we had learned in school. 1 often wonder how these &&delines become 

prescriptions. 

Bringing rny past to understand the allegation situation, 1 see possible cornpethg 

stories of my narrative meaning of nursing and those constructed by the majority of faculty 

in the college. Besides a general lack of knowledge about his patients, this student seems to 

carry with hirn from the coilege to the clinical setting the story about knowIedge for 

nursing. It is an emphasis on pathology and procedural knowledge, a story about just 

doing the task versus thinking through the situation and making corresponding professional 
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judapent. 1 also brought to the interaction with this student rny belief in the importance of 

connecting pathology and procedural knowledge to the person who has feelings and 

emotions- 

As 1 continue to retell and reconstruct my understanding of my story of clinical 

teaching, 1 no longer just focus on my teacher self and my attempt to understand my 

teaching and learning moment with the student based on my narrative p s t  and the 

institutional narrative. My attention has shifted to an awareness of the complexity, 

uncertainty, and value-conflict inherent in this actual ciinicd practice. 

Through living the process of my clinical teaching with that student and the story of 

allegation, there is a tension between the notions of certainty and uncertainty. On the one 

hand, there is a sense of certainty about not administering the particular laxative medication. 

1 can fbnction as a technical expert (which is still very rnuch aligned with the image of a 

professional) and talk to the student about the medication administration through the 

feeding tube based on an effective use of research-based theory. It will be clear then that the 

particular laxative is not to be adrninistered to that patient. But instead, 1 endeavour to 

promote the student's understanding of the reason for not administering the medication 

through his self-discovery process. The open-ended approach unequivocally, however, 

leads to a prescribed solution based on natural science. This observation brings me back to 

nurses' professional lives which traditiondy reflect a predictable approach. We have 

scripts to follow, like assessment, diagnosis, care plan, and corresponding nursing 

interventions. So what happens when my participants and 1 start to fmd ourselves living in 

a highly uncertain environment? Both Sally's and my professional identities are challenged 

through the story of allegation. We are living with not knowing what the administrator is 

going to do, how the student is going to react to Our ways of teaching and what our future 

will be? 

The diffkulty seems to lie in the extent to which nurses on the professional 

knowledge landscape are taught to value certainty. Students and educators have leamed to 
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see a positivist epistemology of practice as central to nursing and teaching. When the ends 

are fixed and clear, they fit the model of technicd rationality. But in our everyday 

encounters, nurseshurse educators are living in a very uncertain environment. 

Nurses have been prirnanly trained to live within a sense of certainty- Mitchell 

speaks about the difference between nursing professionals and non-professionais in one of 

Our interviews on September 21, 1998- She says the difference to ber is the abiLity for the 

former to understand and trust their own knowledge, while at the same time remain to be 

open to the situation as they live the arnbi-gdy of practice. 

Gleaning from my story of clinical teaching, it seerns that apart from knowing the 

Limitation of the technical, rational rnodel for nursing, the more important understanding is 

why Sally and 1, bound by this epistemology, End ourselves living in a dilemma (Schon, 

1983, p. 42). It is perhaps not only about how we live with uncertainties of the degation 

process, but also how we express our professional identities. 1 am reminded of the 

competing plotIines between the traditional nursing professional knowledge which 

emphasizes a fixed content with technical and scientific rigor and the dernands of 

contemporary participative practice which embrace ambiguity, Put simply, nursing practice 

on the one hand is circumscribed by a required broad understanding of bio-physiology, 

pathology, and technology. On the other hand, there is inherent ambiguity in the nurse- 

person process as stories start to shift and unfold. 

Mitchell and Pilkington (2000) examine the paradoxical expectations of nurses to be 

skillfid and efficient while simultaneously being open to the uniqueness of the situation and 

reflective about intentions and consequences. They propose that it is the rhythm of 

knowing-unknowing whîch shapes the patterns of practice and thinking in nursing (p. 32). 

In a traditional biomedical rnodel, however, nurses are made to believe that they 

should know how to diagnose and manage the person's experience in a rationd manner. 

Whde nurses can be relatively certain that a patient who suffers from a specific pathologie 

condition, for instance, sickle celi anernia, will experience a reduced activiq level. But the 
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eni,pa Lies in nurses not knowing how the person and family wili experience the 

condition. The general discornfort with uncertainty in nurses' relationships with patients is 

thought to be related to the lack of oppoaunity for nurses to criticaily reflect on what can 

and cannot be known in the nurse-person process. Like other leamers, nurses have not 

been encouraged to appreciate the paradox of certainty-uncertainty (Mïtchell and Pilkington, 

2000). 

My story of clinical teaching perhaps points to the concrete choice that 1 make in the 

situation, yet simultaneously 1 live the uncertainty of unknown outcornes (Parse, 198 1, 

p. 60). This may be part of the rhythm (Comelly & CIandinin, 1993) which rnanifests in 

how Sally and 1 experience the changes of time and activities in nursing education and 

institutional direction. 

As 1 listen to some of the other faculty who are also characters in the story of 

allegation, many of them seem to recognize their Iack of control of the situation. They no 

longer know how their future students are going to experience their clinical realities and 

how administrators are going to manage student issues. There seems to be a retreat iYom 

their living of ambiguities toward the safety of the technicd and biomedical way of doing 

tasks, and a focus soIely on physiological issues where some degree of certainty is offered. 

The diploma graduates have histoncally prided thernselves as more skill-onented 

than their university counterparts. As I think about the histoncal focus of a skill-oriented 

practice at the college and the current emphasis on professionai competency in thinking, 

doing, and being with the patient, Saily's story about the pregraduate tea party at the 

college cornes to rnind. 

Sally said that the opening address, made by one of the nursing faculty to 

the graduates, fnistrated her. The speaker took the graduates back on a memory 

lane to their first bed making and first injection. Additionally, that person also made 

a statement that if students wanted to be "cerebral," they should enter the specialty 



of mental hedth nursing. Saliy said that she did not know how to respond t o  the 

remarks but was quite perturbed by the speaker's prime emphasis on psychomotor 

skiiis, and how her perception of thinking skills was to be confined in mental health 

nursing. Saily also remembered someone mentioning that "If you know pathology, 

you know your nursing." 

(Field notes, January 28, 1998) 

SalIy's view of nursing at Lakeview is dorninated by what Schon's (1983) calls a 

technical, rational model that is "embedded in the institutional context of professional life" 

(p. 26). This behavioural model, equipped with instrumental problem solving and 

application of scientific theory and technique, seems to be only part of Sally's concern. The 

issue rnabanified for both S d y  and myself is when students recruited for nursing, despite 

theu various strengths, generally understand the meaning of nursing as performing a set of 

tasks. This observation seerns to reflect a blend of apprenticeship and technical, ratZonalistic 

approaches. This mode1 conflicts with the professional nursing mandate for cntical thinking 

and negates the importance of nurses' knowing their patients through invohement, as 

postulated by some nurse theorists/researchers. 

Embedded in these observations are tensions between adrninistrators and myself 

dong with other diploma nurse educators. The change in the institutional emphasis on 

accountability to students and the vigorous retention and recniitment efforts has initially 

created competing plorlines that soon corne into confiict. One of the concerns from the 

memorandum of the Action Committee dated March 24, 1999, is that 

"Faculty find students generally unable to assimilate, integrate or master the skills and 
knowledge stated in the curriculum. This creates pressure to lower academic standmds and 
compromise the integrity of curriculum in order to help the students through. This i s  
occurring at the same time as the college is pursuing Linkages with universities and ather 
post-secondary institutions" (p. 3). 
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At Lakeview nursing department, many diploma nurse educators are living in a 

transitionai phase of prepariag diploma graduates for a future degree-onented profession. 

The administrators and some diploma nurse educators, Iike myself, however, iive different 

stories on this professional knowledge Iandscape. 

Where the Line 1s Drawn as Nursing Moves Into its Professional Realm 

In looking at the personal and the social of the three-dimensional narrative inquj. 

space, both Sally and I bring with us the meaning of nursing as constmcted from our past 

interacting with the present situation we face as social, the institutional and professional 

understanding of the meaning of nursing knowledge. The current emphasis on professional 

nursing ideolo,~ of thinking, being, and doing places a trernendous moral concem for 

some diploma nurse educators, like ourselves. at Lakeview College. This particular 

dilemma arises from the smdent population, as the following illustrates: 

At one of the nuning faculty meetings, teachers were very active in the 

discussion, with various concerns being addressed, such as increased number of 

students with remedial needs. Other concem was about the lack of support from 

management for faculty's decision to fail students. From the faculty's perspective, 

many felt that this issue seemed to reflect management's confidence in faculty's 

professional judgment and respect for faculty's moral responsibilities toward 

nursing students who have invested their money and time, only to realize at the end 

that they should have been counselled into other programs. 

It was an emotionally charged meeting: One of the faculty members was on 

the verge of tears in talking about how the system has affected both the nursing 

students and the teachers. The moral responsibiliq to counsel students into other 

health care programs, to ascertain their success, was articulated by this teacher. 

Some faculty thought that it would definitely be more rewarding to work with 



students who have the potential to be successful in the program, notjust any and 

every one, for their energy and time to be weil spent. (The popu1a.r phrase of 

describing the students by the coilege teachers in relation to this observation is the 

"waiking wounded.") The increased number, which could not be properIy managed 

by the faculty of a iower semester, brought real concern to the faculty members 

who work with students in their fmal year. Many of the faculty members of this 

latter group expressed fnistration that students whom they received were not ready 

to be gaduated since rnany of them were not functioning at a competent level. 

(Field notes, October 8, 1998) 

This observation of the meeting brings forth Sally and my discourse about who are 

our studmts? Given the large intake of students and the minimal remediai support, can 

diploma nurse educators iive out the student-centred approach? And what is competency? 

With this picture in mind, will our relationship with students be altered? This points to 

Sally and my concerns in our relations with students and our moral responsibiiities to our 

students, to the nursing profession, and to the public. As we struggle to help some students 

who do not have the basic and necessary toofs needed for their success in the nursing 

prograrn, we also wonder about where to draw the line. 

Sally said that she was really puzzled and frustrated by Our roles as diplorna 

nurse educators. She said that we oftentimes bend backwards and fonvards to help 

students succeed. She tned to understand the students' concems and their needs, 

but she also believes that students have to be accountable for their own leaniing. 

How can students leam to be accountable as professionais if they are not given the 

opportunity to leam what it entails? 



There were tirnes, she said, when failing the students was inevitable given 

the nature of Our profession, i.e, dealing with human's well-being. However, when 

one did not receive much support from the administration for dealing with students' 

cornplaints and appeaIs, it Secarne difficult to Live with the tensions. Quickly, she 

corrected herself and said that it should not be expenenced as tension, for a nursing 

teacher in an educational arena is supposed to graduate only the students who have 

demonstrated competency in being a professional nurse. 

(Field notes, January 16, 1998) 

This set of field notes seems to reveal Sally's teaching philosophy, as it relates to 

her responsibility as a nurse educator in passing only those students whom she believes 

will be able to contribute to patient care. There is perhaps also her commitment to work 

with students who may not possess the necessary academic and other interpersonal tools to 

be a nurse. However her need to help students to succeed was fnistrated by both the lack of 

remedial resources and some of the students' attitudes. A clue to this observation is given 

by Sally, in a telephone conversation, when she says that there are a nurnber of students in 

her clinical group who are disrespectful and become defensive when she asks them 

questions about their patient care or their documentation. Sally feels guilty by not being 

able to connect with some of her students. She finds it =cuit when the students do not 

give her the opportunity to help them grow. Oftentimes when she has to make a decision 

about failing a student, her judgrnent is not well supported by the administration. Hence, it 

is not only an issue of mapping out the curriculum as subject matter but also, as Schwab 

(2978) identifies, a notion of the cornmonplaces of teacher, student and milieu as a living 

curriculum. 

Throughout Sally's experience in working with difflcuit students, she has never 

before encountered the process as an ailegation. Her understanding of this situation seems 
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to revolve around her interactions with the particular student. Her knowledge may reflect 

how she cornes to know her role as a nurse educator: Her understanding of professional 

nursing and the student within the institutional clirnate. 

The foUowing is a founded poem, which is wntten based on the key words in 

Saily's story of allegation. (The use of this form to tell is an inspiration from professor 

Jean Clandinin when she described in poetry the works of the presenters at the 2000 

Annual Conference of the American Educational Research Association). Poetry can capture 

the intense emotion and power of SaIIy's feelings in the understanding of her evolving 

identity. 

It is diff~cult to tell the story-.. 

A distortion, half truth 

Caving in with intense emotions 

1 ask rnyself what happened 

Waking up from rny dream 

Jud,pent, regdatory body 

But most of dl, it is the student's betrayd 

Control and power, teacher and student 

Reflecting on my questioning skilIs 

C ~ ~ d e n t i a l i t y ,  private and public 

Self doubt, others' affirmation and my self-control 

Looking at it as a broader issue 

Caring profession in an uncaring environment 



Fear of the a o w n  besieges me 

Alone, but yet glad that you are here 

(Field notes, May 14, 1999) 

As I try to create this poem for Sally, 1 am not certain whether it is a blend of our 

stones or an iteration of my own. (1 have shared with Saily the poem and my writing about 

her. She sees the poern as a blend of our storïes, a CO-creation of our Iived process). To 

understand the exigencies of this present situation, 1 explore and examine Sally's past 

Stones as expressed in her teaching and learning practices (ConnelIy & Clandinin, 1988). 

It is a difficult encounter which challenges Saily's sense of her professional 

identity. In the many years of her nursing teaching career, she has never had any such 

experience. Our professional education has emphasized accountability, but it never quite 

prepares us for the inevitable legal process. When Sally thinks about professionalism, it is 

not about accountability but her cornmitment to students' learning without the boundary of 

a time element. She tries to meet with students out of the classroom whenever she cm. 1 

recall in one of our meetings at her office on March 12, 1998. She was apologetic about 

stlidents who would be dropping in to submit their assignments and a couple of thern who 

might have questions. 

In her dedication to student Iearning of nursing practice, she found herself in a 

different position with regard to this particular student. He has made Sally wonder about 

her pedagogical approach. One of her approaches to student learning is through 

questioning. She hopes to foster in her students an inquiry approach to leaniing. She 

questions the role of a nursing teacher in trying to balance the issues of control and power 

between teiicher and student. The prernise behind her inquiry stems from the caring 

curricuIum (Bevis & Watson, 1989) of which learning activities involve the active 

participation of the Iearner and an egalitarian relation between the teacher and student 
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(p. 78). Her experience with the student in the story of aliegation makes her ùiink about 

how to instill critical thinking into students within the frmework of a caring cumiculum. 

Sally mentions her naïveté, She never thought that education is so driven by 

budgetary issues. Sally, however, grows to realize that she is living the broader constraints 

of the corporate ideology in the educational enterprise - the sacred plotlines of an open- 

door policy, service excellence which in tum bring to light both the epistemolo,sicd and 

moral dilemmas from a professional nurçing perspective. 

The Formation of Sallv's Identitv: Movin~ Throu~h the Place Dimension 

In the foregoing description, place is a significant dimension when Sally's 

narratives unfold in difTerent settings, such as at the clinical site and in the college. As Sally 

moves back and forth from the colIege to the chical places, she sirnultaneously cames 

with her the college policies, procedures, the vigorous student recruitment and retention 

initiatives as well as her professional obligations as a nurse educator and as a nurse. In the 

clinical place, she lives as a character within the professional nursing realm. There are 

certain expectations she wants students to meet. Her expectations entail students' 

understanding of the practical knowledge from their encounters with the patients and the 

theoretical knowledge from literature. Her decision to fail the student, which resulted in the 

degation, was based on her meaning of nursing. But when she moved back to the college 

place, her narratives about professional expectations were stoned differently within the 

college regime of student recruitment and retention. Sally and others, like myself, do not 

feel that Our decision to fail this particular student was supported by the administration. The 

foIlowing excerpt of my journal may serve as an illustration: 

We were told that it kvas an infornation meeting with the legal council at Lakeview 

CuZlege. Shortly aj?er we arrived, the administrator carne in with a notebook in his hand. 

He sat do wn ncross from us and laid his note pad on the desk. He learned from us that one 
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of the faculty members would be a little late because of her class scheduie, he excused 

himselfand left the roorn. We talked about how we sensed his discornfort being in the 

sarne room tvith us- When the other faculiy rnernber amired, she tvas not mare  that she 

had sat in his spot where the note pad was placed. His note pad kvas sh@ed to the corner 

of the desk. None of the facrclry tvanted to sit nexr to him. He came back rvith the colkge 's  

legal council and introduced her to us. Another administrator came into the roorn, The first 

administrator started by stating that tvhat he was about tu say could be unsettling fur us. He 

invired the faculty members to share any concerns about his comments in order to elinoinate 

any misinterpretations. His speech was succinct and tvas fonnatted in points. T h e f i r ~  

point he made was about the potential conjlict of interest for the college council to represent 

the college and us. He said that it would be pncdent for us to retain our oivn legal 

representation. The second point was about how we would be liable for the legal cost 

incurred ifwe rvere to be found guilty of the charge. One faculty member responded tu this 

staternent with concem. But he dimissed it by indicating that he ,vas working with the 

assumption thnt none of rcs at the rable would be fo~rnd grrilty. In response, unother facchy 

member comrnented that sometimes the r e a b  tvas not constructed in a fair andjtst 

manner. The other crdministrator interrupted and said that tvhar the first administrator 

nlluded to kvas a reflection of the college policy. 

The administrators le# the room as they fhought cve might not welcome their 

presence during the information session with the legal CO uncil. The lawyer described f i e  

due process. Our bewildennentfilled the roorn. She said that it was blatantly obvious that 

the student vvns vindictive in his behaviour. However, she advised us to take this matter 

set-io~sly and indicated that this legal process had a life of its own. 

Afrer the meeting, ive all felt rvorse thun before rve eiltered the roorn. It was not 

simply an informatiorr session but it also made ris realize that we were going to face t he  

challenge on our otvn. There was a real issue about the insensirivity of the administratow to 
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our lived sit~rations. We questioned how the administrators cocrld approach the issue with 

us in such a pragmatic, policy driven rnanner. 

(EAC Journal entry, April23,1999) 

From this excerpt, the sense of detachent  from the administrator seems to develop 

from a few observations. It may have begun as soon as the administrator walked into the 

room and sat down far away from where we were. His "silence," an unsympathetic attitude 

to our feelings was disconcerthg since that was his frrst encounter with us after the 

allegation was lodged by the student. The shuifiing of the administrator's note pad on the 

desk may have syrnboked how the faculty members had feIt about him. Then there was 

his pragrnatic approach in his comment about what to expect. 1 can imagine this observation 

may have been coloured by our own emotions and our need to be cared for- 

1 question the administrative perspective and their roles and responsibilities. Do 

they merely play out the institutional narratives? Nonetheless, there were feelings of 

abandonment, confusion and anger from the facuity rnernbers. Rather than meeting our 

need to have the administration stand behind us on our decision to fail that student, we 

were left to fight Our own battles. Sadly however, none of us had the slightest clue as to 

when d l  of this began. 

The Collision of Rhvthms 

The administration's stories of the allegation seem to Lie within the sacred plotlines 

of the college initiatives which play out as institutional rhythms. Rhythm refers to how we 

experience the tirne and the activities that occur in those times (Conneliy and Clandinin, 

1993). In the context of this inquiry, it is a time of change when there are various college 

directives as driven by fiscal and funding issues. But Sally's rhythms are developed 

through her understanding of professional nursing as a nurse educator of more than ten 

years experience, and through her Living in a time of health care restructuring and a tirne of 



nursing education revolution for professional practice. A seemingly different rhythm is 

Eved by the administrators as cornpared to Sally. 

Sally has been very cornrnitted in ber teaching and in helping students to succeed in 

the program. S he works with high expectations and assists students to deveIop their 

potential. She has also been an advocate for students, an instance being when they 

requested for a fast-track summer progrm. During a general meeting between faculty and 

students, Sally said that a group of students articulated their needs and concerns very well 

as they voiced their request for a fast-track surnmer program. While some faculty members 

were quite adamant about the unfeasibility of a summer program, SalIy volunteered to 

strategize possible venues for that request- She felt it was important to acknowIedge 

students' needs and reco-pize their assertiveness in their request for changes. 

Listeninp to students' concems and issues, S a y  d s o  develops expectations of 

them. These expectations are linked to her own narrative past as a student. When Sally took 

a walk down her memory lane, she remembered how her teacher had inspired her to 

become a nurse educator. S he mentioned one particular teacher with whom she had a great 

rapport. The teacher would assign her to difficult and cornpIex situations when Sally was 

on c d  for duty. She remembered that it was a grueling experience. But she realized that the 

teacher had placed trust in her and had provided the necessary support. Sally was given 

many opportunities to learn and was able to develop an understanding of her experience. 

U m e  the evaluative component of students' psychomotor skiIIs conducted in the 

Learning Resource Centre at Lakeview CoUege, there was no requirement for return 

demonstrations from students in Sally's nursing education. There was an unspoken trust 

by the teacher in the students' performance and their abiiities to ask questions when in 

doubt. 

Her stones as a nursing student bespeak an understanding of expectation and high 

standard, a provision of opportunities to learn and to develop meanings. Her teacher had 

de-emphasized a mechanistic task-oriented approach. Sdly  feels that perhaps it was her 
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experience as a student which has facilitated her degiance to a mode1 of holisrn and 

humanisrn in nursing. Sally cornes to know her identity as a nurse educator through her 

observations of her teachers' trust in students, recognition of their potentids and 

expectations of high quality performance. 

1 recalI a visit to Sally's office for a research meeting; she showed me a 

thank-you card that a student had given her. S he explained to me that the student 

pointed out how the picture on the card depicted the strident's perception of her as a 

teacher. On the top half of the card, there was a M e  moving alongside the foot of 

a very high fence. Immediately below, on the bottom half, was another turtle 

walking on the fence with ease and comfort. 

The student told Sally how she had been lifted fiom the ground to the top of the 

fence, and she had been motivated to continue her path in a learning curve. 

(Field notes, May 1 1, 1998) 

Despite the lack of reference from the student about the high fence, 1 have heard 

students tell me about the high standards that Sally held out for them. Many of her students 

spoke about their appreciation of her efforts as they graduated. Sally's own experience as a 

nursing student has influenced her relations with her students and her expectations of them. 

For me, the invisibility of Sally on the card seems to bespeak her presence with the 

student. Perhaps the student was made to recognize her own effort in her success. This 

observation brings forth another research conversation 1 had with Sdly: 

In her atternpt to develop students' understanding of the meaning of 

nursing, S d y  asked students to write down their nursing philosophies, how they 

came to define nursing based on the comrnon elements found in a l l  nursing theories 



i.e. man, health, nursing and environment. She asked students to wnte about the 

evolution of their nursing philosophies through their practice. Sally commented that 

after students unveiled their own philosophies, they could then examine various 

theorists' arguments or their espoused values with a critical eye. 

(Field notes, January 28, 1999) 

S a y ' s  understanding that students have to develop their own meanings of nursing 

may reflect her journey of nursing and teaching. This set of field notes expresses S d y ' s  

philosophy in beginning with oneself. She recognizes each student's narrative past and 

how it may affect her/his understanding of nursing. She wants to explore with students 

their meanings of nursing fiom their practical encounters with patients. 

Her living in a time of health-care restructuring and nursing education revolution 

also bears influences in her teaching. Following is an excerpt of a set of field notes. 

I recail that in one of her classes on nursing as a profession, S a y  placed a 

cartoon strip on the overhead projector. There was a man crouched down on his 

knee with another man standing beside hirn who said, "My narne is Doug the 

janitor. 1 am here to give you your sponge bath and your enema." The class Iaughed 

at the humor but Sally quickly pointed out how the media had captured the nursing 

phenornenon through the health care restnicturing process. She said that, "Nurses 

are being perceived as technicians, portrayed as though they c m  easily be replaced 

by anybody trained with the skilis." She spoke with intense emotions, "That is not 

nursing!" She shared with the class her contention that it was not 'just a bath" that 



the nurse rendered to her/his patient but hands-on care, which allowed nurses to 

explore patients' physical conditions and to register their fears and concerns, 

(Field notes, Febmary 12, 1998) 

Sally has carefully constructed her view of professional nursing beyond task- 

orientation through the use of humour. During the health-care restnicniring process, there 

was a widespread use of "unregulated health-care personnel" who were employed for 

nursing activities. Sdly wanted to ascertain that students did not see nursing as various 

activities, but a sense of involvement with patients. However, at another meeting, she 

commented, 

"What does it take for me to make a merence  in students' skiil 

performances at the clinicai settings?" She stood up from her chair and imitated the 

way a student administered a needIe. Sally said the patient was made to feel as an 

object. The student had performed the psychomotor skiil as a mere task to the 

patient. That behaviour was not displayed by only one or two students but by many 

of them in her group. This became her concem. Sally said it was important for 

students to know the unique particulars of an individual patient as opposed to an 

application of the universals. Students7 detached demeanours made the skill 

performance a procedure. There was no thinking about how the acquired principles 

in carrying out the procedure interfaced with the needs of the patients. 

(Field notes, March 12, 1998) 

In this set of field notes, Sally's fnistration with students in the clinicai setting is 

cleady evident. She has tried to convey to the students in her class her view of nursing, 

which is not oniy about doing but also about thinking and being with patients. Her 
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observation of student's detached demeanour was of concern because the situation no 

longer rested with a few students. 

Saily's way of teaching is shaped by her living on a landscape of nursing education 

revolution, She teaches the course on professional nursing; her intent is to keep students 

abreast of current nursing issues and direction. However, she is stniggiing with an effort to 

move students away from a biomedical, technical, rational and task-oriented approach. 

Sally cornrnented that there were students who were uncornfortable with her 

challenge of their practice in checking the apical pulse before the administration of a 

cardiac medication. As a d e ,  patients are not to receive this particular medication if 

their apical puise rates are below 60 beats per minute. Sally questioned her students 

the reason for checking the patient's apical rate of the heart if hisher radial puise is 

already at 70 beats per minute. The ciifference between the caraiac and radial pulses 

is oniy by a few beats. Her point was that the students believed the rule was sacred 

and had to be followed without question. 

(Fieid notes, March 25, 1998) 

This set of field notes illustrates Sally's concem of a biomedical mode1 with 

behavioural objectives as training oriented and technical rather than as an education. While 

it is important for leamers to use mies in guiding their nursing practice, the rnanner in 

which the rule is applied can undennine students' thinking. 

A Fracture Line in Nurs in~  Philosophv 

As Sally tries to Live out the plotiïne of nursing education revolution, her 

observation of students' task-oriented approach also reflects a clear division between 

nursing faculty members' beliefs in the philosophy of nursing. There is a small group who 

emerged as proponents for a human science paradigm but the core of the faculty continues 
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to embrace the tradition of a biomedical model. Sdly recognizes the long-standing nature of 

a behaviourai fiarnework in nursing education through a process of indoctrination. Despite 

the movement of nursing education toward a human science paradigrn (which focuses on 

human relations and participative practices with patients and families), the biomedical 

model remaùis dominant in the understanding of nursing at Lakeview College. Sally faces a 

chalIenge from other colleagues as they promote rules and procedures, rights and wrongs, 

syrnptoms and problem identification. 

Sally alluded to another example focusing on pathology in nursing at the college. 

She initiated an allocation of hours for reflective practice, which is endorsed by the 

regdatory body as important for practitioners, in her course of nursing as a profession. But 

other faculty members would compare her hours of the philosophy course with the 

pathology. They equated technical skills, pathology and anatorny courses to nursuig. This 

observation rerninds me of Mitchell's comment. 

She said, "Most nurses have not been given a chance to understand whac 

nursing is about. Many nurses have been educated to think of nursing as. 

medicine or technolo,~ or system7' 

(Interview transcript, September 2 1, 19%) 

Saily reaiizes that the kind of nursing curriculum at Lakeview College is not 

congruent with her present view of nursing. The use of nursing process has long been 

abandoned by some university counterparts and the teaching of nursing diagnosis continues 

to place nursing in a reductionistic and mechanistic approach. Sally said that sometimes it is 

a real struggie trying to survive in that environment. 

Sally's mention of the university program also seems to reflect a transitional state of 

diploma nursing. Prospective students will be entering into a collaborative program, 

between the colleges and a universis., which aims for nursing to be a baccalaureate degree 





in the past. They believe that nursing could only claim its professional status, to be 

equal to other health professionals, through this approach. In response, Sally said 

that interestingly, she had just talked to students about how nursing has to have its 

own unique body of knowledge. She questioned the reason for nurse 

theorists/researchers not being able to share openly with each other or to borrow 

from other disciplines. She viewed sharing as e ~ c h i n g  rather than as limiting for 

nursing. She was envious of other theorists, in disciplines such as psychology and 

sociology, who were able to express their views freely, dialogue and debate their 

differences, She celebrated the pluralistic views of nursing. She wondered whether 

nursing's socialization into a positivistic view from a scientific paradiam has 

influenced its quest for a unique body of knowledge. 

(Field notes, January 28, 1999) 

Communication, a recognition of multiple possibiiities and the assumptions which 

underpin one's action are all important concepts to Saiiy as she continues her journey in 

teaching nursing. She recognizes the complexity in nursing within the hedth-care 

restmcturing and nursing education revolution where knowledge can be more expansive if 

there is no boundary for its development. She hopes to have her students moved beyond a 

positivistic thinking and for them to embrace an inquiry mode of learning. 

Sally also expects students to understand the ethical and behavioural guidelines 

which she uses in her class on professionalism. This philosophy seems to play an 

important role in her clinical teaching; it forrns a rhythm in her understanding of nursing 

and her interactions with and expectations of students. But when she begins to recognize 

the college initiatives, accountability to students for funding distribution, which translate 

into student satisfaction, intense retention and recruitment efforts, she develops a feeling of 
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being out-of-sync. S d y  is experiencing a time in the institution where there is a violation 

of her temporal expectations set by those rhythms (Clandinin and Comelly, 2000). 

The Emotionalitv of Sallv's Teaching 

There is a collision of rhythms between the ones held by S d y  and those of the 

administrators within the institutions when Sally finds herself surrounded by many 

students who cary the tune "tell me and show me" and who cannot differentiate between 

the concepts of assertiveness and aggressiveness. The following descnbes a telephone 

conversation I had with Sally as she commented on her clinicai teaching after the ailegation 

process. 

Sally said, "1 haven't had a worst group of clinical students in the span of 

my career!" She indicated that that was the worst group because it was no longer 

about one or two students but the majority of them with whom she expenenced 

difficulty to connect. There were oniy two students out of twelve in total who 

appreciated constructive feedback and were motivated to l e m .  The others were 

verbally aggressive and became defensive when she questioned them about their 

patient care. One of the students asked to see her after the clinical teaching on the 

second day of the fmt  week. Sally initially thought that it was great for rhis student 

to initiate contact with her since the student was given a marginal pass in her clinical 

performance evaluation in her previous semester. But when they met, the student 

quickly indicated that they had personali~ confiicts. Sally was arnazed by what the 

student said. Sally told the student that she hardly knew her at that point in their 

relationship. The student expressed her concern regarding a tirne when she sought 

assistance from Sally about her patient's emptied intravenous infusion. The student 

felt she was being ignored when she asked Saily questions while Saliy was 

changin:, the tubing and the bag. Sally was surprised by her comment. She said, 



"The student did not have any insight about the situation. I was expecting her to 

know the type of intravenous solution that needed to be replaced but she did not 

know. Anyhow 1 checked, and got the intravenous solution which 1 took with me 

to the patient's roorn. The patient was womed about the air in the intravenous 

tubing; 1 tried to reassure him. But the student kept asking questions about the 

technical aspect of the change of tubing. She was t o t d y  oblivious to the patient's 

feeling. During the meeting with the student, 1 explained to her that at the time, 1 

needed to attend to the patient's feelings, and 1 was not negating her questions. 

After my explanation, there was no apology from the student. The student 

responded that she was taught to be assertive." 

Sally continued. "There was another student whose documentation was 

fidled with grammatical errors. 1 tried to heIp her with arnendments but she said that 

English was her second language, and how could 1 expect more from her! 1 felt 

guilty that 1 was not able to connect with the students and I became so detached 

fiom this group. 1 only saw them at the post-conference meetings. There was no 

other individual contact. But as 1 becarne detached fiom their learning, 1 felt guilt 

and shame since 1 had given up in helping those students to grow. 1 was ashamed 

and wondered what 1 might have done to the nursing profession. However, the 

students did not allow me to help thern. 1 hated the feeling of not Iooking fonvard to 

another clinical day with the students. 1 woke up one morning and felt the need to 

retire. 1 am sony to lay my feelings on you." 

(Fieldnotes, March 25,2000) 

A few issues seem to emerge from listening to Saliy. First, she needs to share her 

concerns with someone but also realize that she has to unpack the situation for herself. 
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Through the alIegation process, she learns that she c m  no longer turn to extemai support 

but has to become more self-reliant. 

Secondly, a shift is noticeable in Sally's expectation of and her relations with her 

students in this clinical group. Pnor to the allegation case, Sally often mentioned thzt she 

would "bend backwards and forwards" in helping students of concem in spite of her 

frustration. Thinking about Sally's present dilemmas however, 1 recognize that Sally's 

expectation of her students has changed. Despite the student's previous marginal 

performance, Sally would have expected her to know the intravenous skills at that level. 

But instead of talking to the student about her expectation, Sally seems to focus on 

explaining to the student about her intent when the student chdenged her behavior. Sally 

has identified the student as task-oriented with no insight into the patient's feeling but she 

waited for the student to initiate a meeting. She might have wanted to Save her energy and 

time for those students who would be motivated to learn. 

The feelings of detachment which Sally experienced through working with some of 

the students who show a Iack of respect and no reciprocity for Saily's efforts are daunting. 

There was tremendous tension experienced as she described her feelings as guilt and 

sharne. Her story to live by as a teacher who emphasized her relations with students and 

who held high expectations for them does not seem to be expressed in her practice with this 

group of students. 

Coupling with some student's aggressive behavior and a "tell me and show me" 

mentality, Sally has lost the energy and does not see the possibility for her to promote 

growth in those students' learning. Individual contact with those students becornes 

minimal. What seems to be disconcerting is that the student situation is no longer confined 

within a few. 

As some students' aggressive behaviors toward her constructive crïticism are 

perceived as their needs to assert themselves, they lack a contextual understanding of 

assertiveness and aggressiveness. Perhaps, with an emphasis for students to become 
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politicdy savvy in the professionalization of nursing, they leamed the importance to be 

assertive but some students were not able to contextusilize its meaning in vanous 

circumstances. This observation may again reflect Saliy's concern about the way some 

students learn nursing solely through an approach of doing and not thinking. 

As S d y  lived with the intense and sometimes debilitating emotions when she felt 

ashamed of her contribution to the nursing profession, she wondered about the possibility 

to retire. The idea of an educational enterprise in nursing is inconceivable to S a U y  who 

builds her identity through human relations. But Sally knows in order for her to survive in 

this environment, she can no longer Live by the stories of teaching offered by her nursing 

teachers. She needs to shift her identity in her relations with students and administrators. 

Sally talked about her wish to allow students to take risk and live the ambiguities in 

the clinical settings. But given her experience of the ailegation process and some of the 

students' attitudes she encountered, she found the need to stay in a safe zone within an 

unsafe clinical environment. Saily perceives clinical teaching as challenging because her 

trust in some of her students is eroding and there are aiso the considerations of patients. 

Sally adopts a task-onented approach with some students, to ascertain a predictable 

outcorne which ensures the patient's safety. Her questioning of some students will be kept 

to a minimum because of their defensive nature. She reserves the questions only for 

situations when patients' welfare may be jeopardized. Sally's past experience with her 

teacher and her curent understanding of the nursing profession have made it difficult for 

her to work with some students with whom she is unable to communicate and trust. 

These rhythmic patterns of the overlapping ripples of the college initiatives, the 

health-care restructuring and the nursing education revolution have created points of tension 

for Sally. The concentrated efforts of the institution and the nursing department in their 

student recruitment and retention do not only bring a sense of uneasiness but they also 

present a moral concern. 



Personal and Social Interactions of the Narrative Inquirv S ~ a c e  

For a further understanding of SaiIy's knowing of her role as a diploma nurse 

educator within the institutionai rhythm, 1 now turn to the personal and socid inquùy 

space of narrative. Sally's knowledge expressed through her practice, her relation with 

students may illuminate how she lives, tells, retelis and reiives the story of aliegation as 

part of her identity development. 

Saily knows her nursing teaching through her relations with and knowledge of 

people, especially her trust and respect for student knowledge and her philosophy of 

individuai differences. A different rhythm the administrators lived out accounts for not ody  

a break in Sally's rhythm but also a tension in her teaching of nursing. An aspect of Sally's 

philosophy of teaching is found in the foUowing field notes. 

Students were asked to discuss about ethical situations they encountered in 

the clinical setting within a small group. Sally instructed them to analyze the 

situations through the examination of ethical values. She said it was important for 

students to reflect on how they felt about the ethical issues and examine those 

embedded values and the oRgin of those values. She asked students to think about 

whether those values were derived from the College of Nurses' ethical guidelines, 

from the students or from the patients. She described the concepts of ethical 

uncertainty, ethical conflict, and ethical distress. She illustrated the various concepts 

through the impact of health-care restructuring on nurses' professional lives. She 

indicated that the nurses know what they want but oftentimes they could not carry 

out what they know because of the institutional constraints, 

Sally also examined various models on ethical decision making and pointed 

out to students the inherent problems for each one. 

(Field notes, January 15, 1998) 
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This set of field notes expresses SaUy's expectations of students - to reflect upon 

theïr own actions and decisions. S a y  has displayed a continuous effort to have students 

attuned to their feelings and the origins of those emotions. She thinks of the various 

sources of influence on students' developed perspectives. 

She extrapolated students' ethical expenences to many nurses' feelings of the 

health-care restnicturing situation. There is a portraya1 of nurses as the holders of 

knowledge but they also live within a bureaucratic constra.int, 

Sally has taken a critical approach in her examination of the various ethical decision- 

making models, demonstrating to students the inadequacies of each mode1 and the inherent 

possibilities. Her intent for nursing students to develop m e a n i n a l  experiences through 

introspection and reflection is consistent in many of the participant observations. 

Observations of Sally's teaching, which focus on students thinking and not only 

doing in a clinical situation, remind me about her sense of hurnan relations. 1 recall a time 

when she reached over the filing cabinet and pulled out articles which she used in her class 

on professional nursing. Those articles addressed the issues about what nurses do to make 

a difference. She hopes to witness her students' contributions to quality patient care that 

can rnake a difference in the midst of changes in health care. 

In a time of health-care restructuring, caring, as a human quality, seems to be fast 

diminishing from the clinical settings. The burgeoning technological advances have 

precipitated a greater need for individuals to have human contact. Sally's concem at once 

about the entrenched notion of womanly service as caring from nursing history, and her 

espoused philosophy of human knowing and doing, bring her to emphasize competency 

and an in tee t ion  of human elements in the doing of skills. Sally sees the importance for 

students to leam the psychomotor skills and techniques of nursing since cornpetency is 

paramount in working with human conditions. 

A guide to the Quality Assurance Program from the College of Nurses of Ontario 

States, "In the early 1980's competency was described as a set of f a c ~ s  or mastery of skiIls 
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identified by looking at a practitioner's knowledge, skills and attitude. Now in the 1990s' 

competency is considered to be influenced by our culture and the context of the 

environment which nurses work within. Cornpetence is also infiuenced by personal and 

situational factors" (p. 12). S d y  ' s intent to have students develop a self-understanding and 

a contextual comprehension of the interaction between their personal values and the clinical 

environment seems to aLign with the emerging concept of cornpetency in nursing. 

Sirnilarly, her frustration with many students' lack of consideration for the patients 

in the act of doing illustrates her intent to move students beyond task orientation into a 

realm of human relations. S d y  considers her success in working with students as her 

contribution to the profession. Consequently, when she encountered students with whom 

she felt detached and unable to communicate, she expressed feelings of disenchantment and 

guilt as she lives the constraint and uncertainty of an institutional narrative. During those 

moments, she also questioned the caring and uncaring practices in her teaching and her 

relations with students. 

Sally said there were two students wiih whom she had given innumerable 

hours and attention, in order to heIp them to be successful in the program. She 

began to question herself. What would be best for these two students as they 

continued to expenence difflculties in their clinical performances? Saily had separate 

meetings with them and asked the students for their views on their progress. SaUy 

said that it was difflcult for the students but she had to forewarn them of the 

possibility of impending failure. 

(Field notes, ApriI 2 1,98) 

In working with those students, Sally was puzzled. When does the notion of caring 

become uncaring? At times, she wonders whether the emphasis on student and carïng in 

nursing teaching becomes a disservice to students that perpetuate thek dependent behaviors 
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and provide disillusionment of success in higher semesters. SaUy would like to cdtivate a 

relationship with her students on mutual respect and open commUILication which she herself 

experienced as a student. 

Her cornmitment to both students' learning and to the nursing profession is 

expressed in her philosophy that students can oniy be genuinely cared for if they are guided 

to examine their strengths and potentials in a more reaiistic manner. Looking at the caring- 

uncaring patterns of experience, Sally and 1 perhaps have learned that only through living 

the tension between compassion and expectation for students to strive for excellence that 

real caring cornes to being. There seems to be a time when we need to help students to 

develop their potentials but perhaps we aIso need to know when to help them to redirect 

their career paths- 

The Paradox of Caring 

Looking at the traditional narrative of nursing and teaching is about caring of 

patients and students. In nursing, the forces acting against humanistic practices through 

health-care restructuring, and a technical, rational approach in nursing education have 

triggered a resurgence of thought about nursing as a caring profession. Central to current 

debates is the concept of human caring as a professional knowledge in nursing. There is a 

philosophical consistency between nursing's mode1 of human caring and ethics of care in 

ferninist theory. Hollingsworth's (1994) pnnciples of ferninist pedagogy as "...connected 

conversation, self evaluation, continuous critique, shared agenda and a valuing of specific 

knowledge that is brought by each [individual] to the relationship" (p. 1 1) and Wheeler & 

Chinn's (1989/199 1) consideration of feminist process "as an attitude of actively seeking to 

understand the possibilities of different perspectives" (p. 53-54) serve as examples. But 

Sally, along with sorne nurses and ferninist theonsts, are concemed about the concept of 

human caring as a renewed emphasis on nursing subservience to other health care 

professionals. 
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Saiiy ' s discomfort with the traditional connotation of caring associated with nursing 

may point to her description of her relations with students. She does not describe it as 

caring since she expects high quality performance from students. While she does not 

necessarily confine carïng within her nursing or teacbing, she vaIues caring as a hurnan 

way of doing and knowing. She believes caring is ernbraced in Our everyday living. Her 

relations with students and patients seern to be based on the human elernents of trust, 

respect and openness. She beIieves her teaching role is to help students look inwardly for 

their understanding of who they are as people and as nurses, in order for them to develop 

their knowing of nursing. While Sally's relations with students may not be described by 

her as caring in a traditional compassionate and nurturing sense, she attends students' 

graduation parties whenever her schedule perrnits, and there are occasions when 1 see 

students give Sally hugs in the hallway- 

The constructed view of caring, from the allegation, seems to reflect caring in 

context. Saily and 1 were made to feel that we have failed the coliege's expectation for us to 

"care for" OUT students, to promote their satisfaction and their success in the program. But 

can SaUy and 1 Live the institutionai narrative of teachers' accountability at a time when 

expectation of our caring for students conflicts with our professional obligations as nurses 

and as nurse educators? 1 have heard other nursing colleagues speak about "Just passing 

them and eventually the students would hang thernselves!" Within this context, some of 

these students are sirnply being set up for failure, especially in higher seniesters when 

expectations of students' performance are greater. Where are our moral obLigations to 

students and to the patients? 

At a recent meeting 1 had with Sally, after the allegation process, she asked, "Why 

was it so much more diffrcult for us to gain support from the adrninistratrors in hiLing a 

student, relative to the practice in other departrnents at the college?' 1s it aecause nursing is 

seen as a "caring" profession and hence we should be caring for Our students? But do SaiIy 

and I reaily care for them if we know they will be more successful in choosing other 
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careers? The institutional enforcernent of a vigorous promotion of students' satisfaction is 

certainly uncaring fiom our position as we begin to understand what caring really means. 

Caring within this context seems to be defined as [teacher-student] focused activities which 

are charactet-ized by supportive or faciIitative acts that improve human conditions 

(Visintainer, 1986). Sally recaIls her feelings about another student whom she failed prior 

to the allegation process. SaUy began her story by declaring that she is a proponent for 

people with learning disabilities. 

She said, "1 support the approach to be sensitive to their needs, to recognize 

their untapped potentid and to maximize their development. 1 also realize however 

that there are different degrees and leveIs of learning disabilities. 1 know there is the 

political correctness in what we Say and how we act in working with the Iearnîng 

disabled individuals. However, 1 wonder whether we were hiding behind rhetoric 

of politicai correctness. Sometimes it may lead us to act in a way that is doing a 

disservice to everyone involved. 

It is frustrating ... 1 was in the room with a student who performed a 

dressing change of an abscess wound on an ami of a 78 year old woman. The 

patient's arm was extended for the procedure. The student tried to clean the wound 

with her forceps. But her movement was in an uncoordinated fashion. The patient 

endured the procedure for more than 45 minutes; 1 could no longer bear to subject 

her to the situation. 1 toId the student that 1 would intemene. But she insisted to 

complete the task. She did not acknowledge the patient's feelings. The student 

grabbed the drape over angrily, 1 finished the dressing, and askcd the patient about 

how she felt. The patient responded that she was tired. The student requested to 

speak with me. 1 was pleased that she initiated the didogue. In the conference 

room, 1 sat across the student, The student had a stiff posture, and her hands were 

in a semi-contracted fashion. She was salivating with frothy discharge. She pulled 



the coilar of her uniform as weil as her neck c h a h  The pull was very forceful and it 

broke her chah. 1 watched her and tried to heIp. The student stood up, facing the 

wall with her back against me. S he was shaking and stomping her feet 

uncontrollably. She said loudly that she was trying very hard, and 1 did not 

understand. At the tirne, I did not know what 1 should do. Should I tell her that 

everything is going to be fine to ease her anxiety? Or should I erase my mental 

image of the fatigued appearance on the patient's face during the dressing change? 1 

felt very much a guilty party to have subjected the patient to the care of this student. 

When the student is anxious, she also stutters so that her speech is no longer 

intelligible. Some nursing staff in the hospital asked me whether the student would 

pass the program. Others questioned me about the screening process of the 

prospective nursing students at the college. 1 asked myself what is my moral 

obligation to this student? 1 continued to work with her and realized that 1 could not 

just leave this smdent on her own with patients. It was also not fair to the other 

students since I spent most of my tirne with her. At mid-term evaluation, 1 spoke to 

the student and found that she was initially full of doubt in coming into nursing but 

was given the encouragement that she couId do it." 

(Field notes, March 25, 1999) 

Looking at this excerpt, it again poses the question, what does caring mean? Sally 

reco,&zes the need to understand the limitations and potentials of this student. But how 

does she balance the need for the student to leam and the needs of the patient? 1 imagine her 

concern about patient welfare is foremost in working with this student. Sally asked herself 

about her moral obligation to the student. By her action in failing the student, she perhaps 

has corne to terms with her seerningly uncaring behavior as caring. She does not want to 

give the student a false sense of reassurance and set her up for future failure. She has a 
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moral duty to patients. She is also taking a nsk in being challenged by human right issues. 

Her initial mistration rnay stem from her image of her teacher self which focuses on hurnan 

relations and understanding. Has she failed this student by not being able to understand 

how to work with her? But can she see nursing as a possible choice for this student as her 

cateer? 

In parallel to how Sally and 1 begin to ttiink about caring in nursing practice, we 

reteil our expenence of caring in diploma nursing education. We corne to realize the 

importance for diploma nurse educators to develop an awareness and understanding of the 

changes in health care, nursing education and college mandates, and how they affect the 

quality of student learning and patient care. 

Throügh the experience of the allegation, Sally talks about her leamhg of different 

agendas from different people. Sally also believes that different people may interpret the 

notion of caring in very different ways. Thinking about Sally's descriptions of her relations 

with students brought on Mitchell's comment about caring in one of my interviews in 

December 1999. She said, "Caring is an experience constructed by a nurse who enters into 

a reiationship with a client, based on a certain frarnework she/he embraces as caring in 

nursing, But a nurse who perceives her/his actions as caring rnay not necessary be sharing 

the patient's interpretation of a caring action." 

If one holds this view of caring, 1 see a parallel in Sally's concem for the students' 

need to understand the principles of psychomotor skills, and how they may or may not 

relate to those meanings expressed by their patients. This same understanding also seems to 

be consistently played out in her need to be involved in students' learning, to establish a 

climate of receptivity. As Saily engages in her students' learning, she hopes that the student 

wïil consider what could be changed and see the possibilities from their cornmitments 

(Noddings, 1996, p. 22). Her recognition of different interpretations of the concept of 

caring also seems to underpin her descriptions of her relations with students. 
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Professionaiiy and personaiiy, Sally relates to her students' learning of nursing 

through her meaning of human-to-human relations. Her trust in students and wiilingness to 

be their advocate is again recorded in the following excerpt of a post-clinical conference 

discussion. 

Saily asked two students to share with the group the situation they 

encountered in soliciting assistance to lift a patient. One student said in the process 

of helping her classrnate to lift a patient, they recognized the need to solicit help 

fi-om the orderly (a male attendant on the ward). But they said that when he arrived 

and saw the two fernale students, he commented that they could do it on their own. 

He left quickly and when the students requested his help for the second tirne, he 

responded in the same manner. The students told the group that they went to share 

their concem with Sally. After listening to the students, Sdly spoke to the nurse 

about the orderly's refusa1 to help. The nurse was surpnsed about his behavior but 

commented that perhaps he was under a high workload demand. Sally also talked to 

the orderly who presented a different version of the story. He stated that the 

students had failed to be CO-operative and were making derogatory remarks to hirn. 

Sally said that she did not know which version of the story to believe. However, 

she said the emphasis should rest on the patient and her welfare. The differences 

between the students and the orderly could be settled after the patient was 

positioned comfortably. Sally said that the orderly might have been overworked for 

the day since he was working by himself. 
(Field notes, January 28, 1998) 

Despite the different stones that were presented by the orderly and the students, 

Sally seemed to lean toward the students' version of the story. While Sally indicated the 

diff~culty in venwing how the situation might have unfolded, her comment about the 
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possible workload experienced by the orderly, and her dismissal of his blame toward the 

students, perhaps reflected her potentiai trust in the students. However, this trust is eroding 

as Sally retells and relives the allegation process brought upon her. 

C o m ~ e t i n g  Stories: Who Holds the Knowledge? 

Along with the institutional story of accountability to students, the view of 

knowledge for nurses also seems to have a place in the sacred plotline on the Lakeview 

Iandscape, This perspective does not oniy reflect the dominance of a biomedical model and 

an application of theory in practice but also reveals the administration's perception of who 

is tmiy the hoIder of nursing knowledge. Sally's story about her paper on critical thinking 

may be illustrative of this point. 

Sally said she had brought her paper on cntical thinking, which she 

intended for journal publication after the publisher asked her to make some 

arnendrnents, to the adrninistrator a few years ago. Saiiy suggested the possibility 

for a faculty conversation and sharing their understanding of critical thinking as part 

of professionai development. But shortly after, Sally realized the administrator had 

invited an outside expert for the topic. Saily felt her idea of collegial sharing was 

dismissed. 

(Field notes, February 11, 1999) 

Saily's view of a learning cornmunity seems to be out of alignment with the widely 

accepted perspective of the academics ar;d the administrator's perception that knowledge is 

received from and imparted by experts. This sacred plotline plays out in professional 

development activities at Lakeview College over and over again. Persons with expertise in 

the areas of a new program from a pedagogical approach are repeatediy invited to speak to 
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the faculty members. This scenario seems to reflect that knowledge rests with the expert 

and not the practitioner. 

Another situation which reflects the administrators' views regarding the holder of 

nursing knowledge at Lakeview College is demonstrated by their collaboration with 

community nursing partners for an initiative with The Ontario Hospitd Association and The 

Change Foundation. What seems to b f l e  Sally and me is the lack of awareness of this 

initiative by the nursing personnel within the college - not even our colleague who sat on 

the Nursing Advisory Cornmittee knew of the event. It seems that there is not only a 

concern about poor communication patterns between the administrators and nursing 

teachers, but aIso an apparent lack of trust in teachers as holders of knowledge. 

With this understanding as part of the sacred story of diploma nurse educators' 

knowledge, their lived process of failing students may not only be driven by funding issues 

but aiso by the lack of recobpition of diploma nurse educators' knowledge. This lack of 

recognition and our own uncertainty of nursing teaching within the institutional rhythm 

may create an issue of confidence in what Sally and 1 know in our teaching practice. The 

self confidence in our knowing aIIows us to live the uncertainties and rïsk the ambipities 

in clinicai practice but without that confidence, there will be a slip into a biomedical rnodel. 

Sally has found herself confined within a task-onented approach with a focus on skills and 

pathology in working with students who see doing tasks as their rneaning of nursing. 

Within this context, she cannot embrace the ambiguity and uncertainty which is essential to 

participative practice with patients and families. Without the ambiguity, students would not 

seek understanding in their thinking (Mitchell and Pilkington, 2000). The moral implication 

embedded in this approach is that Sally has worked against her own beiief about the 

meaning of nursing with some students. 

The story of the Uegation has aIso made Sally and 1 aware of the taken-for- 

grantedness of our day-to-day clinical situations with students and patients. When Sally 

and 1 tried to protect patients from a student's incompetence, we found ourselves caught 
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between our obligations to students and an obligation to patients. But soon, both of us will 

shift to the nursing mandate in protecting the public, the patients. In working with students 

of concern, there seems to be a shift in Saily's focus on her teachiag from her expectations 

of students to her attention of patients' basic needs. The power of institutionai narratives 

has led to a sense of guilt in Saiiy's conception of her contribution to the nursing 

profession. She feeis there is a lack of control in her teaching. 

A Sense of Control: 1s It an IIIusian? 

Situated within the conduit policy and procedures of Lakeview College, Sally 

perceives her control of her teaching as an illusion. Both the recniitment and retention 

directives are filtered down as college initiatives. Teaching nursing courses is no longer 

perceived as only a professional activity but also as a predefmed, constrained matter. 

Sally said that it is easy to slip into a mode of hopelessness and start questioning 

oneself whether or not dl this frustration is worthwhile. She said that many people told her 

simply to follow the majority and Save herself the headache. The sense of control as an 

illusion also results in a lack of motivation and energy to help those students who 

seemingly display an attitude of disrespect. There is no reciprocity from the student in the 

relations- NoddingsY(l996) assertion is that under this circumstance, the feeling to care for 

others cannot be sustained. 

Despite Sally's mention of an illusion of controi in her clinical setting, she has 

attempted to maintain her control in the classroom setting on what she values as important 

for nursing. She believes students' understanding of nursing can be developed through 

their writing of a philosophy paper. She carnmented that a graduate whom she met recently 

ai the hospital told her of the benefit she reaped from writing the phiiosophy paper toward 

her understanding of nursing. Sally was steadfast in keeping the philosophy paper as one 

of the assignments for students in her professional nursing course, in spite of the time and 

energy involved in reading and commenting on the papers. However, she decided that she 
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couid no longer read all the papers by herself given that she will be reading ninety papers in 

the faU tenn of this year. hstead of taking her colieagues' advice to drop the writing of a 

philosophy paper in the course, she brought the matter to the administration when she was 

given her assignment for the fall. She thought about the matter and suggested to both the 

administrator and her colleagues that the teachers shodd read the corresponding papers 

from students whom they have for chnical teaching. This action seems to iliustrate Sally's 

continuous wish to conserve her energy and to maintain her sense of control and 

conf~dence in her knowing. 

A Silhouette of Sally's Identitv 

The origin of Sally's identities is seen in multiple facets of her professional life: in 

her professional education and in her nursing life as a nurse and as a diploma nurse 

educator. Sally, like many of us, lives multiple storylines. They are intenvoven - the 

storyline of professionai nursing knowledge, of a diploma nurse educator's voice and of 

college initiatives. 

Her story, about her nursing education, seems to be seamless as she worked with 

many great teachers whom she adrnired. She learned from them the meanings of nursing 

and teaching. There are values of respect, openness and trust which underpin her knowing 

of her identities as a teacher and as a nurse based on human relations. In spite of the 

influence of a biomedical model, Sally viewed nursing as different from pathology. During 

her nursing education, the physicians were the lecturers for pathology, and nursing was 

primarily situated in the clinical setting. There was a strong focus on communications and 

nurses' relations with patients- Sally excelled as a mode1 student in her chnicd leaniing, 

believing that nursing is a practice discipline. Her concern about whether degree prepared 

nurses will be removed from patients' bedsides as nursing pursues its professionalization 

may reflect this belief. 
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After her graduation, she worked as a rank-and-file nurse and soon after, she found 

herself in a senior administrative position. However, she missed nursing. Since her notion 

of teacbing germhated from a very positive experience in working with her teachers, she 

decided to take a path in nursing tesiching, 

Sally had worked in another diplorna nursing program before her full-the 

employment at Lakeview College. She reminisced about the good old days when she and 

her coileagues would work as a team. and there was a sense of coilegiality and support. 

She said that they shared ideas on nursing literature, on their own practice and on students' 

issues. She brought that enthusiasrn to Lakeview College but soon reaiized her value of 

learning community and collegiality was not shared by her colleagues. It was a different 

culture. Faculty members would comment that her idea of a leamhg comunity was great 

but logistically would be unfeasible because of workload demands. 

She gradually learned to work in isolation on her own professional development 

activities and she engaged in part-time graduate studies in nursing. But as she learned more 

about nursing from practice and theory, and through her own reflections on her 

contribution to nursing, she was compelled to make a request to the adrninistrator with 

regards to a professional development activity. She proposed to have colleagues share 

arnong thernselves their thoughts on critical thinking. Sally said, "1 thought it would be a 

great opportunity for colleagues to share and examine the emerging issues of critical 

thinking in nursing." While the adrninistrator thought that was a great idea, to her 

disappointment, the administrator hired an outside expert to speak to the faculty members 

about the issue. 1 could imagine her sense of being devalued as she said, "1 felt my ideas 

were dismissed." Her idea of professional activities was Lived out differently by the 

administrator who saw nursing experts as the ones to impart professional knowledge. 

As she continued to live on the landscape of Lakeview College, she recognized a 

clear division arnong facuky on their meanings of nursing - a biomedical mode1 versus an 

alternate paradigm based on human science. Sally's perception of the nursing culture at 
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Lakeview College was dorninated by the former model, and there was seemingly a Iack of 

openness and tmst from faculty members for each other. 

Sally worked closely with her students and came to teach nursing with a high 

expectation, a philosophy of tnist, respect, openness which begins with the self. She is 

also dnven by a sense of professional cornmitment, not oniy to students' learning but also 

to her own contribution to the nursing profession. She brings her current understanding of 

nursing education revolution to class discussion and post-clinicd conference discourse. 

Her immersion in professional issues during the health care restructuring process has 

aligned her understanding of nursing with critical thinking and Lstening to the patients 

dong with the rnastery of skilis. 

As Sally continues to live through the health-care restnicturing process with the 

students, she wonders about the expanded rote of nurses through higher education, and 

how it may possibly rernove nurses from bedside nursing into delegation and supervisory 

duties. This phenornenon emerged when unreplated health care personnel were used for 

nursing purposes under the supervision of nurses in SaiIy's clinical settings. Sally stated 

that one of her professional commitments was to begin with her own ongoing development 

though she continues to find nursing, in rnany clinical settings, as task-oriented. Despite a 

resurgence of caring and humanism, a motto of effkiency and effectiveness still persists. 

From the clinical settings to the college site, Sally initially took pride in the nursing 

department's involvement in the nursing task force activities by making recommendations 

to the Ministry of Health on nursing issues in the tirne of health-care restructuring. Sally 

said, "1 am really pleased to see that since 1 never would think our department could be 

progressive in action." However, alongside this movement came an unwelcome change of 

stucient accountability on Sally's professional lives at Lakeview Coilege. Since the change 

in the senior management in the college, and in the nursing department, there has been a 

strong emphasis from the conduit policy on key performance indicators such as student 

satisfaction, student retention, graduate and employer satisfaction, which translate into 
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teachers' accountabilities to students in light of provincial funding distribution to the 

program. The use of student satisfaction and student retention data will be considered by 

the Ministry of Education and Training (MET) as indicators of program quality and 

relevance that wouid determine the ailocation of funding based on performance 

(College/MET work groups, 1998). This permeates through the college and the nursing 

department and difficult conditions surface once again for Sally. She works with an 

increased number of students, many of whom present her with behavioural and academic 

concerns, and there is a vigorously enforced policy of student retention and satisfaction. 

Sdly said that she rnust be naive for never thinking that our student recruifment and 

retention efforts are ultimately driven by budget- 

When she and her colleagues were confronted with an aiiegation from a student 

whom they failed, she was puzzled by the event. One thing which she continued to speak 

of was a lack of support from the administration and the frustration she had with that 

student because of her difficulty in cornmunicating with him. She said, "1 kept asking him 

how 1 could best understand his learninp process and work with him. But there was always 

the silence, followed by a s m e  pattern of his behavior." At that moment, it could still have 

been a situation which contributed to professional growth in her pedagogical approach as 

she wondered about her questioning skills. Mowever, as the story took on a drastic change 

from an encounter with a student of concem to a legal matter about Saiiy's professional 

competency, her image of herself as a teacher who values students' past experiences, trusts 

their potentials and is open to differences shattered. Enitially, she said, "1 can not see any 

growth from this situation, there is only anguisIl." But later, she was able to verbalize the 

different agendas held by people who found themselves on different positions of the 

landscape- This observation does not indicate her understanding of the administration's 

position since she said that she could no longer trust them given the lack of support which 

she had greatly needed during the allegation process. 
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It began as a story of the institution when SaIIy was confronted by the student's 

degation. From one perspective, Sally's failing the student was described as fulfrlling her 

professional mandate as a teacher and as a nurse. From another, she had not met the college 

directives to "tare" for students and to promote client satisfaction. 

After her experience with this student, she seemed to Eind herseif bombarded by 

others who carrïed the attitude: "Have never seen this, show me, and have never heard this, 

tell me." This tune of "tell me and show me" is counter to Sally's philosophy of learning 

through inquiry and reflection- This curent also moves against the ripples of nursing 

professionaiization and education revolution for nurses to think criticaily, to live with 

ambiguity, to listen to patients, and to be competent in procedural knowledge. When she 

found herself disengaged from the learning of these students, she felt guilty because she 

had given up. She did not know how she could have contributed to the nursing profession 

with this lassitude. At the same time, she could no longer put herself at nsk to similar legal 

case because of her lack of trust in many students and in the administration. SaUy said, "It 

feels like a coping mechanism when 1 find myself investing energy and time for only those 

students who are motivated and show appreciation of my effort." There is a split between 

the conduit-delivered institutional policies and Sally's own professional obligations to and 

expectations of teaching and nursing. She knows that one of her stories to Iive by is to 

a l i p  with the administration's story of nursing student satisfaction with the program. She 

also knows that the story of professional accountability to teaching and nursing is more 

compelling for her. Her dilernma is that she cannot simultaneously live out both stories as 

she had onginally imagined. There seems to be a shift in her identity as she continues to 

search for a balance between her "contribution to the profession," "high expectation for her 

students" based on her rneaning af professionai nursing, and "helping students to g-row." 

Yet she has to accomplish this while dealing with the "difficulties to communicate with 

many students" who have been admitted through a cheenng banner of college recruitment 

and retention. Despite aii this, S d y  still maintains her stance in what she believes as 
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important in nursing. She continues to resist colleagues' suggestions about removing the 

philosophy paper from her assignment for the students in Iight of the arnount of time and 

energy. 

As she struggles while working with some difflcult students, there is a shift in 

Sally's story with regards to her philosophy in teaching nursing, from the importance of 

relationships with students to a need in attending patients7 welfare. Patients' welfare is 

paramount in her subsequent understanding in working with those students who did not 

meet her expectations. 

As I try to unravel SaiIy's identity, her story to live by, there appears to be four 

interconnected plotlines. In one, the plot revolves around her satisfaction with her nursing 

education process: her teachers' approach in working with students, their respect for and 

tmst in students' learning, and their understanding of nursing through their clinicai 

experience and iiterature. She foliows this storyline as she tries to relate to her students in 

her own teaching. She promotes the philosophy of "beginning with self' in my observation 

of her class discussions. She brings clinical experiences to classroom discussions, she 

l e m s  students' narnes despite the large classes, and she reinforces what is important about 

being a nurse. 

The second plotline is built within her dissatisfaction with the collegiai relations at 

Lakeview in terrns of sharing nursing issues and concerns. This dissatisfaction stems from 

her realization of the close-rnindedness of many other faculty members who embrace a 

biomedical mode1 which focuses on psychomotor skills and activities, and their 

understanding of pathology as nursing. SaIly also sees teaching differently from the faculty 

members in their relations with students. While Saily tries to place students' learning before 

her workioad issues, many of her colleagues place their own interests above those of the 

students. 

The third plotline lies in her search for a balance between living the institutional 

stories about accountability to students and her professional meaning of nursing. Given the 
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need to promote student satisfaction and retention, Sally found herself resortïng to teaching 

the basic task-oriented approach to students with whom she could not comect. Sdy could 

not help this group of students learn the alternate understanding of nursing which she 

ernbraces as she Lives through the nursing education revolution. 

The fourth plotline is the challenge she faces as there is a dispûnty between 

professionalization through thinking and being, becoming a degree prepared profession in 

2005, and a constant focus on sheer doing in nursing durhg the health-care restructuring 

process. 

Though Sally has to shift her knowing about teaching and nursing for some 

students, the possibilities she creates for many others still seems to provide her the hope to 

continue. What sustains the multiple plotlines is her identity, which is bound up in her 

relations with many other students and her sense of contribution to the profession of 

nursing. 

1 see the ambivalence in her convictions and tenacity held for the nursing 

profession, and the intense emotions felt as she continues to live the institutional life. Her 

feeling of retirement is in a state of flux which seems to support a somewhat 

undifferentiated experience about her passion for teaching and her dis-passion for teaching. 

It is perhaps the living of a paradoxical life which continues to shape who she is as a 

diploma nurse educator and as a person. Saily seems to be shifting her place in a story of 

theory and practice. She no longer holds aIi students to an inquiry mode of learning but has 

a minimum expectation of skills based on a biomedical mode1 for students of concern. She 

sees her behavior as a coping mechanism, a way to deal with the uncertainties of students 

and the administration. As she retells the story of the allebation, her identity as a diploma 

nurse educator seems to be expressed more fiexibIy depending on the circumstances. 



Returninp to Where We Began 

What starts to become apparent as 1 work within a three-dimensional inquiry space 

is that narrative is a relationai inquiry (Clandinin and Comeliy, 2000). The narrative space 

unfolds the elements which both Sally and I consider to be the underpinnings for our 

diploma nurse educator identities. Place, time and the narrative histories of the institutions 

and their characters create an understanding of teaching dipioma nursing. 

Living through professionaï Lives as diploma nurse educators, it is not only about 

learning the nwsing education revolution, an understanding of nursing as a humanistic 

venture with a focus on the subject matter, but it is aiso about Sally's and my own day-to- 

day living in the college and in the clinical sites. 

Working with the student who lodged the allegation was initiaiiy no different from 

any other cIinical day with a student of chalfenge. But there were unexpected tensions. The 

stressed living conditions of our everyday professional lives in the coliege and cfinical areas 

becarne the cornmonplaces for our professional knowing about nursing and teaching. My 

self-understanding and connectedness with Sally, through reteiling and reliving, dlow 

different meanings to surface in our professional lives. 

The general view on the professional movement of nursing tends to be theoretically 

oriented and negates the everyday living of its practitioners, in this case -the diploma 

nurse educators. The meaning of professional nursing is not only about pre-conceived 

knowledge for nursing, to be taught to nursing students but it is also about their knowledge 

of what nursing means to them in their practice. Notwithstanding the vdue of theory and 

knowledge for nursing students, the overemphasis on these matters can lead to 

deprofessionalization of nurses rather than providing the basis for professionaiization. 

Sally and 1 need the opportunities to retell and relive other possibilities based on our 

shifting working lives. 



The Ernotionalitv of Teachinp Nursinp in Transition 

For S d y  and myself, we feel a sense of disequilibrium as we live and tell the 

stories of the allegation. Could Our intense emotions which emanated from the aliegation 

process be educative? As Dewey (1934) suggests, 'We engage in inquiry to restore 

harmony and relieve the breaks and tensions of disequilibrium" (p. 15) between the 

organism and the environment]. The dialectic between Sally' s and my own emotional 

discornfort at the dismption in our understanding of our identity, and Our desire for 

harmony in our reteliing and reliving of the situation perhaps provide growth through 

tensions. It is often too painful and vulnerable to revisit what we had experienced through 

the allegation process but in our writing about the situation, it helped us retell and relive the 

process. There is aiso a moral dimension in our retelLing and reliving. The allegation 

process opens the emotional uncertainties of teaching (Winograd, 2000). The emotions we 

felt are real and have lingering impact on o u  lives. But the story of the dark side is rarely 

told. After the storm whipped through, only the affected are left to live with the remnants. 

Our story of the dark side ais0 provides our emotions with a public voice. It undercuts the 

notions of allegation and student failure as abstract, impersonal events, challenging us to 

think about the universality of professionai accountability and diploma nurse educators' 

obligations to students and to patients. 

Both Saily and 1 live the rhythmical changes of ripples in the circles of health care, 

nursing education and the college mandate. While there is a difference in our experiences as 

students and teachers, we both carne to understand the importance of relations with 

students. But the degation process has clearly made us aware of the politics in teaching; a 

lived curriculum does not only exist between students and teachers. 

Embedded in this institutionai conflict is, perhaps, a more forceful plotline: A story 

of our place of clinical nursing in the world of professionalization. Can diploma nurse 

educators see themselves as professionais if they do not perceive themseives as holders of 
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knowledge but as rnere practitioners of the rhetoric conclusions of theory dictated by 

institutional policy and procedures from the conduit? 



CHAPTER 6 

JENNY'S STONES AT A CROSSROADS OF NURSING 

EDUCATION AND PRACTICE 

me et in^ .Tennv: Mv Other Partici~ant 

Reflecting on the reason for my invitation to Jenny's participation in this research, 1 

recall she played a different teaching role from Sally on the Lakeview landscape. While 

Sally's assignment prirnarily revolved around clinical teaching, Jemy spent most of her 

time with students in the classroom and in the learning resource centre for clinical 

simulation. Jemy7s students began their induction into clinical reality for only a few days at 

the end of the semester. In contrast to her role as a teacher of the first year students, she 

also had worked with students in their final year of the prograrn. 

The procedural negotiations with both S d y  and Jemy were similar in terms of 

information about the purpose, process of the inquiry, and consent documents. At the time, 

I hoped to explore how her stones of teaching were different or sirnilar to those of Sally 

and me. Now, 1 examine the sipificance of  MY'S stories in relation to our Lived 

plotlines. 

My continuous negotiation of relation with Sally is different in that we have 

weathered through an emotional time together. Jenny and 1 however, engaged at a personal 

level early on as we entered into each other's narratives. Jemy wove her personal stones in 

and out of her professional practice. 1 made this observation as we began our research 

meetings. 

In one of our meetings, outside of college, at a coffee shop, Jenny talked about her 

family, her husband, her fratemal twin daughters, and her son. Her child-rearing practice, 

through a team approach with her husband where they consulted each other on thek 

decisions, made her aware of the importance of communication. 1 then shared with her my 

periodic frustration in communicating with my husband. She Linked the concept of 
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communication to a student situation whereby the student shared with Jemy her marital 

concern, 

It was a time when Jenny CO-ordinated pre-graduate student placements. 

She worked with students and their preceptors. Each student worked closely with a 

staff nurse (preceptor) during hedhis clinical expenence. At one of her visits to a 

student's placement, the student expressed her insomnia and frustration because her 

husband never called her when he was late in coming home. Jenny asked whether 

she had shared her concern with him. hstead of getting fmstrated and screaming at 

him, Jenny suggested to the student the possibility of writing him a letter about how 

she felt, 

Whenever pre-graduate students had problerns with the preceptors in the 

hospitd, Jenny would have to intervene. Her strategies were based on openness 

and respect. She always asked the students to reflect on what happened in their 

relationship and to explore the situation from the other's perspective. This strategy 

was quite successful with one particular student. Jenny said that she was surprised 

but extremely pleased to learn that the student and the preceptor became very good 

friends. 
(Field notes, October 15, 1997) 

Jenny's role as a teacher for the pre-graduate students placed her in closer working 

relations with both the hospital nursing staff and the students. There were also counseUing 

and mediating aspects embedded in her teaching and CO-ordinating this group. 

Jenny brought her role as a counsellor from a higher semester to her curent 

teaching of the first year students. Jenny's relations with students are grounded in her 

Iearning about their lives outside the college. Her engagement with students at a personal 

level - her listening to their concems beyond the college setting - is found in her use of 
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journal writing. She considers students' joumals, which were subrnitted in the second 

week of the semester, an opportunity for her to know the students. The wrïting consisted 

of students' reflections, anything kom their anxieties to specific concerns. For example, a 

common concern faced by students is problems of babysitting, related to inadequate 

financiai resources or the operating hours of childcare agencies. One student expressed the 

need to channel his negative energy related to his dysfunctional family into volunteer work. 

When face to face interactions were warranted, based on the concerns expressed in some 

students' joumd entries, Jemy would make an effort to talk to the students and would 

guide them to work through the problem. 

Her knowing of her students at an individual tevel was evident in her classroorn 

activities. She began her classroorn discussion with sorne of her personal stories. 

Jenny read a humorous story about the impact of physiological changes on 

older adults. She then spoke about how one's perception of things and people is in 

the eye of the behofder. She mentioned a friend who suffered from Parkinson's 

Disease and how his wife had diff~culties coping. Now he is in a day program at a 

senior centre for three days a week and his wife is able to have some relief from his 

need of constant care. He gradually developed a sense of adequacy. Jenny also 

shared her canng of her mother when she was aMicted by problems related to "old" 

age. She said that there are more adults today trying to maintain normalcy of life as 

they experience the aging process. 

She told the students that each of them may already have had encounters 

with older adults. She then asked students to move into small groups and share 

their knowiedge and understanding on the physiolopical changes and developmental 

tasks of seniors. She emphûsized that students should try to integrate other theories 

such as those from psychology into their discussion. She discouraged students 

from using books or notes from theory class in their sharing. She wanted students 



to share their personal experiences and their understanding of what they had leamed 

in theory. She told me that her intention was for students not to just copy 

information from the text. 

As students started to move around and forrn groups arnong themselves, 1 

saw Jenny noticing three students at the back of the classroom doing sornething 

else. She approached them and directed them to discuss their experiences with older 

adults among themselves. Jenny said to me that those three students seldom 

associated with each other. The female student in particular has been very quiet 

lately. She said she noticed a change in that student and invited her to dialogue, the 

conversation was very superficial. Jenny speculated that it might have something to 

do with that student's friendship with an older student. She said they were very 

close. That student tended to be very dependent on the older student in every aspect 

of her learning. Recently, the older student recognized the need for her to encourage 

her Eend  to be more independent in her own learning. The older student shared her 

plan with Jenny. Jenny thought that something must be happening. 

(Field notes, November 19, 1997) 

Jenny is constantly making astute observations of students' behaviours to discern 

their possible needs. Her teaching and her relations with students are based on ber 

understanding of students through their journal entries, her meetings with them, and her 

continuous observations. The sharing of her personal story of her care of her mother and 

her experience of an older adult and his farnily encourages students to value their own 

experience. While she encouraged students to start with their personal encounters, she 

suggested an integration of experience with the theory of developmentd stages. She hopes 

to make students' learning more rneaningful by asking them not to copy from the textbook. 
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Looking at her teaching about the challenges faced by older adults and their 

families, J e ~ y  contrasted the general negative perception of a,@ng with a humorous story. 

This observation rerninds me of Jenny's optimistic view toward the change process. She 

talked about change being inevitable, that one will be Iess productive in trying to resist it . 

S he selected the stones of her friend and her own experience, which have good endings, to 

austrate the positive side of aging. She mentioned about how people's perceptions are 

coloured by their jud,gnents. Their particular views are developed from experience, and 

these set the tone for students' self-awareness in their relations with patients. 

Jemy's personal understanding of her students also underpins her philosophy of 

peer teaching and learning. In recognizing students' various Life experiences, she attempts 

to encourage students to help each other in leaniing. 

Jenny said that there are other students who have some background in 

health care who rnight find the pace of semester one being slow, In that case, she 

would encourage these students to help others and try to understand the differences 

in their experience. Jenny said that it has been her practice to encourage students to 

develop various links with other peers to enhance their leaniing process. Students 

could study and practise their skills together. 

(Field notes, October 15, 1997) 

Jenny advocates the use of student expenential learning as peer resources- Her 

belief in peer teaching and Iearning through a suppoa group is reinforced by students' 

feedback. She experienced the benefits in having students translate their work experience 

into peer teaching. There was one time when she realized one of her student was feeling 

alienated. She suggested to another student, who was very open and helpfid to others, to 

befriend her. It was merely a suggestion. The result was a very poignant letter fkom the 

student to Jenny which showed much appreciation of Jenny's intent and effort. 
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Jemy's endeavour to promote peer teaching and l e h g  may also be driven by an 

inherent understanding that nursing involves patient teaching. Teaching is embedded in 

nursing activities through the iistening of patient concerns. Her reminder to students about 

their diverse experience points to her value of opemess. This practice sets the stage for 

students to recognize their patients' unique experiences. 

Jemy has dso  used her knowledge about particular students' sharing of their 

experience in monitoring her smail group activities in class. There is also a move from an 

individual to a group emphasis, The following story is an illustration, 

It looked like a science laboratory with many long tables and a few sinks at 

the back of the room. Jemy was standing in front of the blackboard. She explained 

to the shidents the leaming activities and asked them to form small groups. 

Students were to teach each other about the different cornrnunity settulgs in 

which they observed the various developmental activities designed for different 

groups, ranging from toddlers to adolescents. Each group of students consisted of 

those who observed a specific developmental group but in various settings. Jenny 

distributed markers and large sheets of paper to students. Every student would have 

a chance to share their learning through writing it on paper during their discussions 

in the group and through rnoving around to read each other's work from group to 

group. She would let students know when it was time for a role switch between 

presenters and audience. 

Jenny stood beside one particular group and listened to the discussion. 1 

realized later the reason for Jenny to stay with that particular group. Jemy told me 

that she noticed the group was very passive. There was not much interaction among 

the students. Many of them were just writing on the large sheet of paper. She also 

noted that some of the students in that group tended to be quiet in class. Hence she 

approached the g o u p  and asked the students what they had shared. A few students 



focused on the content; others kept their silence. Jenny asked the reticent students 

about their contributions to the sharing. They then spoke about their experience in 

relation to what they wrote on the sheet. 

Jenny wdked toward the back of the room where there was another group 

of students. Later she told me that one student in that group was having difficulty 

with her toddler at home, as expressed in her journal. She wanted to listen to her 

sharing with others about her visit to a setting with toddlers. 

After different groups taped their sheets of paper on the wdl, students 

moved from group to group to l e m  about others' expenences. Jemy again 

approached a specific group. She posed a question to the presenters about toy 

sharing in a setting with preschoolers. She mentioned to me that she asked the 

question because she heard the audience say to the presenters that they had no 

questions. So Jenny hoped to stimulate student thinking and faciiitate dialogue by 

posing a question. 

Her general intent was to have students learn not only the content presented 

but also to ask questions. She was also interested in leaming how students 

facilitated group involvement. She emphasized the process of teaching and learning 

arnong students as they moved around. 

S tudents were able to complete the activities within the designated tirne. 

Jenny asked for their feedback, since for many of them it might be their first 

exposure in that kind of learning activity. The class responded that they enjoyed the 

activities, but more time was not avaiIable for Jenny to solicit specifics from 

students as she had planned. Students slowly dispersed, but many were talking to 

her about certain issues. Jenny directed one student to seek peer tutoring from the 

student centre, and she clarified course objective for another student. 



As 1 walked Jemy back to her office, she said there was a student from her 

other class who had diffrculty integrating herself into group activities. She noted the 

student did not make any conscious effort to try but insisted on her own ways. She 

said that the student did not appreciate group l e h g  and found it as a waste of 

tune. Jenny talked to her regarding her concems, but she indicated that it was 

important for that student to develop a sense of cornmunity which is fundamental to 

nursing . 

Jenny was also pleasantly surprised when she heard one student Say to 

mother in her other class, "You have not had your chance to speak, so what do you 

think?' 

(Field notes, October 22, 1997) 

Jenny's intent to Iearn about her students as individuals also shaped her preference 

for a group process for teaching and leaming. She recognizes that some students hesitate to 

speak in a large group, and a small group may be more conducive to their sharing. For 

Jenny, it is important to make students aware of the contributions from each member and to 

enable their reticent peers to share. 

Jenny engaged herself in multiple tasks as she moved from group to group. She 

was monitoring the time for a role switch, the group dynamics, the content discussion, and 

the process of learning. She aiso brought her observations of some students and her 

learning about them through their journal reflections into her monitoring of the group 

activities- She not only advocated peer learning and teaching in the classroom but d s o  out 

of the classroom. She tried to revise her teaching based on students' feedback and from her 

own experience. 

Her attempts to meet the needs of students were evident as they approached her for 

various concerns and questions after class. Jenny has tried to balance her need to listen to 
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the student and socialize the student to think of the colIegiaI aspect of nursing. This latter 

attitude development bespeaks part of Jenny's nursing philosophy. 

,Tennv7s Learn in~  From Students 

As 1 continued to explore Jemy's teaching in nursing, 1 saw many plaques with 

teaching philosophies and words of encouragement for students in her off~ce. 1 recall 

asking Jenny what was the meaning of the phrase One Step at a Tirne. She said she bought 

that plaque when she was teaching the pre-graduate students; they had felt inadequate to be 

on their own in the clinical setting. 

Jenny learns about her teaching from her students. She realizes the cyclic nature of 

anxiety experienced by students as they enter the program and as they exit the program. 

Sorne students' emotions were shrouded in uncertainties. Knowing the emotionai aspects 

for many students as they begin their fust chical Iearning, Jenny tried to give them a 

detailed orientation a week before the clinicai experience as I observed her in one of her 

classes, 

It was a class on orientation to prepare students for their first clinicai 

activities. Jemy began by asking students how they felt. Sorne students expressed 

anxiety, others comrnented that their anxiety was not high since knowing that Jemy 

would be there with them. Jenny cornmented on the use of the assessrnent tools. 

She talked about the fire procedure, based on her own experience. She spoke about 

a time she was an agency nurse sent to work on a unit in the hospital when a fire 

broke out because of careless cigarette smoking. She told the class about the 

evacuation of patients and the importance of accurate documentation. She urged the 

students to farniliarize themselves with the fxe procedure in the hospital, and to 

locate fire exits and extinguishers on the unit. 



She then proceeded to present students with an overview of the clinicai day. 

There would be a general tour, foilowed by a specific discussion of the unit. 

Students would be assigned to patients on the following day. She said the patients 

would be found outside their rooms, in the lounge or in the haliway. Some of them 

rnight be as anxious as the students to receive an u n f d a r  face. Others might 

weIcome the opportunity to have a student nurse work with them. 

Jenny talked about the importance of a tmsting reIationship and how to 

establish this quality of relation. It is important for students to build a basic comfort 

level between students and patients in order for the quality of trust to emerge. She 

reminded students about their interviewing skilis. She pointed to the importance of 

self introduction, eye contact, physical space provision, and the awareness of 

patient's verbal and nonverbal cues. She illustrated with an example in attending to 

non-verbal cues. She emphasized the qualities of trust, respect, and diaety in a 

nurse-patient relationship. 

Jenny asked students to break into small groups to discuss data collection 

based on a case study, which she constructed last night, from a composite of 

patients in the clinical setting. Before students forrned into srnaIl groups, Jenny 

asked what kinds of resources the students could use in the hospital to attain a 

patient profile. Students participated actively in responding. Jenny talked about the 

process of data collection. She also addressed the issue of confidentiality. She told 

the students that only patients' initials should be used in their assignment and work 

sheets. Students should not be discussuig their patients in any public places. 

She told the students that the hospital was primarily a long-tedchronic care 

and extended rehabilitative institution. S he would select patients with needs of 

wholly compensatory and partly compensatory care. She addressed family support 

and gave exarnples, and she also alerted the students that some patients might not 



have any family support. She said to the class that a list wodd be posted for them 

to find out their partners. 

Students asked the location of the hospital. Jenny gave them the address as 

well as the narne of the unit administrators and the location of the unit. She said that 

aü this information wouId be posted on the list- She told students to take uniforms 

with them. Lockers with Iocks would be provided. She aiso mentioned about the 

protocol for calling in sick to the unit. 

Jenny suggested that students role play for the exercise of data collection 

based on her case study, Some students could be nurses, others could be patients 

and still others codd be recorders to monitor the nurse-patient interactions. She 

reminded students to reflect on the use of open-ended and close-ended questions. 

She told students to integrate their previous learning from nxsing, humanities, 

anatomy, etc. into the process. 

As the small groups were formed, she moved around the room, making 

suggestions and offering assistance to any group that experienced difficulties. She 

suggested to one group that they rnight want to leave some spaces for each categoq 

of data so they could add more information as discussion continued. 

At 1 100 hours, Jenny set up the video machine for a tape on hospitai fire 

procedure. Five minutes later she reminded the group that time was ninning out. 

One group of students said that they were almost finished with the exercise. But at 

1 110 hours, Jenny raised her hand to seek attention from the class. She said that 

she had just made a decision to postpone the viewing of the f re  procedure. She 

realized the importance for the groups to continue and complete the data collection 

exercise prior to their clinical experïence. She also made her decision based on her 

observation that students were very active in their group discussions. Most groups 

opted to continue without a break. A few groups of students, who had completed 



the exercise, taked arnong themselves noting that they found the activities helpful. 

Each group of students taped their working sheets on the board and class 

discussion ensued. 

After the cIass was dismissed, Jenny commented to me the importance of 

pnor clinical preparation for students in coping with their anxieties. She also 

mentioned that she had forty-two students in total for the psychomotor skills 

teaching in the learning resource centre. Most students need more practice in the 

laboratory, for instance, with the measurement of blood pressure reading. But with 

the increased number of students, she began to realize the difficulty in providing 

adequate time for individualized teaching. 

(Field notes, October 30, 1997) 

Some students' more relaxed manner seems to be shaped by Jenny's nurturing 

demeanour. She descnbed her teacher-student relation with the metaphor "mother hen." 

However, she sees her nurturing role encompasses not only compassion, but also guidance 

as a structure for beginning students. 

Her predilection for personal connection with students is again reflected in the 

sharing her anecdotal experience with students. It rnight also have made a mundane fire 

procedure more meaningful for students. In presenting students with a generd idea of what 

to expect, Jenny also assures that her values of nursing are imparted, for instance, the 

importance of a trusting relationship. Jenny has not, however, overlooked students' needs 

of their own levels of comfort when establishing trust with patients. 

She focused initially on the general niles of interviewing skills but proceeded to the 

particular patient's needs. She also cautioned students not to assume that ail patients have 

family supports. 
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Before students worked on the case study, she reviewed the process of assessment. 

She has ais0 provided them with rules to follow for communication skills. She urges 

students to integrate their previous learning into the exercise. 

Jenny employed a theoreticai language to describe the type of patients far whom 

students would be caring. She also used an assessrnent guide with students to collect 

pertinent data for each category based on a new case study through her revision of her old 

teaching materials. The approach she adopted for this orientation session reveals a blend of 

personai experience and professional theories. 1 recall Jenny taiked about her own nursing 

education, which did not address any aspect of personal involvement between a patient and 

a nurse; there were only steps to follow for a nursing procedure. In her orientation session, 

she seerns to balance a mechanical and a rneaningfid nursing care. It is a detaiied 

preparation for students' clinicai experience. Jenny has tried to provide them with some 

certainties, by providing details, in order to alleviate their anxieties. Her interest in peer 

learning and teaching, and her intent for a reduction in student anxiety, may have prompted 

her in assigning students to work in pairs. 

Jenny's spontaneity is expressed through her change of plan in accordance with 

students' needs. She noted the students' enthusiasm and recognized the importance for 

them to complete the assessment exercise. She deferred the viewing of the tape on fire 

procedure for next class. This change might have impacted her planned schedule of 

content, but she seems to set her pnority around students' leaming needs. Many students 

thought the exercise was helpful in preparing them for the actual assessment. 

Jenny's initial concern with the number of students in the laboratory, which 

undermines her belief in individuaiized teaching, lays the foundation for her subsequent 

dilemma with the college initiatives related to student accountability through retention and 

satisfaction. She is no longer able to embrace her belief in working with students as whole 

pesons, although she knows that farniliarity with their lives outside of the college may 

enhance her understanding of the students as individuals. She began to experience tension 
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in her management of students' revelation of personai data to ber. The tension lies in the 

concepts of attachment and detachment. She wants to know her individual students but, 

gîven the changes in number, she did not kuow how or where to set the boundary. She 

finally recognizes her limitation and directs students to other resources. She said," We need 

to baiance the aspect of caring for others to avoid being burnt-out." 

A Reflection of .Tennv's Past 

Jenny's personalized approach to her teaching in nursing bepan as a childhood 

drearn. She said, "1 always wanted to be a teacher since 1 was young." She is also the 

"nurhuing one who looked after everybody in the house." This may link to how she 

descnbes herself: "1 felt Like a 'mother hen' trying to nurture my students." 

Jenny said that she was very passive and lived the script as a "good girl" during her 

nursing education. She did not question the nursing practice, but was fmstrated with the 

teaching of an irnpersonalized approach with patients. Because of her passion for teaching, 

she chose the Stream of teaching in her last year of nursing. Shortly after she gaduated, 

she worked as a head nurse for a short time and eventuaily started teaching. Similar to Sally 

and me, Jenny went to Lakeview College with teaching experiences fiom other coiIeges. 

In her many years of teaching, Jenny's personai and professional boundaries are 

blumed. She did not only bring personal stories to share with students but also carried 

home the professional demands she faced at work as noted below. 

It is one day away from Halloween. 1 arrived at Jenny's office, but she was 

not there. Shortly after, she walked in, appearing to be out of breath. She greeted 

me and told me that one of the sessionai teachers had required her assistance. 1 said 

to her that she sounded very tired in the message on my answering machine. She 

responded that the idea to mark 60 evaluations and assignments in two weeks was 

horrendous. 



Jemy said the experience of her past week was unthinkable. Everyday 

when she reached home, she had a tremendous worry for the inordinate amount of 

school work to be completed. Even when she slept, her mind was racing. She said 

that she got up at two o'clock yesterday momïng and was able to findly finish her 

marking and student evaluations. Afier it was done, she felt a tremendous relief. 

She told me that yesterday was a long day. There was no break from 0800 hours to 

1700 hours, with promotion meetings about student's failing stahis and evaluation 

sessions with students. (But 2 year ago in our conversation, she reco,pized the 

need for a proper break and the importance of attending to her mental health.) She 

comrnented in a joking manner that sometimes she has been wondering about 

changing her career. 

Jenny said she loves to decorate for Halloween, but this year all she could 

do is to purchase candies. She could not decorate the exterior of the house because 

of her demanding workioad. She said that she did not even have a pumpkin. 

(Field notes, October 30, 1998) 

From this set of field notes, there seems to be a break in Jenny's personai tradition 

because of a shift in her professionai landscape. Her personal matter, such as decorating 

for Halloween, has taken a lesser prionty. However, she was able to tenuously hold on to 

her tradition by buying candies for the children- There is dso tension in her worrying about 

not being able to live out her responsibilities as a teacher in marking papers and writing 

student evaluations. Her previous promise of a break and need to preserve her mental 

health is overshadowed by her need to fulfill her teacher's role. Her professional 

commitments to her students are evident in her perception of time. 

There are moral and emotional qualities to Jenny's sense of self and her identity as a 

"good" teacher while she lives the increased professional demands and decreased time. Her 
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comment about career change, aibeit in a joking manner, as she expenenced a disruption in 

the rhythm of her time management led her to question herself as an effective teacher. The 

rhythm of time to which she has been accustomed as part of her teaching cycle within a 

semester system has changed. I recall at the beginning of our research relationship, she 

suggested that she would give me her sequencing sheet so 1 would better understand her 

work schedule. There is undoubtedy a iink between her identity and the time element. 

J e ~ y ' s  sense of professional cornmitment is indirectly noted when sfie commented 

on the dedication of a Iaboratory facilitator- She said that his professional commitment and 

his joy in teaching were observable through Ls extended time involvement with students' 

ac tivities. 

What Has Shifted on Jennv's Professional Landscape? 

In the preceding chapter, I described changes that occurred at Lakeview CoLlege that 

have impacted on Sally's and my professionai Iives. 1 now turn to Jenny's perception of 

the changes on her professional landscape at Lakeview CoiIege, which may enhance the 

understanding of her storks to live by. 

There is an alanning increase in student enrolrnent for September 1998, 

from a projected number of 60 to 120 accepted applications. Jenny said that 90 

students, from the accepted applicants, had paid their tuition fees. 

Jenny remarked that the introduction of Iaboratory facilitators into the 

l e d n g  resource centre and the hospital setting was perceived as the 

administration's approach to accommodate the increased number of students. She 

thinks the administrators hoped to gain support from nursing faculty members in 

r e m  for support they provided to teachers in meeting student demands. Jenny said 

that she tried to view changes from a positive lens in order to channel her energy 

constmctively. She noted that change is the only constant in life. Jenny was asked 



by the administrators to CO-ordinate this initiative and to pilot the use of laboratory 

facilitators in her semester. She was pleased to be involved in the pl-g process 

but felt that she was chosen perhaps because no other facuky member volunteered. 

She said that ideas of revising the curriculum for her semester were mulling 

in her head, and at times those ideas would awaken her at night. She now has a pen 

and a writing pad beside the bed for her to capture the thoughts. Jenny said that she 

welcomed inputs from faculty members because she felt as if she was working in 

isolation. She would stiare her thoughts with and solkit feedback fiom the co- 

ordinator of her semester. 

(Field notes, June 15, 1998) 

Jenny's positive and enthusiastic attitude towards changes is expressed through her 

voluntary participation in a new initiative. Her understanding is that if an increase in student 

enrolment is inevitable for fùnding purpose, the administraton' proposai for the 

introduction of laboratory facilitators should be explored. However, her feeling of isolation 

seems to reved not oniy her working on the project alone but also the lack of faculty 

members' support for her enthusiasm. She also recognizes the talents in many of her 

colleagues as she said that she was chosen perhaps because the others did not want to be 

involved, 

Her professional cornmitment through living a blurred ternporary boundary between 

her personal and professional life is again evident as ideas of curriculum planning 

awakened her from her sleep. 

A Sense of Control Throu~h Participation 

For further understanding of Jenny's voluntary participation, 1 tum to how Jenny 

has constantly revised her curricular materials to meet the changes through student feedback 
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and her own observations, and how she experienced difficulties in making changes in the 

sea of uncertainty. 

Jemy ' s active participation in curricuiurn planning may link to her practice of 

frequent revisions of course contents. She listens to students and values their inputs. In her 

planning process, 1 realized that Jemy had carefully integrated her previous students' 

feedback and her own experience. She noticed that the length of t h e  of the ciinical 

expenence for the frrst year student is not sufficient in their case for patienis based on their 

assessrnent plan. Her observation was that students usually were disorganized on the frst 

moniing and became a little more comfortable the next day. Jenny thinks that an increase of 

the clinical time by another two days in her revised mode1 will allow students to build their 

understanding through increased exposure. 

Jenny welcomes students' inputs and has learned from them how best to manage in 

some situations. She gave the example of students' feedback on how they could not leave 

her class on time. She took their suggestions for handouts. Jenny recognizes that it is not 

fair to the students to extend the class tirne because it robbed them of time for a proper 

break or caused them to be late for other classes. 

She maintains her relations with students through a CO-operative effort in her 

teaching and learning, while rnodifying her approach in accordance to her experience with 

students. Her view of making frequent changes to meet the demands of change gives me an 

image of the constant flowing of the water in the pond. To the naked eye, the water may 

look the same from moment to moment, but Jenny knows that it is always in flux. She 

does not know whether she is swirnming against or with the flow of currents, and she dso  

does not know when or how the currents are going to change in direction. She lives the 

uncertainty of the college's colIaboration with a university program and a general arnbiguity 

of where Our nursing program is headed. She said that she would like to partake in the 

revamping of the program but she does not know where nursing is rnoving. At present, she 

just does whatever she cm. The tension in not knowing her direction rnay be an impetus 
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for her involvement in the planning process, the coffege recruïtment initiative, and the 

development of marketing strategies- Her participation perhaps has provided her with a 

sense of control and certainty. 

The Bip Storm 

Thinking initidly that she is swirnming in the pond, J e ~ y  suddenly realizes that the 

undercurrents in the pond have taken her downstrearn into a sea of the unknown. 

Jemy had her bifocals perched on her nose. Underneath those spectacles, 1 

could see the dark c i d e s  around her eyes. She greeted me with a sigh and said that 

she could not believe 40 percent of her students needed remedial EngLish. 

There were a couple of presentations by students on multicultwal issues 

which were disjoined and incornprehensible. She said she wondered what she 

could do. 

Jenny was also fnistrated with students' difficulties in comprehending her 

first week's instruction on how to plan their preparation for the next class. She said 

that students are now already into their fourth week of the semester, but many 

continued to inquire about the instructions she gave in the first week. She saïd that 

oftentimes this repeated explanation intermpted the time allotted for discussion. 

While some students require assistance in English, others ask Jenny 

questions as soon as she had given explanations to the class. She said it was also 

frustrating for other students. Hence in order to repeat her explanation, she invited 

those students to see her after class. 

She told me about a Chinese man from Beijing who is now in her class. She 

said he was a dentist in China. He worked as a dental laboratory technician since he 

came here. He entered the nursing program but hopes that someday he WU have a 

sufficient command of English to practice dentistry again. Jemy could not 



understand the logic of his behaviour, The puzzle Ioomed for Jenny and me as we 

wondered about his perception of nursing as a profession and as a way to develop 

his Ianguage skilIs. Jenny said student problems in Ianguage are across the different 

age groups. 

1 asked Jemy whether there were many new immigrants in her class. She 

responded, "Not necessarily!" But both Linda (the CO-ordinator of sernester one) 

and Jemy were led to believe that the increased student enrolrnent was not a 

concem, They were told that ail the students had their high school diplornas or 

equivalents, and they were "the cream of the crop." 

Jenny said that it was difficult enough for teachers in semester one to work 

with sessional and part-the teachers to meet the demand of an increase in student 

numbers. Those teachers were not familiar with the program. 

Along with the CO-ordinator of her semester, Jenny documented the 

concerns and difficulties experienced by students for the administrators- The 

extended remedial program, which was scheduled for next September, would be 

irnplemented in early January in response to the maapitude and the urgency of 

teachers' concerns. There were remedial courses in English, Science, and 

Mathematics. Students were to take the extended program for a full semester. 

Despite the laboratory facilitators' role to work with students on their 

psychomotor s W s ,  Jenny and many other faculty members stiIl are unable to give 

individual siudent attention vis-à-vis increased student numbers. J e ~ y ' s  previously 

embraced individualized teaching and the need to know her students is no longer 

feasible within a context of an increased number and a decreased calibre of students 

in her class. She describes it as an insurmountab~e task. 

Jenny also noticed the Lack of thinking in many of her current students. She 

gave an example that students were taught to apply the principle of body mechanics 



whereby a patient's bed should be eIevated to the height of a student's waist when 

working with patients in bed. The purpose is to alleviate pressure exerted on the 

student's back. But some students would employ the same principle when 

tramferring a patient from a chair to the bed. 

(Field notes, October 1, 1998) 

As Jenny works with an increased number of students, she redizes it is not just a 

sheer increase in student size, but problems such as lanpuage, students' various reasons to 

enter into a diploma nursing program, and their thinking process. She has expressed a shift 

in her individualized student approach, a different story to Iive by. 

She dso expressed her fmstration with the administrators' reassurance of the 

calibre of students and the approach in the use of many temporary staffs to meet student 

demands. 

Together with the CO-ordinator, she has brought her concerns about the students to 

the administrators who activated the eariy irnplementation of the remedial program. While 

the use of the Iaboratory facilitator does not provide a solution to an increased enrolment, 

the value of the remedial program remains unknown. 

Jemy was also concemed about the attention she paid to sorne students which 

might interfixe with her responsibiiity to teach other students. Perhaps her image of being a 

"good" teacher is jeopardized. Her concern for students' stories about her is iiIustrated by 

the following set of field notes. 

"1 am really disappointed with a group of students who presented in class 

today! 1 do not know the reason for their poor performance, ihere was not much 

effort being put into their work. They had given an excellent presentation 

previously. 1 was greatly surprised by the quaiity of their work. 1 wondered 



whether they did not invest any time and effort in the project because they 

wimessed the poor performance from their peers in their presentations. 1 really hope 

that 1 have not inadvertently conveyed a 'lower standard' to the class. 1 told them 

that they have to redo the project. 1 was hoping that this group of students would 

motivate and help other students." 

(Field notes, March 18, 1999) 

As Jenny imagines her story to Live by, her identity of a teacher self, I can hear the 

tension in her voice as she tries to balance her philosophy of teaching and the different 

profdes of students she encountered, The importance of a high standard is clearly 

expressed as she was concerned that a wrong message might have been sent to the class, 

perhaps due to her lenient approach to some groups as she was sympathetic to their 

language difficulties. She continues to embrace peer teaching and learning as she tries to 

create a sense of community in her class. 1 recail Jenny talked about her willingness to 

work with motivated students but ber patience was low with students whose attitudes are of 

concern. 

Jenny was supposed to start a class at 0800 hours and fifteen minutes later 

there were only six students out of the thirty in attendance. When a few more 

students waiked into that class, they were talking in the midde of the classroom 

while Jenny was trying to speak. She said that ofientimes she had to make the 

students aware of the value of respect, and she had to tell them to leave the 

classroom if they so wish. She said that cornplaints sometimes came frorn students 

who found their peers to be disruptive in class. 

(Field notes, March 18, 1999) 
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J ~ M Y  taught at Lakeview College for more than fifteen years. She recognizes 

changes in a much more diverse student population and a different level of student. The 

time element is an issue for her since she believes the concept of time in itseif is tied to the 

notion of respect. It rnay be an issue of different cultural practices, but Jenny's concern lies 

in a combination of her moral dimension of t h e  in nursing and some students' 

disrespecthl attitude. She preaches to students the importance of punctuality. Her moral 

value of tune in nursing is illustrated by the following set of field notes. 

Jenny was dealing with the issue of absenteeism and the Iack of 

accountability of students. She said that there was one student who called at 08 15 

hours &ter the nursing shift started at 0730 hours. She did not understand the 

behaviour of the student since she had made very clear at the outset of the clinicai 

orientation regarding all the expectations, including the procedure to call if students 

were ill, 

The student explained that she wanted to attend the clinical so she waited to 

see how she felt after 0730 hours, but she did not feel any better. Jenny said there 

was another student who called the unit late as weL This student indicated that she 

would not be in for the clinical experience. When Jenny talked to her about her late 

call, the student responded that if she had not been there for the patient, other 

nurses would have attended to her. 

Jenny explained to her the implications when she called Iate about her 

absenteeisrn. Jenny said that when she cdied late, the attending nurse would not 

know whether she should start the client's moming care or not. The client was 

incontinent and soiled her pants. Jenny said to the student that it wodd be difficult 

for her to make the assessrnent of the client after the nurse had attended to the 

client's needs, 



Jenny said that she wanted the student to know that by not communicating 

promptly about her absenteeism, it could also hamper the relationship between the 

nurse, the nursing student, and the client. Jenny found some of the students were 

lacking in interpersonal skills. Many of them were very task oriented and did not 

think of the client's needs. 

(Field notes, A p d  9, 1999) 

Jemy has expressed the importance of time in nursing activities. Her comment 

about the patient's morning care carried out b y the s tafY reflects the nursing routine found 

on the unit. Those may be rules and rituals to follow. Paradoxicaiiy, she associates 

students' lack of concem in reporting their absenteeism to their understanding of nursing as 

a series of activities. It seems that Jenny lives out a set of routine hospital activities as weil 

as hoping that students will experience nursing care beyond tasks. She has clearly 

associated the eIement of time not soIely to nwsing tasks, but to relationships and patient 

assessment. Jenny's flexibility in meeting student needs in class seems to be overshadowed 

by the needs of patients and nursing staff at the clhical sites. 

The Pervasiveness of Sessional and Part-tirne Nursine Teachers 

An increase in student enrolment, not only brought the laboratory facilitator to the 

scene, but also a cluster of sessional and part-tirne teachers. This widely used temporary 

personnel continues to pose a moral concern for Jenny in relation to the time dimension. 

Jenny said that she felt really hectic this term because of the need to work 

with part-time teachers. She needed to orient them to her particular semester. 

Additiondly, she was helping some of their students with concerns since the 

sessional and part-time teachers only work within their designated hours. Given 



that the students were having language and academic problerns, Jenny was involved 

more intensely with them for remediation. 

She said that the administrator mentioned in the last faculty meeting that two 

full-time positions would have to be eliminated because of budgetary reasons. The 

administrator hoped to put together incentive packages for those faculty members 

who contemplated early retirement. Jenny mentioned that the administrator 

addressed the need to "inject new blood" through part-time and sessional 

appointments. He also indicated the reIative lower fuiancial expenditure with the 

hiring of sessional and part-time teachers in cornparison to the cost of the benefit 

package for full-time staff. 

Field notes, February 18, 1998) 

Jenny's teaching responsibilities have expanded to orient new part-tirne and 

sessional teachers, as well as to manage sorne of the concerns from their students. She is 

not only challenged by a more intense effort to remediate students because of their 

dificulties but also by the time required to work with students of sessional and part-time 

teachers. Jemy's tirne, spent with the new staff and some of their students, has 

undoubtedly taken some of her tirne cornmitment away fi-orn her own students. 

Many of the part-time and sessionai teachers are new graduates working in the 

hospitals. The phrase "inject new blood" seems to aiign with a lower salary scale for less 

seasoned teachers as compare to others at Lakeview College. The continuous saga of the 

need to remove two more full-time faculty members but to hire more and sessional and 

part-tirne teachers bespeaks the administrators' position in their financial management. 

Additionally, the adrninistrator's use of the phrase "inject new blood" is perhaps a hint to 

his view of professional knowledge development and enthusiasm for the young as compare 



to the old. Jenny's teaching rhythm however, seems to be dictated by the arriva1 and 

departure of the sessional and part-the teachers. 

The Tem~ora i  Boundaries of .Tennv9s Professional Identitv 

Jenny is bombarded by the element of tirne as a moral issue at Lakeview CoUege. 

There is decreased time with students for individualized teaching, given increased student 

enrolment - decreased time with students because of the needed attention of the new 

temporary staff and decreased tirne in the classroom as repetition was needed for some 

students. These rendered her with less time to prornote others' leaming. She wondered 

about her mord responsibility to other students when they probably wouid benefit more 

from her assistance than those students whom she might have spent innumerable futile 

hours. 

Jenny surmises the constant repetition to meet the needs of the weaker students may 

make the stronger students think Jenny has forgotten what she had said in the last class. 

She said, "They probably thought 1 was an idiot." Her concern about the extra time used to 

repeat herself in class seems to tie to her image of a teacher who does not seem to be 

organized in her thoughts. Organizational skills are undoubtedly an attribute she expected 

from her nursing students. 

Jenny also reco,Mzes that not every faculty members perceived the value in 

communicating with the laboratory facilitators on the progress of their students, partly 

because time was not allotted for this activity in spite of her request during her cumculum 

planning process. She realizes dialogue between faculty members, who provide clinical 

teaching, and the laboratory facilitators is essential to ensure that students do not perceive 

the doing of skills acontexnially. 

Student punctuality for the clarification session in the laboratory and for their 

classes is important. The block of time from which the students cm choose their 

preferences for ski11 clarification is both their right and responsibility. By not signing up in 
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accordance to the schedule, students have not lived out their responsibilities and hence 

forfeit their rights. Jenny mentioned one student' s cavalier demeanour toward the time 

schedule in the Iearning resource centre. Her remark was supported by the laboratory 

technologist who indicated that particular student expected to come for a clanfication 

session whenever she wanted without signing up and following a schedule of choices. 

They both found that student attitude in learning is pivotal to theiï understanding of nursing 

as a profession. Students need to learn they are responsible and accountable for their 

actions. 

Jenny's revision on her class contents and pedagogical approach in recoa~zing  

students' need to be punctual for other classes is important not only to ensure that students 

do not miss anything from other classes but also to maintain an order of a time schedule. 

The militaistic tradition in nursing activities, for example, dressings to be done at 1000 

hours, medications to be administered at 1200 hours, may have influenced her sense of 

time- 

While Jenny focuses on flexibility and a persondized approach, she also lives 

within the temporary boundary of structure from nursing and from a classroom schedule. 

Her view of nursing students' accountability is not only confïned within the element of tirne 

but also defmes their actions. 

Jenny said it was a homble situation. A seasoned, sessional teacher toId her 

that a student asked her (the teacher) to give her a few more marks. The student 

defended herself that those were just careless rnistakes she made on the test. The 

teacher responded by asking how one could justiQ mistakes as careless in nursing. 

The teacher also explained to the student that the mark was not based on one test but 

on an average of four tests. The teacher said that the student left the office and was 

found later in the cafeteria hyperventiiating and rocking herself like an autistic child. 

An ambulance was called, and her parents were notified. 



The teacher said that she herself was crying at one point, wondenng what 

had happened. She said that there were tirnes nurses and fkiends envied her for 

being a teacher, with long summer holidays. Jemy said that they did not know of 

the many other stories about students and administrators over which teachers lost 

sieep. 

(Field notes, December 10, 1998) 

Jenny knows that the student profile at the college is changing and diploma nurse 

educators are living a balance between their moral responsibilities to students and patients. 

As nursing teachers are made solely accountable to students' learning directed by the 

college mandate, Jenny is fnistrated in working with students who do not show any 

cornrnitment to their own learning. 

She said that in her teaching career she never encountered the unprecedented 

number of students who faiied their first year of nursing. She remarked that there 

were about sixty students who initially were in jeopardy of fading, but warnings to 

students and teachers' remedial efforts for those who were genuinely motivated to 

l e m  have resulted in a reduction of the number of failures to approximately forty. 

She said there are now about one hundred and forty-seven students in sernester one 

who passed. 

Jenny dso wondered how the administration was going to deai with the 

large number of failing students. At the sarne tirne, she believed that the college 

should maintain a standard for its graduates. She illustrated her concem with an 

example of a student who tried her computer tests on the psychomotor skills for the 

eighth tirne. She was wondering how this student was able to re-enter the computer 

test after her sixth try. In the promotion policy, students are allowed only six 



attempts. She said that some students never studied after they failed their cornputer 

test, hoping that they had been exposed to the whoIe pool of questions and that they 

would be able to remember the answers afier they receive remediation fiom the 

Iaboratory facilitators. 

Jemy said that it is a moral issue to admit students into a prograrn in which 

they probably have to struggle through or likely to be unsuccessful. In addressing 

the access route options at the last faculty meeting, she thought some faculty 

members felt the agenda was aiready set by the administration, and the discussion 

was just a formaiity since the teachers were not given the information in advance for 

perusal, to enable a more meaninb@ dialogue. The access route is designed to 

provide appiicants, who have not been successful in meeting al1 of the nursing 

program admission requirements, with an opportunity to enter the program and 

complete their remediation concurrent with the prograrn of study. 

(Field notes, October 30, 1998) 

In the preceding set of field notes. Jenny recognizes faculty's effort to provide early 

waming signs and remediation due to the coLiege7s effort of student retention for a large 

number of students who demonstrated poor academic performance. She questions the 

quality of nursing graduates from Lakeview College when unqualified students are 

recruited and retained. It is also a moral issue for her when students who Iack academic 

tools to succeed are admitted to the prograrn. Many faculty members perceived a top-down 

approach from the administration in its implementation of the access route options. There is 

not only a concern about new students with poor academic, organization, and time 

management skills but also a concern about the retuming students as noted below. 



The large incornhg class consisted of new students and the returnees. Since 

there is not a ciear system in place as to which students could not re-enter the 

program, sometimes a student could have f d e d  al l  the subjects and still be allowed 

re-entry, Jenny said, "Given the removai of the clause fi-orn the promotion policy 

on the criteria for the supplementai examinations; their eligibility to stay in the 

prograrn, the decision to pass or fail a student from the semester or fiom the 

program, was carried out in a haphazard fashion. There are no clear directions to 

guide the faculty's decision- The removal of the chuse fi-om the policy was decided 

by the senior administrator who espouses the philosophy of an open door policy 

and believes in student opportunity. The college's fervent desire for student 

retention has led to a mandate that students could not be failed until the end of the 

semester. Jemy believes that the adniinistrator wanted to provide every opportunity 

possible to the students. But she thinks that many students could have benefitted 

fiom being counselled out of the program. From her expenence, most of the 

students who failed and returned did not seem to have learned f'rom their past 

experience. The same pattern, the sarne problem with time management and lack of 

motivation, persisted. 

Jenny thinks that it is now much easier to faii a student with the support of a 

laboratory facilitator as compare to the sole decision made by a facuky member in 

the past. 

(Field notes, February 4, 1999) 

In this field note, the administrators' stones about student success, opportunity, 

and funding prospects are clearly expressed. While the administrators live out their roles 

and institutional plotlines, Jenny, albeit her often positive attitude toward change, l e m s  the 

difficulty in living the ungoverned management of student failure and re-admission. She 
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also believes that sorne students who returned to the p r o m m  would benefit from 

counselling, to leave the program but this perception may counter the institutional value of 

opportunity and the open door policy. Jemy's personalized and organized approach to 

student Iearning is also being challenged. 

Her comment about "easier to faiI a student with the support of the laboratory 

facilitatoi' also points to a dilemma since she considers that a good nursing foundation is 

pivotal for students to be successful in their subsequent sernesters. At the same time, it is 

not easy to fail students given the institutional directives. 

Tippinp the BaIance 

As the institutional plotlines continue to exert their power on Jenny's professional 

Lives, she starts to be concerned about administration's encouragement of faculty mernbers 

to retain as many students in the program as possible. This observation can be traced back 

to a decreased nursing enrolment and provincial transfer funds during the mid- 1990s, and 

hence a retention scheme which required faculty to work harder with students who were in 

jeopardy of failing. Nursing faculty was told every effort should be made to assist students 

in their leaming. 

Concurrently, Jemy indicated that there was a change of admission criteria for 

nursing students. Students were to be accepted as long as they have high school diplornas 

and mature students would write an entrance test. Jenny expressed her dilemma and asked 

questions. When do we draw the line? How would faculty relate to students who are not 

motivated to learn? Jenny said that it was like working with numbers and bodies. 

She also wondered whether the extra time she was able to spend with the students, 

who experienced many difficulties in the program, was helpful. She said many of h e m  had 

managed a marginal pass and experienced immense pressure and more difficuïties in 

subsequent semesters. Like S d y ,  she believes that students should be counselled out of 

the program so as to enable them to be more successful in other areas. Her perception that 
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to gain administration's support a faculty members' decisions to fai2 a student in a clinical 

setting would best be endorsed by the laboratory facilitator rnakes me question the 

Iegitimacy of nursing teac hers ' evaluative function. 

Jennv's Perception of Nursin~ : A Mix of Doinp and Thinking 

Notwithstanding Jenny's involvement in the curriculum planning process regarding 

the introduction of the laboratory facilitator, she was concerned about a possible split 

between theory and skiils in student learning. She  has changed the label from a nurse 

technologist (used by nursing departments in other colleges) to a laboratory facilitator. In 

explonnp the use of this personnel, Jemy leamed that in some coueges nurse technologists 

were exclusively employed to teach psychomotor skills. There were no expectations for 

students to employ problem-solving or critical-thinking skiils. Jenny was perturbed by the 

possible reinforcement of a public image of a nurse as a doer and not a thinker. In her 

attempt to foster student thinking in the leaming of the procedural knowledge, she devised 

rnany ciinical situations for the laboratory facilitators. Her emphasis did not only lie within 

the practical component but also on students' abilities to imagine the complexity of patients' 

conditions. She embraces the problem-solving approach and encourages students to think 

of possibilities. She said that there was a case, which she presented to students in the 

laboratory, of a patient who was semi-confused, who wanted to climb out of bed because 

the side rails were in place. She said it was interesting to observe that rnost students would 

just think of the options to either help the patient to get out of bed or to'restrain the patient. 

She commented that students did not have any other suggestions such as asking the "what 

and why" of the patient's behaviour. Jenny attrïbuted her observation to the lack of 

experience of the first year students in their understanding of the possible questions to ask. 

However, this scenario may also reflect students' orientation to doing tasks rather than 

thinking about possibilities. 
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There were times when she observed students moving patients in the clinicai areas 

where they did not attend to the principies discussed in the laboratory at school. When 

students were questioned, they indicated that was the way they observed nurses helping the 

patients. Students' learning from their clinical observations marks an interesting 

phenomenon for both Jenny and me. Can we consider it an apprenticeship modei? In her 

recognition of student Ieaming from their clinical observations, Jenny encourages students 

not to just blindly follow what the nurses have done but to understand their practice fiom 

the perspectives of principles. Jenny tries to build students' thùiking into their inclination to 

learn f?om dinical observations. 

The Hidden Curriculum: Technical SkilIs For Nursing 

Despite Jenny's attention to the cognitive cornponent of nwsing, to a particular 

patient's needs in student performance of nursing activities, and to listening to patient's 

experïences of the illness, the emphasis on the technical aspects of nursing functions is 

inevitable. 

Jenny said there was a student who had not been keeping up with the 

completion of the ski11 modules in the laboratory. He never made any effort to talk 

or  solicit help from her. She spoke to the student and tried to raise his awareness of 

the situation but it was a futile endeavour. He displayed an ongoing pattern of 

absenteeism. He also did not submit his journal assignment as required. Due to his 

incornplete work, he was forewarned by Jemy that he was in jeopardy of failing. 

He  did not attend the pre-clinical orientation class. Jenny was surprised when she 

saw him at the hospital. She asked the student for his reason for being there since 



he did not make any effort to complete the module. She told him that the completion 

of the skdi module is a pre-requisite for the hospital practice. 

(Field notes, November 5, 1997) 

Jenny has clearly expressed her view on the psychomotor skill module. Student 

completion of the module is a rite of passage to the hospital experience. There is a hidden 

curriculum regarding the importance of the completion of the skiil module before students 

are perrnitted to enter into their clinical experience. Students are sociaiized from the 

beginning that the mastery of skills are important for their ch ica l  learning. As students at 

this IeveI believe in the importance of psychomotor skilis for clinical experience, it may be 

reasonable for them to be interested in observing the way nurses perform their technical 

procedures at the hospital. 

As 1 think about Jenny's management of this student before the administrative 

mandate of accountability to students, she was able to tell the student that he was not 

eligibIe for the clinical experience due to his incompletion of the module. But given the 

change in practice, that a teacher could no Ionger fail a student until the end of the semester, 

it conflicts with Jenny's conviction. 

The Heavv Down~our 

The announcement of "7-1-7" semesters to be implemented in the nursing prograrn 

is no longer for faculty consultation but a mandate to follow. The concern of some faculty 

members relates to the compression of the program into a shorter semester. This scenario 

translates into less time for student-teacher meetings and more intensive content delivery. 

Jenny is aIso womed about a projected number of two hundred and f i l y  students this 

corning September, double the count of last year. She spoke about her mentd health in 

working with students who are not motivated to seek help or to leam. What happens when 



Jemy can not see herself helping the student? It wiU become a moral concem when she 

follows the mandate to keep the students till the end of the semester. 

Jemy's metaphor of a rnother hen in providing guidance and numiring to the fnst- 

year students has changed in the passage of tirne. 1 now hear her use the phrase "It's Like a 

zoo" to describe the beginning of the sernester with an increased number of students and 

the use of sessionai and part-time teachers. She talked about her class as Grand Centrai 

Station, with students corning and going as they please. There is also the lack of respect in 

the classroorn as students wallc in without any sensitivity to the cIass in progress. Jenny's 

image of self - being organized, in control, and keeping the students in order - is 

chdenged as she continues to live on the landscape of Lakeview Coilege. She realizes that 

nurse educators all tried to help students with whatever assistance they required, but there 

is need to set limits and maintain mental health. Her sense of control is replaced by doubt as 

the number of students increases. She can no longer live out her plan to have a longer 

clinical time for students, based on their needs. Her students used to have more clinical 

days because of the lower number, but now, with an increase in students, she c m  only 

rotate ten of them every four weeks. 

There was initiaily drizzling rain, tiny rain drops falling into the pond making 

rippled circles on the moving water. Later, the rain cornes down in torrents and creates 

rapids and quick undercurrents. Jemy no longer sees the water bounded within a pond, but 

it is now a free flowing, seemingly dangerous downpour which engulfs Jenny and 

continues taking her to an unknown destiny in her nursing teaching. The instability of her 

professional lives seems to oppose the relative stable personal affairs which she shares with 

a musiciadteacher and three of their children. 

The Other Half of Jennv in Ker Persona1 Life 

Jenny has been married for 3 4  years to a musician who was also a teacher. His 

enjoyment of retirement serves as a contrast to Jemy's professionai life at a crossroads. 
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Jenny said that he enjoys writing about his experience of music and teaching. He regularly 

brings his keyboard with him and starts wrîting in public places. A couple of his articles 

were used by professors in their teaching. Her husband has published an article on 

"respect." He felt that this quality as a basic tenet of human relation i s  fa t  disappearing in 

our culrüre. Her husband's observations undoubtedly have surfaced Zn Jemy's day-to-day 

dealings with some of her students. 

In knowing the way her husbmd spends his retirement years, Jenny said that at 

times she wonders about the reason for her continued and relentless struggle through al1 the 

chaos. She revealed that it would be rnuch easier just to join her husb-and's relaxing life 

style. A year later, her sentiment for retirement resurfaced. When she realizes that her 

friends are full of energy and busy with what they enjoy dohg in theiir retirement, she 

wonders why she can not be like thern. She aiso realizes that she still enjoys teactiing and is 

rewarded by those students who are motivated to leam and initiate th& own seeking of 

help. 

The Intricate Relations of .Tennv. Sallv, and Mv Narratives of Lakeview 

C o l l e ~ e  

While Jenny, Sally, and 1 often talked about Our expenence with a difficult student 

or a challenging clinical situation, Sally and 1 were never professionaEly prepared to deal 

with our accountability through a saga of student ailegation. This p- of our professional 

Iives was never considered or addressed. AI1 of us were hired to teach professional nursing 

which is defined by Our own understandings of nursing and the expectations from the 

professional nursing cornrnunities. Sally and 1 undoubtedly stoned ourselves as "gooci" 

diplorna nurse educators. So how could the allegation happen to us? 

We were ail being taught to develop a knowledge and skill base for the professional 

nursing practice and to Live with professional requirernents and the eqectations of the 
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employer's policies and procedures. But in the standards of nursing accountability from the 

regdatory body, these are ail written in a generic way. 

Our restorying of the situation as a clash between the institutional and our teaching 

rhythms help to provide us with understandings of the formation of our identities in 

landscape terms, the out-of-college and in-college places. It is a mis-alignrnent between our 

understandings of nursing and the institutiond mandates. 

Jenny who lives a plotline of the same institutionai directives has, however, a 

different and yet similar experience in how she copes. At the beginning, her teaching 

philosophy is reflected in her hope to build a sense of comrnunity where students value 

each other's contributions through srnail group teaching and leaming. Her endorsement of 

peer teaching and learning is also consistent with a small group approach. She encouraged 

peer teaching through utilizing student experiential learning as resources which she found 

to be a rewarding experience for the student-teacher and student-lemer- Additiondly, the 

student-teacher may reap the benefit in learning about teaching which is essentid for nurses 

in health teaching. On the other hand, the student-Iearner may be able to express concern 

more readily with peers. 

The unexpected satisfaction from students' caring for each other bespeaks her 

nurturing role as a teacher. Her use of the mother hen metaphor is not only about her 

compassion but aiso about her guidance for the beginning students. There are certain 

beliefs, values, and practices which Jenny instils into her students as they grow. But when 

she started to see a "strong" group of students had stopped investing their time and effort in 

their presentation, she was concerned about an erosion of quality in peer teaching and 

learning. She was not prepared to allow students to tell a different story of her, a story 

about a teacher who enciorses Iower standards of work. 

Jenny is very observant of student needs beyond an academic level. She thought 

that the more she understands the background of the students, the better she could design 

learning activities which wouid be more meaningful to them. But her struggle with the 
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increased workioad and student numbers rnakes it difficult for her to continue with her 

personalized approac h with s tudents. 

While J ~ M Y  embraces an individualized approach, a clear emphasis is also placed 

on her use of d e s  and pnnciples in her teaching. She sees the need to equip fust year 

students with those basic skills. The skills are bound by rules and principles, something 

from which the students can acquire a sense of control. The term "control" seems to be part 

of Jenny's story to live by as she moves through the changes at Lakeview College. Her 

course through changes is, however, different from that of Saily. 

While SaUy has made a few artempts in creating a new initiative, for example, a 

Iearning cornrnunity, she was more reserved in volunteenng participation in departmental 

initiatives. Jenny on the other hand, involved herself in the curriculum planning process, 

and the retention and recruitment efforts before the institutional directives of teacher 

accountability . These endeavours mirror her narrative past in her continuous course 

revisions based on students' needs and her own experïence with them. As Jenny 

conceptualizes the phenomenon of change as constant and inevitable, she tried to rnove 

dong the currents by active participation in the departmental activities. However, as 

tensions rnounted in her stories to live by, she soon reco-pized her sense of conîrol, by her 

involvement, rnight be an illusion. 

When Jenny paused as she reaüzed that she is Iosing her control, a moral dimension 

of tirne loomed large. Her professional identity is linked to the concept of tirne. The 

increase in the number of temporary sraff has aitered her tkne cornmitment and her 

assistance to her own students. Along with this dilemma, she no longer can pursue her 

individualïzed teaching for a heightened number and a different calibre of students. She is 

not able to know her students, which is an element of her teaching philosophy. She not 

only worked with language and acadernic issues but was dso  chaenged by student 

attitudes of disrespect and non-comrnitment. Jemy believes the quaiities of respect and 

cornmitment are foundational to the development of professional accountability and 
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responsibility- Her stories of students and her dilemmas also reveal her fiiîure orientation to 

nursing graduates who are expected to work within a complex health-care system. 

Her inclination to know her students in-the-college and out-of-the-college seerns to 

mirror her attempt to integrate personal meanings with professional theones and principles 

in class. But as she moves students into the clinicai settings, her control of the arnbiguities 

is illustrated through a detailed orientation session and a report of absenteeism promptly 

before nursing shift begins. 

Jenny understands the importance for nursing students to think critically and to 

adopt holism within professional nursing. Simdtaneously, she focuses on the competency 

of s u s  and the completion of the modules as an entry to clinical practice. Living within the 

constraints of the college mandates of student accountability and the different student 

profiles, Jenny experiences a lack of confidence in her meaning of nursing. Under the 

vigorous student retention scheme, she could no longer fail a shident until the end of the 

semester. This practice collides with her belief that students need an understanding of 

principles and the acquired practical skills for their hospital experîence. 

The administrative introduction of laboratory facilitators also raises doubt for Jenny 

as she advocated having a one hour time ailotment for a dialogue between faculty rnembers 

at the clinical site and the laboratory facilitator in the learning resource centre at the college. 

When her request was denied, she womed about student learning of skills as a mechanical 

procedure without thinking of the various possible contexts that occur in the hospitai. 

AIbeit Jenny's focus is on rules for the students, her moving back and forth between the 

concrete and the arnbiguous situations is evident. 

While she emphasizes a contextual understanding of a nursing procedurai activity, 

she was challenged by some students' task performance, without question of principles, 

based on their observations of hospital nurses' activities. It is purely doing without 

thinking, an apprenticeship mode1 of which Jenny was fearful. Her attempt to Live wiîh the 

certainty of skills and rules and the ambiguity of the clinical situations is no longer 
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perceived to be a searnless story. ParaIIel to Jenny's quandary, Sally and 1 retreat from a 

practice in living an inquiry approach of uncertainty to a focus on a technical and 

biomedical approach to doing tasks for a presumed certainty with students of concem after 

the degation process, 

Jenny's need for control is extended to her  volvem ment in departmental initiatives. 

This sense of control is crushed as her proposed increase in the number of ciinical days in 

her curriculum planning is not logisticaily feasible with a continuous increase in student 

enrolment. Her initial enthusiasm with the recruitment and retention scheme is also 

overpowered by a continuous, vigorous enforcement of institutiond policies on student 

failure and admission. 

Jenny is mindm of the theories of good teaching and nursing practice. She attempts 

to create a learning community of students and a balance of personal experience, 

professional knowledge, and skills. h i t i dy ,  as Jemy moved between in-college and out 

of college places, the personal experience and professional theories shifted to become the 

foregound, then the background. However, her perceived Iack of control over the flow of 

currents led her to abandon her blended personal and professional approach for a 

standardized one. She spoke about a need for standards for her students in spite of her 

reco,onition of their diversities. A standard is required for the admission criteria to ascertain 

qualified prospective students. Ironicdly, as Sally, Jenny, and 1 uphold the college open- 

door policy and student opportunity, we no Ionger have the time and ability to help many 

students to be successful in the program. 

Concurrent with this sense of control is J ~ M Y ' S  reflection on the students who 

were given a marginal pass and those with whom she spent innumerable futile hours of 

remediation. She wondered about boundary setting, investing her energy and time with 

students who seem more likely to succeed and contribute to the nursing profession. The 

conflict of institutionai narratives with Our meaning of nursing and teaching further 
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muddles our thinking, continues to pose a moral concem, in light of a shift in nursing 

education to a baccdaureate degree prepared profession. 

Drawing on Dewey's (1938) continuity, it is important for us to recognize not only 

the present beliefs and past background of Saiiy, k ~ y ,  and myself, but also our hopes 

and intentions for the future of nursing. We do not tell our stories as a way to discem what 

is good teaching and nursing practice nor as a story to judge administrative behaviour. B y 

sharing Our stories of practice, we hope to understand the broader issues that have emerged 

from the changes in the professional nursing knowledge landscape, We want to begin to 

imagine how to Iive a different story of professionalization in a context of a nursing 

education revolution and health-care reform through our stories of practice and our shifting 

Stones to live by. 



CHAPTER 7 

PROFESSIONAL NURSIENG LDENTITY- PERSPECTIVES BEYOND 

OPPOSITES 

The Endinp - and a New Becinnine of the Ground 1 Stand On 

As the physicai structure and the policy directives of Lakeview CoIIege are evolving 

with its extemal world, Our stories to Iive by are shifting as Sally, Jenny, and 1 continue to 

live on this landscape. Looking at how the administrators live out the college mandate for 

teacher accountability from our vantage point, we see it is mainiy driven by funding, 

procedure, and protocol. This observation bnngs to mind the "tucked away" access ramp 

for students with disabilities that stands in contrast to the renovated, large corporate college 

entrance. These structures may show a metaphorical parailel to the administrators' position 

and the professional lives of many diploma nurse educators at Lakeview College. While the 

administrators' roles are recognized through their objective, systematic, and task-oriented 

approach, professional lives for nurses and nurse educators are concerned with comecting 

with patients and students. When administrators' rnatter-of-fact approach intersected with 

S a y ,  Jenny, and my needs to relate to our students and Our patients, we inevitably felt 

lost. The rhythms of how we know nursing and teaching becarne out-of-sync. We tried to 

re-establish harmony for ourselves in order to live out the college directives. 

It is not as if we have always been leading seamless professional Iives, far from it, 

but we were able to continuously modiQ our relations with the changes. We ail have had a 

few difficult students and occasional challenging clinical situations that we were able to 

manage in a relatively stable environment in the past. Stability in that sense meant we could 

still maintain our stories to live by. 

We are now, however, Living with multiple changes manifested in the provincial 

health-care reform, nursing education revolution, and the plotline of teacher accountability 
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at Lakeview CoIiege. AU these changes affect our understanding of nursing education and 

practice. Connelly and Clandinin (1999) conceptualize refonn in terms of Dewey's 

experientiai theory. Reform, as an intentional change, is seen as a negotiation in accord 

with the continuing and always slightIy out-of-sync changes in schools and their socid 

milieus. Within this understanding, change is a "prirnary reality of Me" (Code, 1997, 

p. 208). It does not happen only when reform effort is identified. Change s h i f ~  the baiance 

that many nurses and diploma nurse educators have continuously negotiated within their 

particuiar professional context, be it the way nurses relate to their patients or the way 

diploma nurse educators connect with their students. The balance that SaIiy, Jemy, and 1 

try to maintain in this environment is disrupted. The intentionai changes in health care and 

in nursing education are superimposed on a backdrop of an ongoing, multi-dimensional 

change within the Lakeview context (Corde, 1997). It is no longer the overlapping circles 

of the npples as we once envisioned but dangerous rapids and torrents. Our equilibrium 

system is shaken, and it is hard for us to regain the harmony. On the one hand, we try to 

live out a paradigm of participative practice with ambi-guity and inquiry as part of the 

ideology of the nursing education revolution within a patnarchd health-care system. On the 

other hand, we are besieged with our own questions of moral and ethical responsibilities to 

students and to the nursing profession when student retention and recruitment practices are 

vigorously enforced in the institutional narratives. When Saily and Jenny found thernselves 

fleeing from ambiguity to certainty in time of distress and pondered retirement, their 

balance was further dismpted. It was also a disconcerting phenornenon when 1 asked why 

we are in nursing. 

Di~ loma Nurse Educators' Dilemma and Other Nurses' Predicament: A 

Look at the Nursinc Education Revolution 

This sense of confusion brought me back to the scene of Ontario health-care 

resû-ucturing where many nurses are questioning their professional identities and their 
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perceived value as held by administrators during the process of downsizing. Reco,pizing 

what happened to the nursing profession, many nursing leaders concur that the challenge 

faced by nurses, during health-care reform, is the lack of understanding fiom the 

policymakers and administrators of the importance of registered nurses' contribution vis-à- 

vis an aiiing hedth-care system. Others aiso point to the gaps in nurses' different 

comprehension of professional nursing. 

While nursing's contribution to heaith care is unclear, and there is a pluralistic view 

of nursing within its own comrnunity, the replacement of nurses with unregulated health- 

care personnel through intensive training during the health-care restnicturing process seems 

to reflect a continuous view of nurses as "task-workers." Juxtaposed with this view is the 

revolution of nursing education and practice, embedded in a culture of nursing evolution. 

The impetus for nursing education revohtion is about developing a unique body of 

knowledge which can help nurses to articulate the meaning of nursing. It is about educating 

students rather than training them with rules and behavioural objectives. It is a rnovement 

seeking to transform health care, to overcome inequities, and to understand people and their 

meanings of their health conditions. 

While the biomedical tradition has made its mark in nursing professionalization, it 

was in the late 1980s that nurse theoristdresearchers realized its limited utility in the 

growing complexity of the health issues encountered by nurses. This nursing education 

movement represents a different world view for nursing. There is a growing belief that the 

biomedical mode1 c m  no longer have power over the long-term hedth-care needs for the 

graying population and over the management of societai conditions such as hornelessness 

and poverty (Tanner, 1990). Its parochial perspective on disease negates major societai 

conditions that lead to changes in health conditions. The nursing education movement 

revolves around an understanding of the nature of human wholeness, the nature of human- 

universe relationship and the nature of health based on henneneutic/practicaI and 

criticaVemancipatory paradigms. Put simply , as a discipline, nursing is evolving dong 
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different paths. On the one hand, there is a biomedical model, a nursing tradition based on 

medical, empirical science, which evolved from naturai science. On the other hand, there is 

an alternate paradiam based on human science. Since the revolution is conceptualized as 

part of the nursing evolution, it gave a sense of an advanced, improved nursing practice. 

By the very nature of their differences, they are perceived by many in the nursing 

comrnunity as a polarïzed view of nursing. 

Recognizing the need for nursing education revolution, S a y ,  Jenny and 1 were 

aiso continualiy guided by Our leaders into an understanding of a growing realization that 

the failures of the health-care system are a manifestation of a dominant world view of 

nursing based on a biomedical model within which caring values and nwsing work are 

positioned (Moccia, 1990, p. 308). These nursing activities are, however, often invisible 

(Benner, 1990; Watson, 1990, Reverby, 1987b). The observations from my field notes 

continue to support this phenomenon. While some nurses in the hospitals remain in a 

patriarchal relationship with physicians, many nursing students are oblivious to the power 

of the patriarchal control in nursing language. 

The invisibility of nurses' contribution within a biornedical rnodel can perhaps aiso 

be understood when hospital administrators pursue a benchmark for observable and 

measurable nursing activities as a standard to evaluate nurses' work. But c m  this standard 

be used to rneasure personal meaning and an understanding of the nurse-patient process? 

Are we evaluating nursing based on the criteria which serve to examine the measurable and 

observable from a biomedical model? Does this phenomenon illustrate a continuous history 

of a biomedical tradition in chical nursing? 

Living within this change in the meaning of nursing, 1 began retelling nursing 

professiondism, through rny thesis joumey, with a view that the altemate paradigm was a 

celebration for professional evolution. It was a step toward a departure from a dominance 

of a biomedicd model. I had adopted the Western ideology that change is thought of as 
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progressive advancement. My participants also felt that this undertaking wouid move us 

closer to our dinical experience with students in their relations with patients. 

A Reinforcement for and an Armment A~ainst  the Biomedical Mode1 

While there are endeavours from nurse theorists/researchers to develop a unique 

body of knowledge, departing from the biomedical model, there is also a movement toward 

evidence-based nursing practice. The latter approach has been perceived by some nursing 

leaders as a panacea for our current nursing problems: the problem of not being able to 

articulate what nursing is and how one conceptualizes the role of a nurse. Evidence-based 

nursing practice is thought to be an answer to legitimize nursing's position in the 

professional realm. 

For other nursing leaders, the merit of evidence-based practice has been more 

relevant to the disciplines of rnedicine or pharmacology. Within a very narrow scope, this 

practice might be appropriate for some nursing technical activities, for instance, temperature 

taking and surgical wound cleansing. But they believe that this kind of technical 

understandhg provides Iittle substance to the knowledge base of nursing. This approach is 

believed to be only a continuation of a biomedicd model. The leaders, who endorse a 

human science nursing approach, argue that the evidence-based practice defines nurses as 

technicians in the medical context. It would take nurses further away from any awareness 

about human-nursing process. They argue that evidence-based practice negates the 

individualized, participative practice that reflects nurses' knowledge denved from a Living, 

unfolding mutuality of intersubjective beings. 

A Similar Disru~tion: Continuous Ne~otiation 1s in Peril 

Many nurses in practice recognize the importance of personal engagement with 

patients. But when they are confronted with the prospect of downsizing and a corporate 
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ideology of efficiency and effectiveness, their rhythms of nursing, like our rbythms of 

teaching in nursing, are disrupted. 

The concept of reform as change that causes disruption to nurses' balance of 

rhythms in the process of health-care restructuring is evident. There are layoffs, a rehîring 

practice of nurses for part-tirne and casual positions, a replacement of iicensed 

professionals by unregulated health-care workers, and the establishment of benchmark 

cnteria for hospital performance evaluation. There are also nurses' comments about the 

lack of time to "care" for a patient as a whole person as they display a phenornenon of 

"self-preservation7' in hospitals. Many of the nurses who have continued to work have 

become detached from their patients because it is too painful to be involved when there is a 

perceived lack of control (Shamian, 1998). This situation has often made nursing activity 

focused. In many instances, the task-oriented approach is exacerbated by increasing 

nursing workloads resulting from a lack of resources and the caring for sicker patients 

(RNAO, 1999a, p. 23). This observation bears a similarity to the challenges we face at 

Lakeview College. The administrative, praamatic approac h translates into 'ZincarinC)' 

practices in a seemingly caing profession, if 1 rnay use the term "care7' in a conventional 

way for compassion and nurturing. 

Reflecting on what has happened to nurses dunng the health-care reform, we see a 

close parallel to our contending with difficulties. Similar to those nurses' focus on basic 

care, both Sally and 1 have retreated to a task-oriented approach and a focus on 

pathophysiology in Our clinical activities with students of concern. Sirnilarly, Jenny has 

yeamed for a retum to a standardized method despite her emphasis on personal aspects and 

meanings with students. 

A Seerninylv Safe Zone for Nurses 

M a t  are many nurses and diploma nurse educators, like ourselves, running away 

from? There are mixed feelings of disappointment, sadness, anger, fï-ustration, confusion, 
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fear of the unknown, and pain. Mitchell and Pikington (2000) leam from nurses about 

their intense discornfort wich ambiepïty which is inherent during times of struggle (p. 3 1). 

They believe that the flight from arnbiguity is comprehensible in light of our biomedical 

tradition and nursing his tory. The technical, rational approach has led nurses to embrace 

certainty and cIarity of direction. For instance, the use of nursing process with diagnosis 

and prescriptive interventions in accordance to established n o m  has created an image of 

certainty. This is how Jenny and 1, in particular, were socialized into a nursing culture 

which values control and predictability. Albeit Sdlyys description of a less oppressive 

nursing education, she also sought refuge in doing tasks and focusing on pathophysioiogic 

issues when she could not bear the ambiguity after the allegation. As 1 thought about how 

we live out a story of certainty in a time of struggle, 1 saw an image of a snake which 

continues to move as it sheds its skin. But as the new skin pushes through, the snake stilI 

glides with its old layer. Dewey's (1938) notion of the continuity of experience has also 

made this point as he says, "...every experience both takes up something from those which 

have gone before and modifies in some way the quaiity of those which come after" (p. 35). 

Our experience of who we are is continuously influenced by our past, our present, and our 

hopes for the future. 

A Continued Narrative for Identitv Formation 

Heidegger (1926/1962) observes that in our everyday life, oftentirnes there is an 

illusion that "everything looks as if it were genuinely understood, genuinely taken hold of, 

genuinely spoken, though at bottom it is not; or else it does not Iook so, and yet at bottom it 

is" (p. 217). Our identities shift in a time when we ùiink we understand who we are as 

diploma nurse educators, as persons during the nursing education revolution and health- 

care restructuring. When we live the hurnan science approach of participative practice, we 

move away From a biomedicd tradition of nursing and try to live out the aiternate view in 

our nursing teaching and practice. Jenny, Sally, and 1 ernphasize the importance of 
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patients' meanings to students. But when we, ourselves, no longer know how to connect 

with many of our students as we live the institutional constraints, we fmd ourselves being 

pulied back to a safer zone of a biomedical model, unable to nsk living the ambiguities of 

consequences, the uncertainties of some students7 experience of their learning, and the 

administrative behaviours. We see our response as a coping mechanism, to be able to think 

that we know what will happen and what to do. In this instance, our identities shift again 

with a different understanding of our roles and meanings of nursing. 

Mitchell and Pikington (2000) believe that an examination of nurses' comfort and 

discomfort of ambiguity can illuminate nursing's evolution as a discipline. It is the 

paradoxical rhythm of knowing-unknowing which shapes nurses' levels of comfort with 

arnbiguity. Nursing practice is inherently ambiguous because the nurse-person process is 

continuously shifting and unfolding in relations. However, the practice itself is bounded by 

broad decision-making skiils for bio-physiology, pathology, and technology. 

We, as diploma nurse educators, Like other nurses in the clinical settings, live 

simuItaneously the known and the unknown. The knowing of the technical, biomedical 

aspects of nursing and the unknowing of the inquiry approach in Our teaching, revealed in 

our teacher-student process as we relate to each other. 

Concepts of Chanee and Persistence: The Occident Meets the Orient 

My expenences and those of Sdly and Jenny are described as "paradoxicd since 

opposing purposes coexist and compete for priority" (Pikington, 2000, p. 5). There is a 

sense of change (unknowing) and persistence (knowing) as a phenornenon of concern. In 

Western naturd science tradition, change and persistence are seen as dualistic. While the 

former is viewed as growth, the latter is seen as stability. This observation points to a 

perceived dichotomy within the biomedical model and altemate approaches for nursing, 

such as a human science approach. 



In my foregoing discussion, 1 reported that  MY, Sally, and 1 had initiaiiy taken a 

view of the human science nursing approach as a progressive change. But looking at the 

position in which we fmd ourselves today, the retelling of our stories to live by has taken a 

different direction. 1 began to see the notion of change fkom the perspective of an Eastern 

philosophy - that change is not progressive but cyclical in nature (Wilhelm, 1973). 1 then 

wondered about the intenvoven plotlines of the nursing education revolution with our loss 

of womanly service as part of nursing's professional pursuit in the Iate 1880s (Melosh, 

1982). Our present movement seems to reclaim what many nurses felt, in Melosh's 

anaiysis, that they had to forgo the service aspect of personal, fiumanistic sentiment as a 

price to pay for professional recognition. It seerns to me that nurse theorists/researchers are 

now trying to re-enter the professional scene from a different vantage point by reclairning 

the importance of personal meaning and involvement in nursing. But Pikington (2000) 

observes that "what is iamiliar is not unchanging but continually regenerating" (p. 9). Ln 

spite of a common, ernbraced value of personal and humanistic elements in nursing, nurses 

in Melosh's analysis were participating in an apprenticeship mode1 of training, whereas the 

current movement toward a humanistic, holistic approach in nursing is to counter the 

oppressive nature of a biomedicd training- Kliebard (1968) says, 

"From a moral point of view, the emphasis on behaviourai goals.,.still borders 
on..,indoctrination rather than education. We begin with sorne notion of how we want a 
person to behave and then we try to manipulate..,to get him to behave as we want him to" 
(p. 246). 

Brine in~  the Clinical Situation Into Our Experience 

Returning to Our teaching experience at Lakeview College, Our stories seem to 

mirror the nurses' dilemma in Melosh's analysis, that something was disrupted, In o u  

case, it is our professionai nurse accountability versus our teacher accountability. In our 

attempt to aLign with an alternate approach, this has caused us distress as the institutional 

narratives shifted. While the administrators focused on funding, recruitrnent, and retention 
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strategies, Jenny, Saliy,  and 1 struggled with students to help them in their understanding 

of human relationships and their involvement with and listening to patients. 

In living through the reform process wbch  is conceptudized as how we live the 

relationships between seemingly opposites, we continue to re-establish an equiïibrium in a 

constant state of flux. But this tirne o u  balance is disrupted by the tsunami which sweeps 

us back to living with certainty. Initially, 1 felt a sense of hopelessness at the end of this 

thesis journey. 1 asked myself why stay in nursing if 1 c m  not implement what I believe to 

be important in nursing - a human to human connectedness, What does our situation 

reflect? 1s it a continuous lack of reco,onition of value for what the practitioners think and 

know within the conduit of institutional poiicy? How c m  we then be held accountable to 

our teaching in nursing if we are not being perceived to be the holder of knowledge? 

A Fee l in~  of Doom or a Turn in~  Point 

Since the nursing education revolution was intended to have nurseshurse educators 

examine the taken-for-ganted biomedical tradition and its limited use in nursing, 1 felt a 

sense of failure. My retreat to a biomedical model of presumed certainty has held me 

hostage to an inadequate nursing model and prevented me from living out an alternate 

professional ideology. In the sarne vein, S d y  felt shame and Dpilt, and Jenny Iived her 

professionaI and personal lives with frustration and fatigue. 

It is inevitable 1 speculate, that we as human, by nature or by socialization, need to 

hold onto some certainties in time of distress. Living with certainty and uncerrainty is al1 

part of being human. For me, it is also sirnilar to the concept of caring which is not 

necessarily bound within nursing but is a living expenence with people. It is hence caring 

in context as Sally, Jenny, and 1 encounter different student situations as we live the 

process of this inquiry. 



Time For Retellin~ and Relivin~ From an Eastern Pers~ective 

Thinking about our stones of practice, the concepts of change and persistence £kom 

an Eastern tradition, which are different from its Western counterpart, may help S d y ,  

Jenny, and me make meanings of them. Beginning with Our experiences of passion and 

dis-passion for teaching nursing reminded me of Lee's (1994) discussion of what the 

Eastern ancients observed in human life. There are contrasting experiences like pain and 

pleasure, heat and cold. This thought brings to mind the poIarity of yin and yang which is 

findamental to Taoism, an Eastern philosophy. This opposition is only possible because of 

their unity: They are mutuaiiy inclusive. In the Taoist way of thinking, "There exists no 

yang without yin in it. Nor yin without yang. They are impalpable polarities which provide 

that oscillation. Without which there can be no rnovement" (Rawson & Legeza, 1973/1995, 

p. 12). This relationship is the basis for al1 changes. Nurses' and diploma nurse educators' 

professional lives on the landscape are disrupted by changes, the yin and yang, which they 

constantly try to modify and negotiate in order to regain an equiIibnum for their stones to 

live by, 

As we try to retell and relive Our shifted stories to live by, J e ~ y ,  Sally, and I began 

to see Our teaching practice from a different world view. It is no longer about a "conflicting 

relationship of opposites" but rather change and persistence or uncertainty and certainv are 

viewed as a narrative CO-existence. It is a narrative CO-existence in that our uncertainties of 

control had pushed us to create an experience of a "safe, secure and viable" (Mahoney, 

1991, p. 330) feeling by staying within a seerningly predictable, standardized. technical 

realm in our teaching. Simultaneously, we experïenced a loss of hope, and there was a 

tension as we moved toward a safe place, leaving behind a belief of participative practice 

with the give-and-take of human messages. As 1 began to understand the paradoxical nature 

of our existence, I recognized the uncertainty inherent in human situations which cannot 

exist without its counterpart of certainty of evidence (Lee, 1994) as part of nursing. The 
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concepts of certainty and uncertainty are inseparable. Saiiy, Jenny, and 1 could o d y  know 

our sense of loss in uncertainties relative to what we know in certainties. 

In nursing, the practice of a biomedical model and the practice of a human science 

paradigm do happen simultaneously. For instance, a person can enter the emergency room 

with chest pain which requires immediate assessrnent and diagnostic procedure to evaluate 

the pain according to a standardized protocol but at the sarne time, every person has an 

understanding of herlhis health conditions, and hence each individual's experience cannot 

be judged by an outside observer (Mitchell& Cody. 1999, p. 305). Given this context, 

even though each of these paradiam of practice is marked by its own knowledge and 

skills, we can no longer see them as conflicting opposites. There is the interdependence of 

these opposites which shapes the contours of our nursing and teaching practices. 

In the retelling of our previous expenence to choose between a biomedicd and an 

alternate approach in our professionai identity and nursing knowledge development, Sally, 

Jenny, and I began to question ourselves. By holding ont0 this altemate approach. are we 

not making an assumption that this alternative is the panacea for our nursing identity 

dilernma? If diis is me ,  are we not just replacing a biomedical model with another way to 

see the world? 

While it is important for nursing to re-create its own unique body of knowledge for 

professional recognition, I worry that through nurse theorists/researchers' vigorous 

endeavour, they, dong with us, might have re-enacted the scene of professionalization 

from Melosh' analysis. But this time, it is the reverse; we have ernphasized the personal 

meanings, from participative nurses/persons or diploma nurse educators/students 

experiences, over the technicd and the theoretical aspects of nursing. 

By retelling and reliving our stones of practice from an Eastern perspective, we 

reco,~ze that it is not necessarily a progression for nursing to depart from a biomedical 

mode1 to an alternate paradiam through an education revolution. But their CO-existence 

could be a more enriching understanding. What needs to be further explored is perhaps 
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how this narrative CO-existence interrelates and provides meaninDoful understanding in 

practice for nurses and diploma nurse educators. How do we create an environment for 

ourseIves to embrace the concept of ambi-pity within paradox as our professional 

perspective? 

A ReteII in~  and Relivino From a Dialectic of Theorv and Practice in 

Nursing 

Related to the CO-existence of certainy and uncertainty is the diaiectïc concept of 

theory and practice. McKeonYs (1952) didectic sees theory and practice as inseparable 

rather than as a dichotomy, According to this view, theory changes in accordance to the 

shifting exigencies of the practical world- There is a need to resolve oppositions between 

theory and practice (Connelly & Clandinin, 1988, p. 95). In assuming a didectical 

relationship between theory and practice, Jemy's, Sdly's and my personal practical 

knowledge has shown how the process of nursing professionalization continues to shape 

Our meaning of nursing (how practice can be influenced by theory) and, conversely, how 

we ourselves structure the practical situation in accordance to our knowledge and our needs 

(how practice influences theory). The dialectic view of theory and practice also helps to 

explain that nursing theory is not separate and distinct from practice but is inseparable from 

it. 

Historicaiiy nurse theoristdresearchers have tried to bridge the gap between theory 

and practice based on McKeonYs (1952) logistic view in which theory precedes and drives 

practice. Theory and practice are seen as separate entities. The nursing education 

revolution, in one sense, is an effort to point out to nurses the taken-for-granted meanings 

of the behavioural rnodel, to uncover the suprernacy of theoretical knowledge over the 

c h i c a l  knowledge development (Benner, 1984). 

Through my research process, I recognize there are different ways to conceptuaiize 

how the different ideas are there and how to think of opposites. One way is to examine the 
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certainty of the biomedical mode1 as separate from the uncertainty of the nurse- 

patientldiploma nurse educator-student interaction as we continue to move through the 

professionalization process. But how can we expect nurses and diploma nurse educators to 

discomect themselves from certainty and live out ambiaaUities when we still live with the 

rernnants of our narrative past of certainty? 1s it really an ideology of the past when we are 

still bombarded by standards of accountabiiity, benchmarks, and college policies and 

procedures? Within this context, 1 chose to recognize the values in both approaches and to 

take both into account as we Live out our professional lives as nurses and as diploma nurse 

educators. 

This research inquiry has brought me to a basic understanding of how the dialectic 

process may explain the shaping of my professional identity and knowledge development 

and those of my participants through the landscape of change and how we shaped the 

landscape through a shifi in Our understanding of our practice. 

Jemy, Sally, and 1 recognize the inevitable interplay between the opposites and 

leam to embrace them as equally important in our professional lives. We know in living on 

the professional nwsing knowledge landscape it is not a duaiistic approach; rather, we must 

understand their narrative CO-existence. 

What we also came to understand is that our effort is no longer a desperate 

improvisation for survival (Xin Li, 1998) but a required change in our understanding of the 

opposites. Within our emotions, there are now realization and awareness to make the 

choice of improvisation. It is no longer just a naturd tendency to maintain a balance. Hope 

is still dominant in our perseverance to stay in nursing education. Clandinin and Connelly 

(1998) address the importance to recognize that "any change needs to take into account not 

only the knowledge, values, and background of the people involved, but also their hopes, 

intentions, and wishes for the future" (p. 156). 

Again, drawing on Clandinin and Conneiiy's (1998) notions of knowledge as 

a ~ b u t e  which c m  be taught and knowledge as narrative which can only be experienced in 
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context and expressed in practice (p. 157), I came to understand the difference between 

knowledge as lived and knowledge as taught. 1 have reaiiy lived through the understanding 

of knowledge as narrative in these circumstances. The professional knowledge pursuit is 

not ody  about what we glimpsed from the nursing education revolution but what we, as 

practitioners, experienced in o u  professional worlds. The tension from the ambiguity, 

which was created from the unknown consequences with students and f?om a conflicting 

institutional plothe, led us to our awareness of the power of knowledge as narrative rather 

than as attribute (Connelly & Clandinin, 1999). 

Today as 1 try to understand what 1 found through Ùus journey of inqujl,  1 realize 

it is not necessarily about a search of nuggets of knowledge discovered at the end of the 

rainbow. It is not the pot of gold that 1 was searching for but the rainbow itself. The 

multiple colours that make most people say âfter a storm, "Look, there is the rainbow." The 

rainbow reminds me of a prisrn with different colours coming through it as the light lands 

on it from a different angle. It is about how both the human science paradigm and the 

biomedical mode1 have provided relevant yet different foundations for nursing practice. 

They are the yin and yang as we negotiate through a reform process for a sense of balance. 

There is a dialectic in Our understanding of the meaning of nursing and the 

institutional view on teaching and riursing. McKeon7s (1952) dialectic perspective reveals 

practice is theory in action and hence if they are incompatible, it is theory rather than 

practice that is seen to be problematic. My stories of experience and those of Jenny and 

Sally Uuminate for us the importance to understand nursing frorn practice. We cannot make 

our practices to fit the theoretical notions; they are inseparable. Theory emerges from 

practice and practice inforrns theory. 

The rainbow also gives a feeling of illusion. Have I developed a better 

understanding of what happened and what is happening to nursing as a profession vis-à-vis 

the time when 1 began this thesis? Perhaps the illusion points to the nature of professional 

lives of nursing. IIIusion is defined as "Something that appears to exist or is in reality 
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something else" (Coilins Cobuild English Dictionary, 1998). This definition apdy captures 

our lives - my participants and mine -in iiving on a shiftuig Lakeview landscape. 

Something that appears to be what we think is the meaning of nursing turns into something 

else in reality. The allegation process is unexpected as we tried to Live out an inquky 

approach nursing philosophy. Sally, Jenny, and 1 seem to have had difficulties in Iiving the 

participative process with many of our students as we were chalienged by the phrase 

"teacher accountability." We no longer had a clear understanding of Our roles and 

responsibilities. Perhaps it is a past illusion: How can we ever live with certainty in a state 

of constant flux? But without the anchor, we can dl be disappearing in the storm, drifüng 

wherever the wind is going to take us. Given this context, the illusion may serve a purpose 

for us in our day-to-day dealing with concems. But now we are more aware of its existence 

and how it affects our ongoing professional lives. 1 see Our illusions as part of an 

interwoven narrative of paradox. As we think we have a biomedical mode1 for control and 

predictability, we recognize, for instance, that we cannot control how students and their 

patients experience their realities. The reverse is aiso plausible that as we think we have to 

Listen to students' and patients' concerns from their perspectives, they h m  to us for our 

expert theoretical knowledge. Here 1 see that opposites can be found within each other. 

There is a constant negotiation between living with a script and Living with no script in 

nursing's professiond endeavour. 

How do we position ourselves when we leai-n from nurse theorists/researchers, 

who endorse a human science approach in nursing, that the difference between a 

professional and a non-professional is herlhis ability to live with arnbiguity? While there is 

unequivocal ment in this statement, how would Sally, J e ~ y ,  and 1 descnbe ourselves 

when we fled from uncertainty to certainty? When we were bombarded by ambiguous 

consequences, we could no longer see ourselves to be holders of knowledge. The 

ambiguity had shaken Our confidence. 
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Being a holder of knowledge and not king a holder of knowledge seem to be 

contemporaneous in professional nursing. When we slipped fiom the certainty of being 

holders of knowledge to the arnbiguity of not being holders of knowledge, the tension that 

is essential for our continuous seeking to understand Our thinking and to discuss our issues 

with colleagues arose. Through this collaborative inquiry, we created an opportunity for 

sharing which stems fkom our care of the nursing profession and our moral responsibilities 

to students. It is Sally's story about a leaming community which we c m  explore issues of 

teaching and nursing. It is rny story about a loss of professional identity, and Jemy's story 

of bewilderment, As Diekelrnann (1990) aptly captures that the challenge for us is to 

reco,gnize a need to create and recreate cornrnunities of care which address how we live out 

our day to day experiences [in the professional landscape of change]. Our retelling helps us 

to understand that embedded in our sense of ambiguity is really the knowledge of 

uncertainty. In our practice, not everything can be "objectified, made explicit, 

decontextualized, totalized or brought under o w  control" (p.30 1)- 

Through a narrative understanding of o u  teaching and nursing experience, we can 

perhaps live multiple nursing identities, not only as task-workers but also as conductors in 

CO-ordinating infinite shifting rhythms dong a continuum of opposites. But c m  

nurses/diploma nurse educators develop confidence to be a conductor if we are not given 

the opportunity to value what we know from our own experience? How can we be held 

accountable if we do not perceive ourselves to have autonomy and our professional 

knowledge is in question? This observation may link to the entrenched suprernacy of theory 

over practice in nursing. Many nurses/diploma nurse educators constantly turn to external 

authority for theories of improved practice. 1 am included, as 1 was very much driven by 

knowledge for nurses rather than turning to nurses' knowledge in my understanding of 

nursing. The entrenched notion of theory application in practice has robbed practitioners of 

their confidence in what they know. But given the concept of Tao, there is no confidence 

without non-confidence. Nurses/diploma nurse educators are confident that patients are 
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expected to receive technÏcaLly competent care, but they are not as clear what the term 

competence may mean to different patients, There is always the arnbia+ty, non-confidence 

within confidence. It is through this point of tension, between the confidence and non- 

confidence, where the growth may lie. The unity that rests between yin and yang is the 

Tao. Tao is the process of the interplay between the opposites (Capra, l975/199 1). 

Perhaps living an understanding of the dialectic in nursing, rather than a logistic view of 

theory and practice, it may provide a different direction in Our pursuit of professionalism, 

Storv of Yin and Yanp in Nursing Professionalization 

In the Confucian metaphysical world view, yin and yang represent female and male 

respectively. The cosmic inferiority of women is revealed through, for instance, 

footbinding and the widespread practice of female infanticide when the one child policy 

was instituted in China. From the Taoist rnetaphysical world view, on the other hand, yin 

and yang CO-exist in balanced movement. It is the latter perspective that 1 use to address the 

gender issue in nursing professionalization. 

Through histoncal examination of nursing's pursuit of a biomedical model for its 

professionalization, 1 was reminded by Chinn (1985) as she says that: 

"traits of this world view are characterized as being male because of the rernarkable 
consistency with such masculine concept as power, control .., technology, ... rationality, 
logic, objectivity, hard data ...[ this view] dso  disdains concepts that are consistent with that 
wkch  is assigned as being "ferninine" - soft data, subjective, feeling, emotion, intuition, 
and so forth" (p. 48). 

Given this understanding, yin and yang as representations for fernale and male can be 

assigned to the human science paradigrn and the biomedical model. 

Notwithstanding the importance of examining nursing's evolution of 

professionaiism within the patriarchal sphere, but given the abundance of literature in this 

area, 1 would like to take a different approach. 1 hlm to Hollingsworth's (1994) principles 

of feminist pedagogy and Wheeler and Chinn's (l989/LW 1) feminist process which 



reveals values of relational knowing, sharing, openness, and respect of differences. This 

concept seems to be consistent with an understanding of the interdependence of opposites. 

At one level, this feminist approach reflects the idea that in order to critique and aiter 

existing practice, it is necessary for us to address the dominant practice of biomedical 

mode1 with reference to our own personal meanings experienced in human science 

paradigm. At another level, the act of respecting another's opposite world view through 

listening to her/his experience may shape the person's response. In Holhgsworth' s (1 994) 

study with teachers, one teacher said to her, 

"1 did not agree with you at first about the feminist perspective on teaching. You listened to 
me and 1 felt respected by you. That prompted my respect for your experience in return. In 
the end, 1 understood what you meant ... and 1 think understanding it has changed my life" 
(p.239). 

Dialogue is important as we understand the narrative CO-existence of the biomedical and 

human science perspectives in nursing. It is the endless diaiectic which provides the 

oscillation and enriched possibilities for nursing. As Lao Tzu says, "When all in the world 

understand beauty to be beautifid, then ugliness exists" (Capra, l975/lW 1, p. 145). It is 

within Our understanding of the biomedical model being patriarchal (yang) that emerges a 

human science nursing approach that is ferninine (yin). 

Sally, Jenny, and 1 are altemating between a biomedical model and a human science 

approach. We are constantly moving on the continuum, oscillating back and forth as 

different situations arise. The concepts of yin and yang and uncertainty and certainty are 

tools for understanding Our stones of practice at Lakeview Coiiege. But perhaps this 

conceptuai understanding c m  provide fùrther inquiry into the interplay between the 

biomedical mode1 and a human science approach and how the two seerningiy different 

nursing paradigms c m  intenveave into multiple possibilities for professional nursing. 



Enterin? and Leavin~  - in the Midst of Narratives 

As I put an artficial closure to this chapter, I see myself walking into the midst 

(Clandinin & Comelly, 2000) of a web of ongoing narratives and leaving in the rnidst. 

There is hence no beginning or ending of where 1 position myself in this inquiry. 1 have 

taken fragments of stories to weave an understanding of nursing identity and our identities 

as diplorna nurse educators in the professional landscape of change. 

The pieces of stories and the rainbow refraction of lights from the prisrn point to the 

reform process as change. Jenny, Sally, and 1 as practitioners, dong with the college 

adrninistrators, hospital policymakers, nurse theorists/researchers, are aLl an integral part of 

a continuous and changing movement. This movement itself is searnless, as change does 

not change itself. The flow of the current activities never stops, and "...none of its patterns 

of which we can take conceptual snapshots are real. UnreaI in the sense of being 

permanent, even for the briefest moment of time we can imagine. Unreal in the sense of 

being complete, even for the most comprehensive aspects of space we can imagine" (Xin 

Li, 1998, p. 24). This observation mirrors Connelly and Clandinin's (1999) metaphor of 

parade in their conception of reform. The fra,gments of stories were stories from each of us 

who participate in the parade. There are stones from administrators, policyrnakers, nurses, 

nurse educators, nurse theorists/researchers. The stories are not complete because each of 

us has our own set of stories to live out at a particular time as we take a particular position 

on the professional knowledge Iandscape. 

Undoubtedly there is a need for nursing to develop its own unique body of 

knowledge and to be recognized as the holder of knowledge. But perhaps it is equally 

important for us to continue to reco-pize the contribution of the biomedical tradition and to 

begin to understand the arnbiguity of being a non-holder of knowledge. These are all 

fragments from which we c m  expand our understanding of nursing. Grudin (1996) 

proposes that to understand something is to expand into it and not to cut it down to size. 
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The influences we have on each other's stories of practice on the professional 

knowledge landscape are uncertain. But Behar (1996) says it eloquently that [a human] 

knows self by knowing others and has corne to know others by knowing self. 

Rather than taking a polarized approac'h, choosing between a biomedical mode1 and 

a human science paradigm, Sally, Jenny, and I cm join the parade. By walking along with 

other participants who may not speak our languape, we c m  try to teli and listen to each 

other' s stories, (Comelly & Clandinin 1999); trying with them to understand the inevitable 

interplay between the opposites in our professional Lives, to improvise the shape of the 

cments. While listening to others, we also need to preserve what we know. However, the 

effect of experientiai shaiing has impact on the beiiefs, feelings and mernories individuals 

bnng to the conversation as they listen. Change c m  occur as a consequence of sharing even 

when one does not believe in what was heard (Code, 1997). By trying to improvise the 

shape of the currents, we need to reco,onize the multiple dimensions and the changing 

nature of the flow of knowledge. We may be able to swim in a more synchronized fashion, 

to consider more thoughtfully possible meanings and how to imagine swirnrning along the 

ongoing undirected currents. This makes possible an evolving story to live by as we begin 

to understand the continuous reliance of contemporary health care and our professionai 

identity evolution on certainty and uncertainty. S a y ,  Jenny, and 1 improvised the shape of 

the currents and we became more awake in our continuous journey on a boundless path of 

nursing- Isn't this what the nursing education revolution is about - to bring nurse 

theorists/researchers, nurse educators, and administrators together, to dialogue 

(Diekelmann, 1 WO)? 
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